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Executive Summary
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has released their Fourth
Assessment Reports1,2. It is now unequivocal that the global climate system is warming, and the
expectations are that the global annual mean temperature will rise more than 3°C this century.
Continued warming and changing of precipitation patterns will have a large effect on hydrology
with significant implications for the economy, infrastructure, and ecosystems of British
Columbia. In order to adapt to climate change, it is important to understand historical trends and
future projections in Pacific North America, and in particular, British Columbia.
The foundation for understanding the consequences of changing climate (temperature and
precipitation) at a regional scale are water resources at the ground level; i.e. hydrology. This
requires knowledge of the hydrological regime (rain, snow, ice), hydrological resources
(snowpack, glaciers, reservoirs, lakes, wetlands, groundwater and soil moisture), and hydrological
processes (interception, evaporation, transpiration, and streamflow). Extremely important water
resources responses will result from climate change. Subsequently these responses will influence
important economic sectors: power generation, forestry, fisheries, agriculture, mining, and their
commercial derivatives.
The first half of this report presents an updated analysis of BC’s historical climate trends and
variability. An interpolated dataset describes the diversity of BC’s climate. Established methods
were applied to calculate trends for temperature and precipitation, snowpack, streamflow and lake
ice. Trends in glaciers were synthesized from contemporary studies. The response of temperature,
precipitation, snowpack and streamflow to climate variability, i.e. the El Niño Southern
Oscillation (ENSO)i and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)ii is also included in this report.
The second part of the report applies projections of future climate using the latest Global
Climate Model (GCM) results from the IPCC Fourth Assessment at a coarse scale. The Canadian
Regional Climate Model (CRCM) was also used to obtain climate projections on a regional scale,
and empirical methods were used for high-definition mapping in BC. Changes to future snowpack
were estimated using a new version of the CRCM. Future climate impacts on glaciers and
streamflow were synthesized from select research publications. Examples of future hydrologic
impacts, such as soil moisture, changes to growing-degree-days and the Mountain Pine Beetle
infestation, were identified.
The most important results from the historical analysis and future projections of climate
change are summarized:
During the past century………


positive trends in annual daily minimum temperature +1.7°C (+1.0°C to +2.5°C per
century)iii, daily maximum temperature +0.6°C (+0.5°C to +1.5°C per century), and daily
mean temperature +1.2°C (+0.5°C to +1.5°C per century) have been documented. In northern
BC the trends in minimum wintertime temperature were up to +3.5°C per century. For
comparison, the global mean temperature trend is +0.7°C (between +0.6°C and 0.9°C per
century).



trends in precipitation were also generally positive (+22% per century on average across BC)
and some observations of +50% per century occurred in wintertime in the interior. However,

i

ENSO is a tropical Pacific phenomenon that influences weather around the world and across Canada with
periodicity of 2 to 7 years and events persisting for 6 to 18 months.
ii
PDO is a pattern of mid-latitude climate variability with phases lasting 20-30 years.
iii
The range in brackets indicates the geographical range of significant results for BC, based on the intervals
presented in the legends of Figure 2.1.1a to 2.1.1d and Figure 2.1.2 to 2.1.4, preceded by the average for
BC.
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there were exceptions, and some of the trends were reversed (negative) for shorter records (50
years).


climate variability had a pronounced influence on seasonal temperature and precipitation in
BC, especially in the winter and spring seasons. During the warm phase of ENSO, the
temperature was higher (+0.5°C to +2.8°C) and the precipitation was somewhat less (-5%)
compared to the cool phase. There was also a comparable influence of the PDO warm phase
on temperature (+2.9°C) although precipitation was not significantly different. However,
climate variability responses differ between the seven hydro-climatic regions of BC. The
magnitude of climate variability was comparable to climatic trends over the century.

Historical hydrologic trends and variability include………


losses of April 1st snowpack of -25% on average at BC sites and as much as -50% at a few
sites over the past 50 years. For shorter record lengths, however, the variability was large and
not homogeneous across the Province. In addition, ENSO influenced snowpack by -12% to
+21%iv. The geographical complexity of snowpack in BC prevents a simple interpretation of
results.



trends in glacier volume over the 1985-1999 period, which demonstrated an annual rate of
volume loss of 22.48  5.53 km3 per year from the glaciated areas of BC. These trends
indicate that many glaciers are out of phase with the current climate. Currently, the Western
Canadian Cryospheric Network (WC2N) is working to project the response of glaciers in
Western Canada to climate change.



changes in streamflow have occurred throughout BC, but depend on the hydro-climatic
region and the streamflow regime. The timing of spring runoff has advanced (10 to 30 days)
in runoff regimes dominated by snowmelt runoff. For watersheds at low elevations and
southern latitudes that have lost their glacier influence, the annual mean streamflow
decreased and the minimum daily average streamflow decreased. This result was consistent
with the impacts of warmer temperatures in mixed snow/glacial runoff regimes.



impacts of ENSO and PDO on the seasonal variability of streamflow. The strongest influence
occurred in southern BC. The timing of the response depended on flow regime: pluvial (raindominated), hybrid (a mix of rain and snow), nival (snow-dominated), or nival/glacial.



decreased duration of lake ice in the most recent records (0 to 42 days). The spring break-up
of lake ice also occurred up to 10 days earlier, although one station in the north-eastern
portion of the Province showed a later break-up by 2 days.



feedbacks from changing surface groundcover that are already evident in BC forests due to
the Mountain Pine Beetle infestation. The ground cover is changing and impacts to hydrology
can only be estimated. Earlier peak flows, increased low flows, and increased annual runoff
are expected consequences.

By the middle of this century (2050s)………..


the average annual temperature in BC is projected using an ensemble of GCMs to be warmer
by +1.7°C (+1.2°C to +2.5°C)v compared to the GCM baseline (1961-1990) climate, and this

iv

Based on the geographical range of results available across BC.
The ranges in brackets indicates the results from 30 GCM projections (section 4.1), preceded by the
average projection.
v

iv

shift is projected to occur in both winter and summer seasons. For comparison the global
average temperature is projected to increase by an estimated +1.5°C by the 2050s.


the average annual precipitation in BC is projected to increase slightly by +6% (+3% to
11%). However, most of this increase is projected to occur in the winter season, while
decreases are projected to be -3% (-9% to +2%) in the summer.



regional differences from the BC temperature and precipitation projections are evident using
the Canadian RCM (CRCM). In particular, the CRCM projected winter temperature increase
varies from +2.0°C to +4.2°C at most locations across BC and precipitation varies by up to
13% from the BC average projection.

Hydrologic impacts of projected climate change (2050s) include………


a decline in snowpack was projected by the Canadian RCM of up to -55% especially in the
Coastal Mountains of BC. This result is consistent with historical trends and projected
changes in temperature and precipitation.



a reduction in glacier volume over the 1985-1999 period. The annual trend was -22.485.53
km3 per year from the glaciated areas of BC. This suggests that many glaciers are not in
equilibrium with the current climate.



a comprehensive hydrologic analysis of projected streamflow in BC is not available. One
study of the Bridge Glacier indicated a decrease in August streamflow of -37% by the 2050s.
A study of the Columbia Basin projected a reduction of flow in the dry season of (-10% to
-25%), and a reduction of flow during the summer months of up to -90% by the 2050s.



a study of the Columbia Basin projected a reduction in soil moisture by the 2040s during the
summer and fall for parts of the Basin. Continental estimates of water balance are available,
but experimental, and direct measurements in BC are sparse.

Uncertainties and consistencies
Estimates of trends and projections of future climate and their impacts contain numerous
limitations. The lack of long records from a diverse range of representative sites is just part of the
problem. Additional uncertainties arise in the use of GCM and RCM models with coarse
resolution and imperfect physics. Unqualified acceptance of precise numerical values for
projected temperatures, precipitation or hydrological impact variables is not warranted.
When future projections of climate out to mid-century (2050s) are made on a global scale,
regional anomalies of hydrological components are consistent across BC and regional anomalies
are often larger than global projections. However, these results are qualified by the choice of
emissions scenario and the accuracy and resolution of climate projections.
Despite these limitations, there remains a certainty: throughout Pacific North America the
hydrological system is changing, including the distribution of precipitation and liquid/ice
regimes, the timing of streamflow and glacier runoff. A coherent picture emerges for the BC
region that is consistent with global projections: rising temperatures, particularly in the winter in
the north and in the summer along the coast, and these changes will have critical impacts on
hydrological resources in the Province. This will challenge the current methods for water
management in BC.
Next steps
With this understanding, the next steps can be visualized: monitoring of weather conditions to
determine climate variability, updating future climate scenarios as new research results become

v

available, analyzing extreme weather and hydrological events, and a thorough assessment of
water resources with a hydrologic model.
For operational management of BC water resources, diagnostic use of hydrologic modelling
is imperative. A suitable model must be selected, the surface conditions identified, and diagnostic
studies performed. To accomplish this objective, it will be necessary to attract the broadest
participation within the Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium and collaborate with other scientific
facilities in Canada and the US.
Regional differences and the effect of hydrological feedbacks across Pacific North America
can be identified by a high-resolution RCM. This requires the collaboration of another PCIC
member (Ouranos, Montréal) and with the Canadian Centre for Climate modelling and analysis
(CCCma) at the University of Victoria. The potential for increased intensity of Pacific storms
needs evaluation in the context of projected climate conditions. All of this research requires
investigations and analysis and collaboration from the research community that can be
subsequently translated into adaptive strategies and decisions for power generation and water
resources.
1

IPCC, 2007b. Summary for Policymakers. Climate Change 2007: The Physical Science Basis.
Contribution of Working Group I to the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom and New York, NY, USA, 18
pp.
2
IPCC, 2007a. Summary for Policymakers. Climate Change 2007: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability.
Contribution of Working Group II to the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom, 22 pp.
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Preface
This report is intended to be a brief but comprehensive survey of our current knowledge of
climate variability and change in British Columbia, including the past record of historical trends
and estimates of future climate scenarios. The focus is on water resources within the Provinces
and States of Pacific North America1, but does not directly address implications for water
resources system operations. Our intended audience is managers at BC Hydro who are planning
and allocating water resources. However, we are also aware of scientific scrutiny of our analysis
from many researchers in climate and hydrology. ‘Impacts’ as used in this report refers to the
consequence of climate change and variability on regional hydro-climatology, which has
implications for subsequent impacts studies on water resource systems.
Analysis using updated data and peer-reviewed methodology has formed the foundation of
our present understanding and was the basis of this work. Whenever possible, our intention was
to extend and improve existing results—notably in climate trends and projections of climate in
the 2050s. Consequently, we used the latest climate change scenarios from IPCC (2007), and we
extended the analysis of trends to include the most recent years available, and improved the
resolution when it was possible. Analysis was conducted by the staff of the Pacific Climate
Impacts Consortium (PCIC) at the University of Victoria. Our original work is indicated with the
PCIC logo on the graphical materials.
Coupled with this ambition to extend earlier analyses was a constraint for a concise synthesis
of results. The conflict between these objectives (scope and brevity) was a challenge to resolve.
First, it is difficult to acknowledge all the previous work that has been done by many scientific
colleagues. Secondly, BC hydro-climatology is extremely diverse and difficult to summarize
without defining multiple subregions and presenting an overwhelming number of details. Finally,
this technical subject resists a simplified interpretation in a concise document.
The format of the report follows a strict formula. The report has been divided by two foci:
historical hydro-climatology and future projections of regional climate change and its impacts on
hydro-climatology of the Province. Results are highlighted at the beginning of each section and
the methodology has been omitted from this report to achieve a concise synthesis. A separate
addendum of methodology is available for interested readers. References have been included as
footnotes that are listed at the end of each section. Figure and Table listings are located at the
back of the report. The vision and scope of the Consortium are available at
www.PacificClimate.org.
Finally, this report is a product of the Climate Overview Project, Contract No. 00023453, BC
Hydro. Supplemental funding was provided by the BC Ministry of the Environment. The
support of these two institutions is gratefully acknowledged.
Dave Rodenhuis, Project Leader

Katrina Bennett, Hydrologist
Arelia Werner, Hydrologist
Trevor Murdock, Climate Scientist
David Bronaugh, Programmer Analyst

1

PCIC. 2006. Executive Summary, Climate Overview, Proposal to BC Hydro, December 2006. Pacific
Climate Impacts Consortium, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, 19 pp.
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I. Introduction – Historical hydro-climate trends and variability
The basis for understanding climate variability and change is knowledge of historical climatology of
temperature and precipitation. With this understanding and insight, the impacts on water resources,
ecosystems, commerce, and public life can be estimated. The historical hydro-climatology records
(climate and water resources) also provide a foundation that can be used to test ideas and concepts
regarding the behaviour of the physical system and the potential for change in the future. This foundation
allows us to properly assess the vulnerability of our dependence upon water resources in the context of
potential climate change.
Several summaries have documented historical climate change in British Columbia and potential
impacts in the 21st century. The impacts of climate change in BC are already apparent, and other recent
surveys have characterized climate and hydrology in BC1,2 and documented climate impacts 3,4,5. These
summaries, as well as other contemporary results, were utilized for this report and verified with
independent analysis whenever there was an opportunity.
Within British Columbia (BC) a variety climatic zones exist in close proximity—both horizontally
and vertically. The influences of historical climate change and variability differ across these zones and
within zones. In most cases weather and hydrological observations are collected by public agencies at
designated locations and times, whereas hydro-climatological information is needed on much larger
spatial and temporal scales, for example in BC watersheds over a period of decades. Therefore, climate
data should ideally come from consistent, well-sited, locally-representative, long-term observations that
are distributed somewhat homogeneously across the Province. These conditions are seldom met and this
limits analysis and results.
Regional Climate Trends
During the past century, the climate has been assumed to be nearly constant, but with annual
variations. Now trends in temperature and precipitation clearly indicate that climate is changing. These
changes may appear of little consequence, or even appear to be beneficial. However, regional climate
trends, and regional hydrological impacts affect infrastructures, economy and daily life, and therefore the
regional scale is where impacts occur. In this report, trends in temperature and precipitation on global and
continental scales are compared to regional data sets, which have been extended and reanalyzed with
peer-reviewed methodology and measures of statistical significance.
Regional Climate Variability
Trend detection can be complicated by cycles of climate variability. Climate is variable and some
climate variability occurs on a regional scale. There are several measures of climate variability on BC’s
hydro-climate: El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) are
examined in this report. The distribution of these influences within the Province has been detected and
described. Other indices that may illustrate climate variability in BC include the Pacific North American
(PNA) pattern, and Arctic Oscillation (AO). However, the periods associated with these different
mechanisms range from years to decades. Some useful terminology for climate variability is included at
the end of this introduction.
Hydrologic Trends and Variability
Hydrologic impacts of historical climate change and variability also change the cryosphere, i.e. the
accumulated winter snowpack and the stored water resources of mountain glaciers. Along with natural
lakes, snowpack and glaciers compose a natural and valuable storage of water resources during the dry
season.
Long-term trends in snowpack have direct implications for seasonal timing and volume of runoff. In
this report, trends are updated, compared to the current period, and the statistical significance computed.
The influence of ENSO and PDO are illustrated. The physical state of BC glaciers has changed in

1

response to climate change and variability. Glaciers are examined through a review of existing research
investigations at selected sites. Ice-cover on lakes or rivers has been shown to be a good proxy indicator
of climate change as ice-cover reflects decadal and inter-decadal climate variation due to ENSO and
PDO. The timing of the duration of lake ice was synthesized from contemporary records and analyses.
Changes in streamflow are the most immediate and tangible hydrological impact of a changing and
variable climate system. Trends and variability could be resolved only through analyses that subdivided
streamflow by distinct flow regimes and by altitude.
Streamflow may be impacted by changes in ground cover occurring as a result of the Mountain Pine
Beetle infestation. Climate variability and climate change may shift future streamflow response but
information on impact of the Mountain Pine Beetle to BC’s watersheds is limited and knowledge of
industry response (i.e. salvage logging) is unknown.
Limitations
A full knowledge of historical climate trends and variability is a foundation for testing assertions of
future climate change. Yet, the observational base of climate variables is limited—both temporally and
spatially—and especially in northern areas of BC. Likewise, the cryosphere is not systematically and
comprehensively observed.

1

Moore, R.D., Spittlehouse, D.L., Whitfield, P.H. and Stahl, K., 2007 in press. Chapter 3: Weather and Climate. In:
R.G. Pike, and others (Editor), Compendium of Forest Hydrology and Geomorphology in British Columbia. BC
Ministry of Forests and Range, Research Branch, Victoria, BC and FORREX Forest Research Extension
Partnership, Kamloops, BC.
2
Eaton, B. and Moore, R.D., Ibid.Chapter 4: Regional Hydrology.
3
MoFR, 2006. Preparing for Climate Change: Adapting to Impacts on British Columbia’s Forest and Range
Resources, Ministry of Forests and Range, Victoria BC.
4
Sydneysmith, R. and Walker, I.J., 2007 in press. BC Chapter. In: D. Lemmon (Editor), The Canadian National
Assessment on Climate Change. Federal Government of Canada, Toronto, ON.
5
BC Ministry of Environment, 2007 in press. BC State of Environment Report, BC Provincial Government,
Victoria, BC.
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Terminology for climate variability
The primary mode of climate variability is the annual change of seasons.
Four modes of ocean-atmosphere variability relevant to British Columbia include the: El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), Pacific North American Pattern (PNA), and the
Arctic Oscillation (AO). These four modes are associated with different effects on BC’s climate and
operate at different timescales. This is an important factor when applying knowledge of these effects to
water resources management and planning in BC. For example, ENSO events affect year-to-year
variability, while 20th century PDO phases persist on the order of 20 to 30 years. Only ENSO and PDO
are dealt with in this report.
ENSO effects are associated with anomalously warm (cool) sea water in the equatorial Pacific1. This
warming (cooling) leads to higher (lower) sea surface temperatures, changes in sea level and storm tracks
and various other impacts to hydrology and local climate in BC. The warm phase of ENSO is commonly
referred to as El Niño, while the cool phase is called La Niña. ENSO responses tend to be strongest in
winter and spring. A more detailed explanation of the ENSO phenomena can be found in other sources.
Two phases of the PDO are associated with climate in BC, a warm (positive) and a cool (negative) phase.
The positive (negative) PDO phase is observed when the sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in the Central
and Western North Pacific Ocean are below (above) average, while the SSTs along the west coast of
North America are above (below) average.
During the positive phase of the PNA2, a strong Aleutian low develops in the Northeast Pacific, while
enhanced air flow is directed north along the western coast of North America and a ridge of high pressure
occurs over the Rocky Mountains. During El Niño and positive PDO winters, these PNA forcings
stabilize the polar jet stream and retain cold arctic air, maintaining warmer temperatures through winter
months in Pacific North America. Positive PNA has been linked to warmer winter time temperatures.
Precipitation impacts are more variable, and reduced snowpack levels have been observed during this
phase.
The AO is associated with changes in the winter polar jet stream, which can cause abnormally low
temperatures in some parts of the Province. The AO influences glacially-fed streamflow systems in
northern BC3.

1

Moore, R.D., Spittlehouse, D.L., Whitfield, P.H. and Stahl, K., 2007 in press. Chapter 3: Weather and Climate. In:
R.G. Pike, and others (Editor), Compendium of Forest Hydrology and Geomorphology in British Columbia. BC
Ministry of Forests and Range, Research Branch, Victoria, BC and FORREX Forest Research Extension
Partnership, Kamloops, BC.
2
Ibid.
3
Fleming, S., Moore, R.D. and Clarke, G.K.C., 2006. Glacier-mediated streamflow teleconnections to the Arctic
Oscillation. International Journal of Climatology, 26: 619–636.
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1. Hydro-climatology
1.1. Temperature and precipitation
It is important that the hydro-climatology of BC is defined to place past trends and future projections
in the context of average conditions and variability. In this report, BC was divided into regions which
have similar hydro-climatic characteristics. An interpolated dataset representative of BC’s complex
climatic diversity was applied to examine the hydro-climatology within regions. Runoff regimes were
also described.

Results









BC has a diverse climatology because of its geographical exposure to the Pacific Ocean, the
North American landmass, and topography (Figure 1.1.1, 1.1.2).
Historical observations are essential for analysis of past climate. Currently, little is known about
colder regions in BC as most observation stations are either located in the south or below 200 m
elevation (Figure 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.4a). Areas above 1000 m are not well represented (Figure
1.1.4a).
The transformation from site-specific historical weather and hydrological observations into an
interpolated dataset uses PRISMi,1 methodology. PRISM data was selected to display
climatological data because it accounts for topographic influences and produces a high-resolution
mapping.
Seven different regions are identified (Figure 1.1.3) as a means of classifying the hydro-climate
system. The zero-degree isotherm (Figure 1.1.1, 1.1.2) is especially sensitive to climatic change
and examining the movement of this line can provide insight into the affect of climate change on
the hydro-climatology of BC (section 3.3, 4.3).
There are four idealized types of runoff typically represented in BC: pluvial, hybrid, nival, and
nival-glacial (Figure 1.1.5). The timing of peak flows and low flows is different in each runoff
system. The effect of climate change can modify both the amount of total annual runoff and its
seasonal timing. Climate variability contributes additional uncertainty into possible changes in
timing and amount of flow.

Discussion
Diverse spatial temperature and precipitation patterns across BC demonstrate BC’s complex
climatology. Annual mean temperatures in coastal areas are the highest on average ranging from 5oC to
10oC (Figure 1.1.1). Away from the coast, annual mean temperatures in the southern interior of the
Province range from 0 oC to 5oC. Parts of the Fraser Plateau and Okanagan have high annual mean
temperatures due to extremely high summer temperatures. The northern parts of the Province and high
elevations in the Coastal and Rocky Mountains have low annual mean temperatures that reach -15oC is
some places, but generally range from -5oC to 0oC.
In the North and South Coast regions precipitation ranges from 1,500 mm up to approximately 5,000
mm per year at a few locations (Figure 1.1.2). Precipitation amounts are lower between the Coastal and
Rocky Mountains, in the Fraser Plateau and Okanagan, ranging from trace amounts to 1,400 mm per year.
Large precipitation gradients (up to 2,050 mm of precipitation per year) exist in the Rocky Mountains,
Columbia Basin and part of the north-eastern Fraser Plateau.
BC’s climate is primarily controlled by mountain ranges that run north-south that interact with
weather systems originating in the Pacific Ocean and influence the movement of storm tracks across the
Province2. However, topography, distance from the coast, and elevation all combine to drive climate and
weather patterns in BC. Climate variability in BC is also affected by variability in sea surface
temperatures and atmospheric circulation patterns of the Pacific Ocean3. These teleconnections are
i

PRISM - Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model.
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presented and discussed in more detail in other sections of the report (introduction I, section 2.2). The
synopticii climatology of BC is an important consideration with regard to BC’s hydro-climatology.
Thirteen dominant circulation types have been described for BC4. This classification system provides an
intuitive framework for understanding the influence of large-scale teleconnections on the surface climate
of BC5.

Observational Networks and Spatial Interpolation
Understanding hydro-climatology in BC relies in part on having an adequate observational network.
However, the network of climate stations in BC is <10% smaller than the World Meteorological
Organization’s minimum recommended size to adequately observe weather information6. The number of
hydrometric stations in BC is also inadequate to represent the variable hydrologic regimes present within
BC, which are required for engineering design, flood warning or avoidance, and sustainable resource
management 7. Most observation stations are located in the south and information is particularly scarce in
non-urban areas, small watersheds and in the northern cold regions of BC (Figure 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.4a).
Additionally, most stations are situated at elevations below 200 m, whereas high elevation areas8 above
1000 m are not well represented (Figure 1.1.4a). The current observational network presents a barrier to
evaluating changes in temperature, precipitation, glacier cover, snowpack, and streamflow in the
Province.
The observational networks provide station-based estimates of air temperature and precipitation, and
interpolation of these point data is important to present information on these variables for all of BC.
However, interpolating air temperatures and precipitation, given the current observation network is
challenging due to the highly variable density and biased distribution of the stations. PRISM is potentially
more sophisticated than other methods of interpolation. PRISM applies a digital elevation model (DEM)
to incorporate elevation and slope. PRISM also incorporates meterological and climatological expert
knowledge; therefore it is not purely a statistical interpretation9 (Figure 1.1.4b). PRISM was used in this
report to document BC’s historical climatology, i.e. air temperature and precipitation (Figure 1.1.1,
1.1.2).
The success of spatial interpolation techniques in representing daily air temperature was explored
recently for BC10. Specified lapse rates were found to be insufficient to account for the large variability in
daily lapse rates in winter11. Methods that computed lapse rates from local control points performed
poorly when there were a small number of high elevation data sites12. Although PRISM uses control
points it represents the atmosphere with two-layers and uses a topographic index to better represent cold
air drainage13. Even with further understanding of the effect of topography and synoptic patterns on
temperature patterns an appropriate observation network that includes high-elevation stations is
indispensable for creating a representative spatial interpolation of climate variables14.

Classification of BC’s Hydro-Climate
There are several different classification schemas that have been developed to divide the Province
into meaningful zones based on climate, vegetation, or soils15,16,17. However, these schemas were either
not focused on hydro-climatic factors or divided the Province into a high number of areas that were not
tractable for exploring within this report. Hence, for this report the Province has been divided into seven
hydro-climate regions (Figure 1.1.3). These regions reflect the areas where similar patterns of air
temperature, precipitation and hydrology occur and provide a conceptual framework within which the
diverse hydro-climate of the Province can been more easily discussed. The following describes these
seven regions and provides background on why they were selected.
The coastal regions of BC situated near to the Pacific Ocean have mountainous terrain and are thus
affected by similar storm patterns and orographic uplift. The southern coastal region contains the two
ii

Synoptic climatology is the study of climate from the perspective of atmospheric circulation, with emphasis on the
connections between circulation patterns and climatic differences.
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largest population centres in BC, Greater Vancouver and Greater Victoria. Hence, water quality, quantity
and extreme events strongly impact the residents of these districts18.
The interior regions of BC tend to be drier than the coastal regions and therefore may have a different
response to climate change. The Fraser Plateau and Interior Plateau encompass the Fraser and Nechako
River basins. Both basins are situated at high elevations in the rain shadow of the Coast Mountains and to
the west of the Rocky Mountains. The Okanagan region, a focal area for recent research on climate
change and hydrology, is already facing water shortages owing to large demands on the resource from
agricultural requirements and recent rapid population growth19,20. Located adjacent to the Okanagan, the
Columbia Basin has the potential to be strongly affected by climate change owing to its southern latitude
combined with a reliance on snow and glaciers, which have been declining in recent years21. The
Columbia River Treaty (a bilateral agreement between Canada and the US) is up for re-negotiation
starting in 2014 and necessitates comprehensive understanding of impacts of climate change to water
resources in the Columbia.
In the north of the Province, the northwest encloses the Northern Coast Mountains, the Rocky
Mountains and the Stikine Plateau which include the Skeena, Stikine, and Taku River drainage basins. In
the northeastern portion of the Province the Peace Basin region includes the Liard and Peace River
drainages and has a unique hydro-climatic regime with a large fraction of rainfall taking place in summer.
Another means of classifying the Province is to use the freezing level as determined by elevation,
aspect or latitude to distinguish snow-dominated regions from rain-dominated regions (Figure 1.1.2). In
this report (section 4.3), the zero-degree isotherm is used to differentiate zones either above or below the
isotherm. Areas adjacent to the line are sensitive to climate change because they lie in the transition zone
between rain and snow. As the climate adjusts, this line will shift. Examining the movement of this line
can provide insight into the affect of climate change on the hydro-climatology of BC22.

Classification of Runoff Regimes
Classification of seasonal runoff regimes has recently been carried out for BC23 and in the past was
carried out specifically for the Georgia24 and the Fraser Basins25. Runoff was classified into one of four
categories: rain-fall dominated (pluvial), a mixture of rain-fall and snow-melt (hybrid), snow-melt
dominated (nival), and snow-melt combined with glacier-melt (nival/glacial) (Figure 1.1.5). Due to lower
temperatures in high latitudes and altitudes, areas outside the Georgia Basin are likely to have either nival
or nival/glacial runoff regimes. However, it has been shown that some areas display unique characteristics
such as having summer peak flows resulting from summer rains26. Yet, classifying rivers within these
regimes helps to identify how they are vulnerable in the face of climate change and allows results to be
grouped in a way that facilitates discussion.
The timing of peak and low flows is different in each regime. Pluvial tends to peak in November and
December, with lowest flows occurring in July and August. Hybrid can have high flows from October to
January and then again in April to June and have low flows in July and August. The proportion of rainfall
versus snow-melt in the runoff of the hybrid regime is determined by temperature. Moving inland from
the coast, or northwards up the coast, increases the predominance of snow-melt, as would increases in the
mean basin elevation. Nival tends to peak in May, June, or July, and has lowest flows in the winter
months of December to March when incoming precipitation is stored as snow. Nival/glacial has high
flows that extend from May to August or September27. Again, from December to March, flows are low as
precipitation is stored as snowpack.
Another approach for classification of BC’s runoff zones is to use cluster analysis, which would
group streams based on those which have similar data structures28. The similarity of the data structures
would be defined by how the data sets are partitioned into clusters such that each cluster shares a common
trait. The classification of runoff zones would be helpful for identifying areas susceptible to climate
change and could help to estimate streamflow changes. Understanding runoff zones could assist with
planning and management of water resources, predicated upon understanding the timing and magnitude of
flows. Altered hydrologic regimes could then be managed or re-engineered.
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Uncertainties and Limitations
Due to the limited observational network in BC, it is challenging to create high quality interpolated
datasets. In many cases, interpolated datasets are used without evaluation of the data upon which they are
based or without knowledge of the strengths and limitations of the interpolation method they were
constructed with. Yet, without these interpolated datasets little could be said about changes to climate and
hydrology in areas of BC where observations are sparse and changes could be severe (i.e. northern BC).
Additionally, gridded datasets such as CANGRID provide an avenue for visualizing the spatial
distribution of changes in parameters such as temperature and precipitation. These visualizations can be
more easily compared to future projections. Conclusions drawn from application of interpolated datasets
such as PRISM (applied in this report) are presented in the context of these limitations.
Short record lengths and extended periods of missing data can also hamper the investigation of the
influence of climate change and variability on the hydro-climatology of BC. Often, the influence of
climate variability cannot be distinguished from that of climate change because some modes of climate
variability such as the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) operate on multi-decadal time scales. Therefore,
a considerably long record is required to adequately distinguish between trends created by the PDO
switch from one phase to another (cool to warm) from trends occurring due to climate change.
A regional assessment of hydro-climatic zones has been attempted using different methods29,30, but
consensus on the approach and the subsequent division of BC into specific hydro-climate regions has not
been reached. This is due in part to the limited observational data on which to base decisions. However,
this exercise would assist scientists and planners to identify regions of vulnerability based on the hydroclimate. In terms of climate change, identifying potentially vulnerable areas in the Province would better
prepare communities for the changes that may occur.
The regions defined here were based on an amalgamation of BC watersheds31 and the Hydrologic
Zones of BC32. Twenty-seven hydrologic zones are defined in the Hydrologic Zones of BC, which would
be unmanageable in a report of this size. Therefore, a somewhat arbitrary approach was applied to
combine the watersheds with the hydrologic zones and to arrive at a reasonable number of regions. As
such, these regions should not be seen as a scientifically based classification as the response to climate
variability and change may not always uniform within these regions.

Gaps




The hydrometric network in BC has been downsized since the 1990s. The hydrometric network
does not meet WMO standards.
The hydro-climatic characterization of BC applied in this report has not been made on the basis of
scientific consensus.
Classification of the entire Province by runoff regimes is not currently available.
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Figures

Figure 1.1.1 – Annual mean temperature (1961-1990) climatology. The zero-degree isotherm line is indicated
by the dashed line. Source: PRISM data with Meteorological Service of Canada, Adjusted Historical
Canadian Climate Data climate station locations.

Figure 1.1.2 – Annual precipitation (1961-1990) climatology. The zero-degree isotherm line is indicated by
the dashed line. Source: PRISM data with Meteorological Service of Canada, Adjusted Historical Canadian
Climate Data climate station locations.

9

Figure 1.1.3 – Hydro-climatic regions used for this report. Source: PRISM elevation.

Figure 1.1.4 – Elevation of stations are illustrated as a) relative frequency distribution of observing stations,
b) relative frequency distribution of PRISM tiles, and c) relative frequency distribution of topography of BC.
Source: PRISM data with Meteorological Service of Canada, Adjusted Historical Canadian Climate Data
climate station locations, and Canada3D digital elevation model (DEM) produced by the Canadian Forestry
Service - Ontario region.

10

Figure 1.1.5 – Hydrological zones (pluvial, nival, hybrid, and nival/glacial). Normalized streamflow is shown
on the y-axis (unitless) and months are shown on the x-axis. Source: RHBN Hydrometric data.
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2. Past climate trends and variability
2.1. High resolution trends in temperature and precipitation
Trends in temperature and precipitation over the past century are important indicators of climate
change. In this report, high-resolution (50 km) gridded temperature and precipitation data were used to
calculate trends across BC using the latest information available (1900-2004).

Results














Positive trends of annual minimum temperaturesi were statistically significant +1.7°C (+1.0°C to
+2.5°C) ii in BC over the past century (Figure 2.1.1a). However, the trends in annual maximum
temperature during the period were lower +0.6°C (+0.5°C to +1.5°C per century, Figure 2.1.1c).
Thus, the historical trends show that BC has been getting less cold, rather than substantially
warmer1,2.
However, for ecologically sensitive or vulnerable sites, even small changes in annual maximum
temperatures may have large impacts. In the Okanagan region and in the Columbia Basin, annual
maximum temperature increased significantly (+1.3°C per century and +1.0°C per century,
respectively, Figure 2.1.1c).
Seasonal trends of minimum temperature were detected principally in the winter and spring
seasons with increases as much as +3.5°C per century in northern BC (Figure 2.1.2a, b).
Seasonal trends of maximum temperatures were significant but negative in the summer, with
decreases up to -1.5°C per century. In the fall, the trends follow a similar pattern, although results
are not significant (Figure 2.1.3c, d).
Trends in annual precipitation during the century were primarily positive (+22% per century) but
vary spatially across BC. The largest trend occurred in the interior of BC (up to +50% per
century, Figure 2.1.1d), where small absolute increases are a large percentage relative to the total
amount of precipitation (mm).
The seasonal trends indicate an increase in precipitation of +50% over the century compared to
the historical climatology in the winter and spring over most of BC, especially in the northern
interior (Figure 2.1.4a, b). Some exceptions occurred (negative or undetectable trends) in
southwest BC, although these results were not statistically significant.
These trends in precipitation over the past century were influenced by the dry years of the 1930s3.
For example, the last half-century trends in precipitation are negative in the interior of BC,
especially in winter (section 3.1)4.
All temperature and precipitation results (high-resolution, updated trends) in BC are generally
consistent with previously published results for Canada. These trends are consistent, but larger
than trends for North America.
Trends in extreme events (precipitation) were not analyzed, although there is some evidence of
increased intensity in Canada and North America5.

Discussion
This section updates previous work developed at a 200 km scale for all of Canada and utilizing
although at a finer scale (50 km) CANGRID data6. The 50 km scale is an appropriate resolution for a
regional survey of historic trends, especially considering the Province’s variable topography and hydroclimatology (section 1). The refined scale also allows for regional planners and communities to identify
i

Minimum and maximum temperatures are observed on a daily basis. Annual and seasonal temperatures were
calculated from mean monthly values and summarized. Winter is December to February, spring is March to May,
summer is June to August, and fall is September to November.
ii
The range in brackets indicates the geographical range of significant results for BC, based on the intervals
presented in the legends of Figure 2.1.1a to 2.1.1d and Figure 2.1.2 to 2.1.4, preceded by the average for BC.
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trends in their region. For example, Metro Vancouver and the Capital Regional District (Victoria) fall into
the same grid cell at the 200 km scale of analysis, with an annual total precipitation trend of +11%. The
50 km level work reveals that Metro Vancouver and surrounding region have an annual total precipitation
trend of +10% while the CRD’s trend is +18%. Knowledge of these differences may prove valuable to
regional districts, businesses and provincial bodies implementing planning measures at the local level.
Temperature trends were observed to vary spatially across the Province (Figure 2.1.1). In general,
trends in minimum temperature ranged from 1.7°C (+1.0°C to +2.5°C per century ). and were largest in
the Peace Basin (+2.0°C per century) and the Okanagan Basin (+1.8°C per century). Maximum
temperature trends ranged from +0.5°C to +1.5°C per century (+0.6°C per century on average across BC),
and increased significantly in the Columbia Basin (+1.3°C/century) and the Okanagan (+1.0°C per
century).
Significant trends are not occurring in all areas of the Province nor across all variables. Recent
research on trend analysis points out that significance measures do not necessarily reflect uncertainty in
results7. Results, regardless of significance, can indicate a valid trend and non-significant trend results
should not be disregarded entirely8.
Seminal research on Canadian climate trends from 1900-1998 for southern Canada (south of 60°N)
illustrate a statistically significant positive trend in annual mean temperatures of +0.9°C, as the anomaly
relative to the 1961-1990 average, over the 99-year period9. The IPCC10 reported trends for land surface
average temperature over North America on the range of 0.72°C (0.26°C)11 to 0.89°C (0.25°C)°C12
(period of 1901-2005). In BC, annual mean temperatures have increased up to 2.0°C over the century
(Figure 2.1.1b). Findings as presented in this report concur with these results even though the periods of
analysis are slightly different.
The most strong and significant seasonal temperature trends in Canada occurred in the minimum
temperature records during winter and spring in the western parts of the country (BC)13. Seasonal analysis
of temperature supports this finding, with the greatest increases occurring in northern BC (3.5°C per
century, Figure 2.1.2a). As minimum temperature increased to a greater degree than maximum
temperature, a declining diurnal temperature range can be inferred14,15. The reason for the difference is not
fully understood, and trend results for different time scales (i.e. 50 years) show that average maximum
temperatures in the most recent 50 years are also increasing at a comparable rate to minimum
temperatures16. There is also evidence that in the future, average maximum temperatures will change just
as much, if not more, than minimum temperatures (section 4).
Maximum temperature changes have occurred in some of the most the sensitive regions of the
Province. A significant and positive winter maximum temperature trend occurred in southern BC (+1.6°C
per century, South Coast, Okanagan and the Columbia Basin) and the Northwest (+2°C per century) of
the Province, and in spring in the Peace Basin and the Okanagan. The Okanagan, where maximum
temperature increased by +1.9°C per century, is currently dealing with water shortages and water quality
issues17. Meanwhile, in the north, increased maximum temperatures may have shifted snowmelt dates,
which could lead to increased occurrence of mid-winter melt events ice-jams and flooding (section 3.3).
Maximum temperature changes in the summer have decreased significantly in summer on the central
and northern coast and in the fall through most of northern BC (although not significantly). Station data
has been examined to determine extreme temperature changes across Canada and the results support this
finding18. A cooling trend of maximum temperatures in summer and fall may reduce the diurnal
temperature range and affect evaporation feedback mechanisms, which could have implications for low
flow periods (section 3.3).
Annual total relative precipitation (1900-1998) has increased by +12% across Canada, while results
from this study (1900-2004) indicate precipitation increased by +22% on average across BC19. The
plateau and valley regions of BC, where small absolute increases are a large percentage relative to the
total amount of precipitation (mm), experienced the greatest relative precipitation increases (up to +50%
per century, Figure 2.1.1d). A station-based seasonal analysis of precipitation trends echoes BC-specific
findings that winter and spring precipitation increases are most significant and strong of all seasons20.
Precipitation increased (at most stations) strongly during the months of April to July21. Trends occurring
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in BC are reflective of a broader-scale trend toward increased precipitation occurring within the Pacific
Northwest as a whole. Some exceptions existed in southwest BC, where a negative precipitation trend
was observed, although results were not statistically significant.
Station-based trend analysis differs from the methodology undertaken to evaluate trends for BC. This
report applies gridded data based on an adjusted homogenized data set22. Interpolated (gridded) data
introduce less noise than station data and results in smoothed fields suitable for broad-scale measurement
of data such as long-term trends23. The use of gridded data over station data also enabled trend evaluation
across all regions of the Province, even in locations where stations were sparse (such as in the north,
Figure 2.1.1a to Figure 2.1.1d). Although there are few stations, the topography is far less complex in
the north versus the southern regions of BC, which may reduce uncertainty related to the sparseness of the
monitoring network.
Decadal analysis with respect to trends is an important consideration. Positive temperature trends
occurring over the past century can be mostly attributed to the changes that occurred before the 1940s and
after the mid-1970s24. Changes in solar radiation as a consequence of increased cloud cover prior to the
1950s may have played a role in lower daily temperature ranges that occurred during this period of the
record25. Likewise increased annual total precipitation occurred between the 1920s and the 1970s26.
Therefore precipitation trends are particularly strong because the very dry years are influence the entire
20th-century trend analysis. Precipitation trends in the past 50 years, for example, are negative in the
interior of BC, especially in the winter27. Clustering and analysis of shorter duration station records are
other approaches that provide insight into recent decadal changes in temperature and precipitation trends
across Canada and for BC28, 29, 30.
Trends in extreme events are also an important consideration as extremes in both temperatures and
precipitation can have severe impacts to BC communities and infrastructure. In Southwestern Canada,
heavy rainfall31 trends were significant and positive (+0% to +7%) in May-June-July over the second part
of the century (1950-1995) 32. This finding was also noted in terms of increasing areas affected by
extreme dry and extreme wet summer conditions33. However, no trend was observed in intensity or
frequency of heavy precipitation events over the 1900-1998 period 34.

Uncertainties and Limitations
The approach used to create the 50 km scale trends was based on a well-established methodology and
hence the results are updated at a finer scale, but closely reflect the broad-level 200 km findings35.
However, the gains from re-generating this data set at the 50 km resolution may be offset by the losses in
smoothing. Smoothing at the 200 km scale was noted36 to be appropriate for analysis of trends and
detection of change in long-term time series data of temperature and precipitation. Additionally, the finer
scale of analysis (50 km) may result in new errors that have yet to be assessed. The error bounds
established and applied at the 200 km scale may not be applicable to the 50 km resolution37 and careful
error-checking against station data is warranted to determine the error bounds at the 50 km resolution.
The CANGRID data set has not been analysed for trends within varying time-steps38. An 11-day or 5day time-scale could yield more sensitive results than the current trend analysis. A finer temporal scale
may also be more relevant to planners in BC.
A point of clarification also is required with regard to mean temperature results. Annual mean
temperature measures were calculated for this study, but seasonal results not shown. This is because the
signals observed within the seasonal minimum and maximum temperature fields are generally more
relevant to planning initiatives. For example, long-term changes in winter minimum temperatures
influence hydrology and climate and can impact streamflow or snowpack conditions (section 3).

Gaps


Warming over the century results in larger changes in minimum temperatures compared to
maximum temperatures and this results in a decline in the daily temperature range39. However,
this effect may be linked more closely with cloud cover amounts that occurred in the first half of
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the 20th century40. The link between changes in minimum (night time) temperatures and cloud
cover is not understood at this time41.
Annual precipitation increases over the past century occurred in the first two thirds of the record,
primarily during the 1920s to 1970s42. Decadal analysis may yield important information in terms
of the timing of precipitation declines, differentiating what occurred over the past century from
the most recent decades and forging a link to future precipitation projections.
Analysis of trends in areas affected by extreme dry and extreme wet increased during the summer
for the second half of the century43. Hence there was a concurrent increase in the area of land
where extreme wet conditions occurred, while the extent of extreme dry areas also increased. This
observation is possibly indicative of an enhanced hydrologic cycle44,45.
Trend detection for extremes (number of wet days, number of dry days, spatial extent of dry and
wet areas, rainfall intensity, and frequency of high rainfall events) should be more carefully
examined for British Columbia46.
Trends in synoptic climatology types47 for BC would be valuable to determine if changes that
have occurred are related to the synoptic weather and teleconnection (section 2.2) patterns that
drive climate in BC.
Temperature and precipitation processes operate within different spatial and temporal domains
through separate processes, and thus analysis of temperature and precipitation trends must
incorporate this. For example, 11-day periods for temperature may be appropriate; however,
precipitation trends could be detectable at finer temporal scales, such as 5-day events48.
A BC-focused trend analysis of extreme events (number of wet days, number of dry days, spatial
extent of dry and wet areas, rainfall intensity49, and frequency of high rainfall events) may help to
quantify the extent that flooding events, ice-jams, rain-on-snow (mid-winter warming) events,
and storm surges are increasing, as noted by BC’s Provincial Emergency Program50.
Further insight into changes in precipitation could be gained from trend analysis that separates
precipitation into rainfall and snowfall components51.
Utmost caution is recommended when selecting a measure of significance because different types
of trend tests may be successful at detecting significance in hydrologic and climate parameters52.
Non-significant results can still be valid, especially in poorly-understood systems, and should not
be completely disregarded53.
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Figures

Figure 2.1.1 – Annual trends in (a) minimum, (b) mean, (c) maximum temperature and (d) precipitation for
British Columbia. Results are based on 1900 to 2004 data and calculated as degree Celsius change per
century. Black solid circles indicate statistically significant results (95% confidence level). Open circles show
the location of Adjusted Historical Canadian Climate Station sites (AHCCD). Source: CANGRID (50 km)
data; adapted from Zhang et al. 2000.
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Figure 2.1.2 – Seasonal trends in minimum temperature (a) winter, (b) spring, (c) summer and (d) fall for
British Columbia. Results are based on 1900 to 2004 data and calculated as degree Celsius change per
century. Black solid circles indicate statistically significant results (95% confidence level). Open circles show
the location of Adjusted Historical Canadian Climate Station sites (AHCCD). Source: CANGRID (50 km)
data; adapted from Zhang et al. 2000.
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Figure 2.1.3 – Seasonal trends in maximum temperature (a) winter, (b) spring, (c) summer and (d) fall for
British Columbia. Results are based on 1900 to 2004 data and calculated as degree Celsius change per
century. Black solid circles indicate statistically significant results (95% confidence level). Open circles show
the location of Adjusted Historical Canadian Climate Station sites (AHCCD). Source: CANGRID (50 km)
data; adapted from Zhang et al. 2000.
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Figure 2.1.4 – Seasonal trends in precipitation (a) winter, (b) spring, (c) summer and (d) fall for British
Columbia. Results are based on 1900 to 2004 data and calculated as degree Celsius change per century. Black
solid circles indicate statistically significant results (95% confidence level). Open circles show the location of
Adjusted Historical Canadian Climate Station sites (AHCCD). Source: CANGRID (50 km) data; adapted
from Zhang et al. 2000.
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2.2. Climate variability
This section of the report presents the temperature and precipitation pattern associated with two
modes of climate variability – ENSO and PDO – observable in BC. ENSO and PDO impacts on
temperature and precipitation across BC were calculated using an up-to-date (1900-2004) gridded data
set. Section 3.1 and 3.2 include a discussion of the impacts of these atmospheric modes on snowpack and
streamflow. ENSO and PDO are described in the terminology box of the Introduction (I) to this report.

Results









During the warm phase of ENSO, temperature in BC was significantly higher (+0.5°C to
+2.8°Ci) from December through June compared to the response during the negative phase
(Figure 2.2.1). Likewise a significant temperature response (up to +2.9°C in some locations) was
observed during the positive phase of PDO compared to the negative phase (Figure 2.2.1).
Temperature responses to ENSO and PDO are consistent across all 7 regions of BC for most of
the year. However, there are exceptions to these results.
During the warm phase of ENSO, the monthly averaged precipitation (October to March) in BC
was somewhat less (decreased 5%) compared to the response during the cool phase (Figure
2.2.2). During the positive phase of the PDO, the monthly averaged precipitation (October to
March) was not significantly different (Figure 2.2.2). But there are important exceptions in some
regions, particularly in BC’s North Coast and Northwest regions, where the October to March
positive PDO signal was opposite to the rest of the Province.
On a seasonal basis, ENSO and PDO influences on temperature were strongest and more
spatially variable in winter (Figure 2.2.3). ENSO influence on precipitation was strong in winter
(Figure 2.2.4) and the PDO influence on precipitation was strong in spring (Figure 2.2.5). The
precipitation patterns were variable across BC.
The impacts of ENSO and PDO reinforce each other depending on the phase (not shown), and
this may increase the likelihood of extreme weather events (section 3.1, 3.3).
Seasonal climate variability on the scale of years and decades may cause changes in temperature
and precipitation of the same magnitude or greater than changes in historical, long-term seasonal
trends (Figure 2.1.2 to 2.1.4, 2.2.3 to 2.2.5). For example, El Niño winter mean temperatures are
+2.0°C (Figure 2.2.4, Table 2.2.1) warmer than the 20th century trends in BC winter mean
temperature (+2.1°C per century).

Discussion
The impact of ENSO on climate in Canada is well-documented1,2, but much less is understood about
the PDO, which was identified in the mid-1990s3,4. Therefore, the question remains whether the range and
scale of effects observed in instrumental records is representative. It appears that these impacts have
occurred for much longer than the instrumental records can demonstrate5,6,7. Therefore, BC’s record may
show only a part of the potential range of climate variability.
The climate variability related to ENSO and PDO in BC as shown in this report has also been
documented by other researchers using different proxies to infer variability and shifts. Within BC, effects
of ENSO, PDO, PNA and AO on climate and hydrology have been well documented8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15. For
example, a bootstrapped, month-by-month approach examined four stations located within the Georgia
Basin for significant differences between composites of El Niño versus La Niña, El Niño versus neutral,
La Niña versus neutral and PDO warm versus PDO cool16. This work illustrated how significance testing
can be applied to identify results that are statistically different from each other (i.e. El Niño versus La
Niña) or a baseline (ENSO neutral conditions).
i
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ENSO temperature responses in the South Coast region are reasonably consistent with previously
published research that reported results from stations within the Georgia Basin17. ENSO response was
slightly shorter-lived compared to the PDO response18, El Niño temperatures were significantly warmer
compared to La Niña temperatures during December through June (+0.5°C to +2.9°Cii) whereas warm
PDO was significantly warmer than cool PDO during January through August (Figure 2.2.1, up to
+2.9°C in some locations). Spatial responses in ENSO and PDO temperature are distinct in that the signal
is quite clearly defined for different areas of the Province (Figure 2.2.3). The north central (Fraser
Plateau) and the Peace Basin are most strongly affected by ENSO temperature response, while PDO
response is more consistent across BC (Figure 2.2.3a, c).
El Niño precipitation responses were generally drier during the October to March water year
(decreased 5%) and wetter in the summer and fall periods compared to La Niña (Figure 2.2.2). The PDO
precipitation response was more varied, tending towards increased precipitation throughout the year
during warm events. However, there was only one location (Northwest) where statistically significant
results were observed in the PDO response.
Spatial responses in precipitation patterns in BC are strongly affected by topography and distance
from the coast, therefore precipitation responses are mixed across the Province. Hence, valleys and
mountain ranges influenced the response and created the pattern observed (Figure 2.2.4 to 2.2.5). During
El Niño winters, the Province is generally drier, with the exception of northern Vancouver Island, Haida
Gwaii and parts of the south coast, which display an opposite (wet) signal (Figure 2.2.4a). Most of the
Province is wetter during La Niña winters (Figure 2.2.4c). During spring, the El Niño (La Niña) response
is weaker than in winter and reversed, with drier (wetter) conditions throughout most of BC (Figure
2.2.4b, d). Warm (cool) PDO conditions during winter generally exhibit the same pattern as El Niño (La
Niña) winter but signals are weaker (Figure 2.2.5a, c). During spring, the PDO warm (cool) precipitation
response is strong and wide spread over the Province (Figure 2.2.5b, d).
The interaction of PDO and ENSO can amplify responses in a particular region19,20. For example,
results from Southwestern BC21 illustrate that in-phase La Niña/cool PDO precipitation is +19% to +25%
higher than during non-ENSO and out-of-phase (PDO) years, and +39% greater than during in-phase El
Niño/warm PDO years22. During these in-phase periods, ENSO and PDO reinforce each other and hence
there may also be increased likelihood of extreme weather events.
Climate variability and the underlying weather patterns may be illustrated by synoptic typing that is
associated with weather in BC. Five to six weather types occurring within BC are significantly affected
by interannual climate variation23. For example, the frequency of a cool-and-wet weather type (Type 3) is
significantly increased during negative PDO and PNA winters. Concurrently, another type (Type 13)
shows the opposite pattern, which creates a negative feedback response and hence a stronger precipitation
anomaly in the interior of BC and weaker precipitation anomaly along the northern coast. These findings
help to explain why increased precipitation occurred during positive PDO phases on the northern coast,
while the Fraser Plateau and the South Coast were drier (Figure 2.2.5a). Another key finding is related to
within-type variability associated with teleconnection patterns, which has important consequences for
statistical downscaling techniques for regional climate projections (section 4.3) 24.
Understanding how climate variability affects BC hydro-climatology (temperature and precipitation)
is important for two reasons: the temporal and spatial extents of climate variability provide context to
determine the relative importance of projected, future climate changes; and it may provide an important
analogue to future climate change that could operate within the ranges of already-observed climate
variability. The impact of climate variability on the Canadian economy may cost between two and five
billion dollars25, an expense that could potentially be offset with advance knowledge of the range of
expected impacts26.
Further, the importance of these short-term and locally driven modulations of climate must be clearly
understood within the context of broad-scale climate change. A shift to a negative PDO state, in future
years, could present a cooling effect that, in some locations, could operate to temporarily “reverse”
ii
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climate change. However, a return to a negative PDO phase must be differentiated from a reversal in the
global warming trends. Future climate change projections will be superimposed on this variability. Future
climate change may also influence variability as well as changing average climate. Detection and
attribution of source of impacts is very difficult given the complex relationship between climate
variability and climate change.

Uncertainties and Limitations
The current status of the PDO is under debate in the scientific literature. Some researchers promote
the theory that the PDO has evolved into a new regime27,28 that is not indicative of the 30+ year phases
which were experienced prior to 199829. Knowledge of the PDO phase is important for planning,
especially if the PDO mechanism has changed to a new regime.

Gaps





The spatial variability of ENSO and PDO response in BC has not been tested using statistical
significance measures (i.e. using gridded data sets).
Testing the differences between ENSO and PDO impacts on a seasonal basis using statistical
techniques has not been produced for all of BC.
A test of different composites of ENSO would be useful to determine which composite has the
greatest influence on climate variability in BC30,31, 32.
Detailed analysis on extremes and how these relate to climate variability is not available for BC at
this time.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 2.2.1 revised March 2009 - Differences in mean temperature (°C, 1900-2007) between El Niño
subtracted from La Niña, and mean temperature (°C, 1900-1998) positive PDO phase subtracted from
negative PDO phase across the seven different regions of BC and for all of British Columbia for each month
(October to September, x-axis). Statistical significance is indicated by gray (95%) or black (99%) shading.
Source: CANGRID (50 km) 2007 data, CIG 2006.
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Figure 2.2.2 revised March 2009 - Differences in precipitation (1900-2007) El Niño subtracted from La Niña
precipitation and precipitation (1900-1998) positive PDO phase subtracted from negative PDO phase, shown
as a percentage of the 1961 – 1990 climatology. Results illustrated for the seven different regions of BC and
for all of British Columbia for each month (October to September, x-axis).. Statistical significance is indicated
by gray (95%) or black (99%) shading. Source: CANGRID 2007 (50 km) data, CIG 2006.
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Figure 2.2.3 updated March 2009 - Seasonal climate variability for mean temperature (a) El Niño winter, (b)
La Niña winter, (c) warm PDO winter and (d) cool PDO winter for British Columbia. Results are composites
from the 1900 – 2007 (ENSO) and 1900 – 1998 (PDO) and calculated as degree Celsius differences from the
long-term average. Black solid circles indicate statistically significant results (95 % confidence level)
compared to normal. Source: CANGRID (50 km) data.
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Figure 2.2.4 revised March 2009 - Seasonal climate variability for precipitation (a) El Niño winter, (b) El
Niño spring, (c) La Niña winter and (d) La Niña spring for British Columbia. Results are based on 1900 to
2007 (ENSO) and calculated as a difference from the long-term average, percent of the 1961 – 1990
climatology. Source: CANGRID (50 km) data.
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Figure 2.2.5 revised March 2009 - Seasonal climate variability for precipitation (a) warm PDO phase
winter, (b) warm PDO phase spring, (c) cool PDO phase winter and (d) cool PDO phase spring for
British Columbia. Results are based on 1900 to 1998 (PDO) and calculated as a difference from the
long-term average, percent of the 1961 – 1990 climatology. Source: CANGRID (50 km) data.
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2
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2
2
6
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1
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3
4
7
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0
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3
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2
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1
1
3
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1
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1
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-7
2
3
4
5
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-15
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-3
-3
-1
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Table 2.2.1 revised March 2009 - Seasonal mean temperature (C difference from the long-term average) and precipitation (% difference of the 19611990 climatology from the long-term average) for four teleconnections (El Niño, La Niña, Warm PDO, and Cool PDO). Results are composites from the
1900 – 2007 (ENSO) and 1900 – 1998 (PDO). Italicized values are mapped for BC (see Figure 2.2.3 to 2.2.5). Source: CANGRID (50 km) data.

3. Hydrological trends and variability
3.1. Snowpack
Snowmelt runoff contributes 50 to 80% of the total flow1 in nival basins (section 3.3); therefore it is
an important hydrologic variable for recharge and sustenance of baseflow conditions2. This analysis
extends previous efforts to examine a comprehensive snowpack dataset from northern and southern BC,
updates trend analysis on snowpack to 2007, and highlights historical variability in snowpack over the
past century.

Results













An analysis of long-term trends (> 50 years) in April 1st snowpack can only be achieved in
southern BC since most of the Province does not have historical data extending back more than
50 years.
Long-term (1951 – 2007) average relativei April 1st snowpack trends were -25% (Figure 3.1.1a)
in BC. Trends were negative at all stations and most were statistically significant within the four
regions for which data was available. At a few stations, relative decreases in snowpack of up to
50%ii occurred during the same period.
The analysis of snowpack trends during the baseline period (1961-1990; 30 years) includes
additional observational stations (Figure 3.1.1b). The trends in snowpack were larger and
consistent with snowpack trends from the long-term record (1951 – 2007). However, significant
relative increases in snowpack up to +80% occurred at one northern station.
The trends during the current period (1978-2007; 30 years) are computed from many stations in
northern BC and across the Province. In this period, a mixture of both positive and negative
trends occurred, and most of the trends were not statistically significant (Figure 3.1.1c). Even in
southern BC, these results neither confirm nor contradict the positive trend obtained from the
long-term and the baseline periods.
The complexity of recent (30 years) changes in snowpack trends was the result of several
influences including a denser network of snowpack survey stations available for analysis, variable
precipitation (section 2.2), elevation effects and a short record of observations for the 1978 –
2007 period.
During the warm (cool) phase of ENSO, a decrease (increase) in snowpack occurred (Figure
3.1.2a, b, an average of -11% and +21% and for warm and cool phases, respectively). In
southern BC, the magnitude of ENSO response was weaker than the trends in historical
snowpack. Generally, ENSO responses in the northern part of the Province were weaker.
The response to PDO phases is similar to the response to ENSO phases in southern BC snowpack
(average -1% and +14% for positive and negative phases, respectively). In the northern parts of
the Province, cool PDO responses appear reversed (Figure 3.1.2c, d).

Discussion
Trends
Trends in April 1st snow water equivalent documented in this section were consistent with research on
long-term SWE trends3,4,5,6. This analysis improves on previous publications, which have been based on
studies focused on Western Washington7 (including results for southern BC) or on broad-scale regions
that encompass BC but are not focused on BC8,9,10. Specifically, BC’s northern regions have not been
extensively documented due to a limited observational network and short record lengths and therefore the
i

Relative percentage is calculated as a percent of the initial trend condition at the first year of record (Mote et al.
2005).
ii
Over the period of 57 years
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most recent period (1978 – 2007) was included in this analysis to addresses this concern. Trends have
been updated (2007) to include the period for which IPCC researchers11 have documented as having the
most strong and significant climate change impacts, especially with regard to temperature12.
Results for the 1951-2007 period were comparable with other observations noting the decline in SWE
trend occurring in many regions including the Georgia Basin13 (>30% decrease), across the Pacific
Northwest14 (> 40% decrease in the Cascades) and throughout Western North America15 (> 50%
decrease), respectively. Declines in SWE occurred frequently at elevations below about 1800m ranging
from 20-50% (average 25% decrease) at most stations in BC16,17. Longer term trend analysis based on
modelling illustrates that snowpack trends over the whole century are similar to trends in the recent past
(since the 1950s)18.
Across southern BC, significant negative trends (-23% on average) were observed at stations located
within mountainous regions during the 1961-1990 period. However, in the northwest corner of BC a
station located near the town of Atlin exhibited significant positive trends in SWE (+80%). The North
Coast, Northwest or the Peace Basin regions of the Province have few snowpack observation stations in
the 1961-1990 period suitable for trend analysis. Therefore, the Atlin station could represent an anomaly.
This station will be discussed in more detail in subsequent paragraphs.
Across the Province, increasing and decreasing SWE trends were observed for the most recent period
(1978-2007). On the South Coast, SWE increased over the period (+34% on average), but none of these
results were significant. Through the Okanagan region, the response was mixed – about 40% of the
stations showed increasing trends (i.e. Trout Creek, increase of +35%), while only 15% of stations
showed decreasing trends (i.e. Vaseux Creek, decrease of -45%). The Columbia Basin had a mixed
snowpack trend signal as well, although most trends were weak (+1.7% on average). Trends in the Fraser
Basin increased (+51% SWE, on average), while 23% of stations showed decreasing trends whereas 26%
of stations observed had no trendiii. Through the northern stations (Peace Basin, northern Fraser Basin and
the Northwest), increases and decreases in SWE were noted. The Atlin station (Log Cabin) exhibited an
increased trend (+29%) during this period, although the trend was not statistically significant.
SWE trends in BC are likely correlated with station temperature and precipitation trends. The
influences of temperature and precipitation on snowpack response has been documented by other
researchers and the effects of temperature and precipitation separated19,20. In general, positive trends in
temperature have overwhelmed any increases in SWE occurring as a result of increased precipitation
(section 2.1), leading to an overall decline in SWE across the Pacific Northwest and Western North
America21.
High elevation stations, however, tend to be some of the coldest areas for most of the winter season
and therefore they are less sensitive to changes in temperature compared to mid-elevation stations. For
this reason, high elevation stations may experience fewer mid-winter melt events22. Hence, in highelevation regions such as Rocky Mountains, trends depended mainly on the changes in precipitation. In
the interior of BC, decreases in precipitation have been documented over the past 50 years, which also
may have effected declining snowpack 23. The relationship between temperature and precipitation at BC
snowpack observation stations requires further analysis.
The impact of elevation on snowpack changes24 appear to be reflected most clearly in the 1978-2007
SWE trends. In BC, stations which exhibited increasing trends (+24% on average) in snowpack showed a
decreasing trend with increasing elevation (r2 = 0.21, p < 0.001, ~1400 m). However, stations that exhibit
negative SWE trends (-22% on average) had a weaker relationship between SWE trend and elevation (r2 =
0.11, p < 0.05, ~1200m) that also decreased with increasing elevation. In summary, small trends (in either
direction) are found at higher elevations and larger trends occurred at lower elevations (in either
direction) in BC. The differences in trends across BC occurring in the most recent period (1978 – 2007) is
likely due to the increased number of observation stations that occur at different elevations, latitudes, and
distances from the coast (section 1). More research is required to understand the changes in snowpack
trends occurring in the 1978 – 2007 period.
iii

No trend refers to SWE trends 5% or less.
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Snowfall that occurred in the Atlin region (Log Cabin station) has increased in part due to changes in
historical air temperatures and precipitation over the past century, especially in seasons when
temperatures were below freezing (winter, section 2.1). Further research on changes to precipitation
patterns and shifts in teleconnections is required to understand whether this response is correlated with
responses at other northern stations or outside of BC (Yukon, NWT, Alaska and northern Alberta) and to
hypothesize why increased snowpack occurred.

Climate Variability
El Niño influenced BC SWE trends more-or-less uniformly across the Province. In general, El Niño
years exhibited lower average SWE (11% decrease) compared to average long-term conditions (19352005). However, northern Vancouver Island SWE appears to have increased during El Niño years. During
La Niña years, the opposite effect occurred across BC - SWE increased 21% on average across BC.
Increases were larger on the South Coast, Okanagan and in the lower Fraser Basin regions.
During the PDO warm phase, average SWE was 8% lower than the average long-term conditions
(1935-2005), and responded similarly to El Niño signals. The PDO warm phase signal was weak in the
north of BC and strongest in the South Coast and the Okanagan. SWE was higher (14%) on average
during PDO cool (negative) phase years. In this case northern BC responded in the opposite direction to
the southern BC stations; SWE was 9% lower in northern BC during the PDO cool phase.
Interannual variations in SWE have been examined by other researchers and findings support results
reported in this section. The effects of interannual variability on snow in the Columbia Basin were
examined and most of the impact on SWE resulted from high PNA, La Niña, El Niño and low PNA25.
The PNA pattern and SWE in BC and Western North America was documented to affect SWE by
increasing (decreasing) SWE in years of strong (weak) response26,27. However, the PNA can only account
for part of the variability in SWE observed. The remaining influence is predominantly owing to
temperature increases observed in the past century that are largely unrelated to climate variability and
may be affected by human impact on the climate28.
Changes in global temperatures can shift atmospheric circulation and alter synoptic weather patterns
and the processes driving snow accumulation and ablation. SWE may be more responsive to the incoming
Pacific storm events versus shifts in mean climate29, hence, it may be more difficult to correlate changes
in SWE directly with shifts in temperature and precipitation at nearby climate stations30. Rather, changes
in snow may be more closely linked to changes in synoptic weather patterns31. For example, a change in
synoptic-scale circulation involving deepening of the Aleutian low was observed to be associated with
lighter-than-average snowpack conditions across BC32.

Uncertainties and Limitations
Trends in SWE for BC are hampered by short records with incomplete/missing data. There are two
issues with the missing data. The first issue is length of record at each station, the second is the difference
in terms of missing data values throughout the record. Many stations in BC began in the 1950s or later.
However, some stations (e.g. Grouse Mountain) have a long record (1935-present).
Truncating the data sets such that records are mostly complete and do not start or stop with multiple
years of missing data requires that many stations be dropped from the analysis. There are approximately
250 stations in BC, however, for the periods analysed the maximum number of usable records is 136.
Over the 1951-2007 period records were limited (only 25 stations were used for analysis) due to data
availability and quality.
The other concern with SWE data is with regards to stations or missing data values. In some years,
stations were not monitored and these occurred randomly through the data set. Stations with more than
20% of their record missing were discarded. Some researchers are beginning to infill data sets with values
predicted from correlated adjacent stations33. The quantitative influence of missing values on this trend
analysis has yet to be assessed. However, a test of trends using infilled data resulted in differences
between -10% to +22% of the non-infilled trend. One other type of error includes snowpack observation
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errors. Snowpack measurements are hampered by problems such as gauge undercatch and rely on
accurate model calculations to convert snow depth to snow water equivalent34.
Trends must be presented without bias in terms of their latitudinal and elevational gradients. SWE
stations are scattered across the Province but tend to be most abundant spatially in southern BC. Another
issue which is not immediately apparent is that the BC snow network is located primarily between the
elevations of 1200 and 1700 miv. As discussed and presented by other researchers, elevation exerts a
strong influence on trend35; however, in BC regional variations in snow course elevations may exert a
confounding signal on the relationships between trends and elevation36.
There is some debate as to how warming decreases snowpack. Recent research illustrates that it is not
so much that more precipitation is falling as rain but that the sensible heat flux is increasing during
winter, as in the case for increased trends in snow ablation at stations across North America37. Melt events
may be playing a large role in end-of-season snowpack38. An alternate study points to the importance of
rain-to-snow ratios and increasing rainfall trends across the United States39.

Gaps








A Western North America wide (beyond the bounds of BC to Yukon, NWT, Alberta and
Washington, Oregon and Idaho) analysis of SWE trends is not available.
The impact of changes in climate on SWE trends in BC is not well understood, especially in the
northern regions of BC.
Correlation analysis is being undertaken by other researchers to infill missing data, but no such
information is available for stations across BC.
Integrated analysis of snowpack trends and streamflow trends in BC has not been conducted.
Statistical analysis (i.e. comparing the response of SWE to ENSO and PDO) may provide greater
insight on the SWE response to climate variability.
Up-to-date research on alternate teleconnection patterns (PNA or AO) and the impact of these
patterns on BC SWE is limited.
Synoptic climatology in BC and the influence on SWE trend is not well understood.
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Figures

Figure 3.1.1 – Estimated trends in snow water equivalent (SWE % difference from the long-term average,
relative to the initial trend condition at the first year of record over the specific periods: (a) 1951-2007,
(b)1961-1990, and (c) 1978-2007. Downward (red) triangles indicate decreasing trend, upward (blue) triangles
indicate increasing trend. Green diamonds indicate no change. Triangles are sized according to trend
magnitude. White dots show significance (95% of greater). Elevation (m) for BC is illustrated by the colour
ramp in the upper right corner of the map. Source: RFC-BC, 2007 data; Zhang et al. 2000.
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Figure 3.1.2 - Influence of teleconnections on snow water equivalent (SWE), shown as a percent difference
from the long-term average for ENSO (1940-2005) and PDO (1940-2005). Results are shown for (a) El Niño,
(b) La Niña, (c) warm PDO phase and (d) cool PDO phase for British Columbia. Downward (red) triangles
indicate decreasing influence, upward (blue) triangles indicate increasing influence. Green diamonds indicate
no change. Triangles are sized according to magnitude of difference. Elevation (m) for BC is illustrated by the
colour ramp in the upper right corner of the map. Source: RFC-BC data; Zhang et al. 2000.
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3.2. Glaciers
Glaciers act as natural reservoirs that store water over the winter season and release it during the
summer, a process that sustains ecosystems and supplements power generation. Glaciers are also sensitive
indicators of climate change. The following provides a synthesis of what is known about glaciers in BC
based on recent studies.

Results









Glaciers cover 30,000 km2 or 3% of the area of BCi (Figure 3.2.1). Glaciated basins in BC
showed a statistically significant decrease in August streamflow from 1976 to 19961. Since
decreases in streamflow resulting from changes in glacier contributions are usually preceded by
increased streamflow, current glacier conditions appear to be in an advanced state of change.
In a study conducted the Columbia River, glacier-melt supplied 10 to 30% of the annual flow, and
up to 50% of the late summer flow (based on flows at the Dalles, Oregon)2,3.
In BC, only a few individual glaciers have been monitored over multiple decades4. A case study
of the historical record from Place Glacier shows decreasing accumulation in the winter season,
and increasing melt in the summer season (Figure 3.2.2) 5. These changes indicate that the glacier
is out of equilibrium with the current climate6. A new equilibrium can only be reached with a
large reduction in glacier area and a withdrawal of the glacier terminus7.
The net mass balance of glaciers in Western North America tends to be positively correlated with
winter precipitation and negatively correlated with summer temperature8,9. A change of mass
balance on the Place Glacier occurred after the mid-1970s when the Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO) shifted to its warm phase, leading to decreased snow in winter and increased spring and
summer temperature (Figure 3.2.2).
Volume loss of BC glaciers over the 1985-1999 period was quantified using radar and digital
terrain models from aerial photography10. Using this method, volume loss from all of the glaciers
was found to be occurring at a rate of 22.485.53 km3 per year 11. These observations should be
taken as a powerful warning of a negative trend in BC.

Discussion
Glaciers are an important water resource in BC. Covering an area of 30,000 km2 and 48% of BC’s
gauged systemsii (Figure 3.2.1) glacier-melt moderates inter-annual variability in streamflow and helps to
maintain higher runoff volume in times of extreme warm and dry conditions12. Glacier-melt also supports
ecosystem functions by maintaining cooler water temperatures. In the Columbia Basin, glacier-melt was
found to supply 10 to 30% of the annual flow and up to 50% of the late summer flow in a 1986 study
(based on flows at the Dalles, Oregon)13,14. However, a large majority of streams in glaciated basins in BC
showed a statistically significant decrease in August streamflow during 1976 to 1996, which suggests that
these glaciers are in the later stages of recession where melt-water has decreased as a result of decreased
area15.
Since the end of the Little Ice Age, glaciers have been receding at many locations globally16,17,18.
Records since 1960 show broad agreement on the evolution of global glacier mass balance (the measured
difference between accumulation of snow and ice in winter and loss of snow and ice by ablation in
summer)19. Around 1970, the global mass balance of glaciers was close to zero and has continued to
decline to a negative state20. The observed decline in glaciers echoes other studies which have found that
most alpine glaciers have undergone accelerated mass loss and terminal retreat in recent decades21.

i

This approximation is based on an areal inventory completed in 1996.
Based on Water Survey of Canada’s hydrometric network of 236 gauging stations with 10 or more years of record,
no gaps of more than 6 consecutive years, natural flow conditions, and available land cover data.
ii
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Glacial recession can be attributed to both climate change and variability, the effects of which may
reinforce each other. For example, recession of many glaciers increased during the 1977 to 1998 warm
PDO period22 when some of the warmest global temperatures were recorded.
In BC, glaciers have been receding in recent decades across most of the Province. Due to the lack of
annual mass balance data, innovative means have been applied to determine the recent volume loss of
glaciers23. Radar, LandSat imagery, digital terrain models, and aerial photography have been employed to
investigate volume loss in multiple studies. One such study subdivided the glaciated mountain ranges in
BC into ten regions and investigated changes in glaciers from 1985 to 199924. After bias correction, the
thinning rate for BC glaciers was found to be -0.780.19 m per year for this period, which yields an
annual volume loss of 22.485.53 km3 per year. Rates of thinning varied from -0.530.13 m per year to 0.89+0.23 m per year by region. Coastal ranges (north and south) lost the largest fraction of ice, low
elevations showed the most thinning, and rates of thinning declined with altitude25. In another study, net
changes in the combined glacier volume from the Columbia and Rocky Mountains (1952-2001), and
Coast Mountains (1965-2002) was negative (estimated volume loss over the whole region of 133 km3
over the study period)26. The area of glaciers in the Coast, Columbia, and Rocky Mountains decreased by
12010 km2 (-5%), 20 km2 (-5%), and 6 km2 (-15%), respectively for the same time periods.
Accelerated thinning rates have been reported for the northern Coast Mountains versus other
regions27,28. This accelerated glacier mass wastage was correlated to increased summer temperatures in
coastal regions29. The strength of this association is likely related to most near-coastal glaciers being at
low elevations with frontal parts near sea level where increases in air temperature may have an enhanced
effect on the melting of snow and ice30. In the Canadian Cordillera, the retreat of glaciers within the Coast
Mountains accounted for approximately 90% of the total ice wastage, while the majority of the remaining
loss was due to the retreat of glaciers in the Columbia Mountains. Thus, absolute changes were greater in
the Coast Mountains than in the remaining areas in the study area31. One exception to this pattern was
found at the Taku Glacier in Alaska, U.S.A. This glacier drains from the Juneau Ice Field and is one of
the few glaciers that advanced over the last century (7 m since 1890)32. The cause of the Taku Glacier
advance has been addressed in several articles and is primarily related to a large calving retreat in the last
few decades, which lead to a positive imbalance and hence, glacier advancement and growth33.
Monitoring of glacier mass balance has been conducted for roughly 20 glaciers in BC, but only two
were still monitored at the time of writing; Place Glacier and Helm Glacier (Figure 3.2.1)34. At Place
Glacier, precipitation and temperature changes have thrust the glacier out-of-phase with the current
climate35. Equilibrium, where accumulation is equal to ablation, can only be achieved if the area of Place
Glacier shrinks to less than 2 km2 and the terminus moves up to 2060 m.36 Helm Glacier is also
receding37. The Illecillewaet Glacier (south eastern BC) and Peyto Glacier (on the Alberta side of the
Rockies) are located in the interior and are not influenced by coastal effects. However, the Illecillewaet
Glacier retreated more than 1000 m from 1887-1962, but advanced 100 m between 1962 and 198438
before resuming its retreat in 198439. Peyto Glacier has shown similar trends to Place Glacier, which
suggests that declining trends are far reaching40.
Trends in glacier mass balance are similar south of the BC border. In 1971, the North Cascade Glacier
Climate Project (NCGCP) surveyed more than 700 glaciers covering 250 km2 within the North Cascade
region41. All 47 of the observed glaciers retreated during the 1984-2006 period42. The annual mean
balance (1984-2006) of 10 glaciers selected for more detailed study indicated glacial decline of 0.54 m
per year and a cumulative net loss in mass balance of 12.38 m, which is equivalent to at least 14 m of
thickness loss43. The loss of mass ranged from 20% to 40% of total glacier volume, a rate of retreat
insufficient for re-equilibrium44. All of the glaciers had similar responses in spite of the regional
variations in influence on glacier mass balance such as aspect, elevation, and location with respect to
prevailing winds45. Similarly, in Glacier National Park, Montana over two-thirds of the 150 glaciers
surveyed in 1850 had disappeared by 1980 and the remaining glaciers were greatly reduced in area and
volume46, 47.
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The net mass balance of glaciers in Western North America tends to be positively correlated with
winter precipitation and negatively correlated with summer temperature48,49. The high correlation between
air temperature and glacier recession is partially a result of air temperature being representative of energy
released from the atmosphere in the form of longwave radiation, which is the most important heat source
for melt50. Secondary and tertiary heat sources such as shortwave radiation and sensible heat fluxes are
also correlated to air temperature51. Although precipitation increased across most of the Province in most
seasons over the 1900 to 2004 period, no trend was found annually for the southwest of BC, nor was a
trend found in fall or winter for the southern half of the Province (section 2.1). Furthermore, in spite of
increases in precipitation, a 25% decrease in snow water equivalent was found across the Province for the
1951 to 2007 period (section 3.1). Summer-minimum temperatures increased by 1 oC to 2.5 oC during the
1900 to 2004 period (section 2.1). However, summer-maximum temperatures decreased in Southwestern
and Interior BC by up to 1.5 oC and increased by up to 2.5 oC in areas like the Columbia Basin during the
1900 to 2004 period (section 2.1).
Average annual temperature and minimum spring temperature were also identified as influences on
the observed distribution of glaciers in the Rocky Mountains52. Air temperature increased across most of
the Province over the 1900 to 2004 period (section 2.1). Increases were greatest for minimum air
temperatures, especially in winter and spring, increasing by up to 3.5 oC in some places (section 2.1). The
high correlation between air temperature and glacier recession is also related to the influence of air
temperature on precipitation form. An increase in air temperature can result in an increased ratio of
precipitation falling as rain versus snow53, which may decrease the amount of snow adding to the
accumulation of glaciers. Additionally, older snow has lower reflective properties or albedo than new
snow. Therefore, low-albedo snow does not reflect incoming energy from the sun to reduce glacier melt.
Thus, trends in precipitation, air temperature and snowpack found in section 2.1 and section 3.1 provide
reasonable causes for the observed glacier recession documented for BC.
At Place Glacier, the mass balance of the glacier has responded primarily to the PDO signal (Figure
3.2.2). At the start of the warm PDO phase, there was a step change in the mass balance to less
accumulation and more recession in the summer54. The glacier’s winter and net balances were found to be
negatively correlated with the PDO, primarily via changes to winter precipitation associated with the
PDO55. The summer balance was positively correlated with summer temperature, which enhanced the
effects of changes in winter balance on net balance, but was not correlated with ENSO or PDO56.
Thinning and retreat of the glaciers in Garibaldi Park, where Place Glacier is located, occurred during two
intervals, one between about 1930 and 1960 and another starting in the late 1970s and continuing to
present57. However, glacial response to changes in climate can vary from glacier to glacier by as much as
decades.

Uncertainties and Limitations
The study of changes in glacial volume and area in BC are hindered by the lack of spatial coverage
and low frequency of air photos, radar, and laser altimetry for BC and errors within the available
datasets58. Digital elevation models used in this work have inherent errors that must be corrected to
guarantee the accuracy of results. Digitizing the surface area of glaciers depends on how accurately the
margins of individual glaciers can be identified, which depends on the resolution of the image, the snow
conditions and the contrast between the ice and adjacent terrain. Also, poor photographic contrasts, which
are estimated as the reported vertical errors for the Terrain Resource Information Management (TRIM)
and National Topographic Database (NTDB) data, also add errors to the estimates of accumulation.
Finally, the parameters chosen for the volume-area scaling relationship can contribute error.
Mass balance studies can incur error during manual measurement and analysis. Measurements of
annual mass balance of a single glacier are said to be 200 kg/m2 per year 59. The majority of this
uncertainty comes from the natural horizontal variability inherent across the surface of the glacier, which
can not be evaluated using point measurements at single elevation bands60. Additionally, most studies
only measure the surface balance of the glacier, although internal accumulation could be taking place61.
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Glacier mass balance observations tend to be limited spatially and often are not maintained
consistently over time. Therefore, global glacier datasets tend to fluctuate continually, such that the
common record between the more than 300 measured glaciers is only one year. In BC, trends in glacier
mass balance are based on limited observational data that do not cover all of the different regions. Study
sites tend to be selected based on which glaciers are most easily accessible and safe. Therefore, most
monitored glaciers are at lower elevations. Hence, findings are biased towards these selected glaciers and
cannot be said to be representative of glacial trends in all areas.
Finally, few studies distinguish the influence of modes of climate variability on glacier trends from
those created for climate change. This distinction could be valuable for future projections of glacier
change. The work of the Western Canadian Cryospheric Network (WC2N) could provide scientists with a
means of understanding the relation of glacier fluctuation to climate variability62. Local scale studies from
representative regions will be used to document the influence of climate controls on glacier mass balance,
and these controls will be related to regional and broader scale climate dynamics63.

Gaps





Climate variability (such as ENSO, PDO, and PNA) and their influence on glaciers is not fully
understood64.
Local scale studies from representative regions have not been conducted to document the
influence of climate controls on glacier mass balance.
Climate (e.g. temperature and precipitation) identified at the local scale of glaciers has not been
related to regional synoptics and large scale teleconnections65.
Advances in numerical algorithms and computing resources and their ability to drive dynamic
region-scale glacier models using meteorological forcings of local to hemispheric data have not
been fully explored66.
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Figures

Figure 3.2.1 – Glacier area and monitoring sites in BC. Source: 1990s Baseline Thematic Mapping data.
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Figure 3.2.2 - Mass Balance (mm, WE stands for water equivalent). Source: Adapted from Moore and
Demuth 20011.
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3.3. Streamflow
Streamflow is a source of water supply for domestic use, agriculture, and energy production and is also a
potential threat in the form of floods or bank erosion. In this report, an analysis of trends in minimum and
maximum daily flow, and annual mean flow is updated to 1976-2005 and compared to other work1. A
composite analysis of the influence of PDO and ENSO on streamflow is extended across all of BC. In
general, overall availability of water supply is affected by mean flows, maximum flows reflect risk of floods,
and minimum flows have implications for water allocation in the dry season.

Results
Trends












The streamflow observation network in BC is limited, especially in the northern regions of the
Province (Figure 3.3.1d). Where hydrometric stations do exist, many records do not start until the
1970s. The current streamflow observation network and record length are inadequate for a full
investigation of the historical influence of climate change and variability across the Province2.
Trends in streamflow over the last 30 years were not uniform across the hydro-climatic regions
(section 1), but were more coherent within runoff regimes (i.e. pluvial, hybrid, nival and
nival/glacial).
In pluvial regimes on the South Coast (13% of all stations) streamflow decreased, including annual
mean (-14% to -15%), average daily minimum (-62% to -7%) and average daily maximum (-37% to
-1%), with one exception (North Alouette River) i.
On the North Coast, the Yakoun River (a pluvial regime) trends increased for annual mean
streamflow (+2%), minimum (+80%) and maximum streamflow (3%).
In hybrid regimes on the South Coast (8% of all stations) annual mean streamflow increased (1% to
42%), minimum streamflow decreased (-20% to -7%) and responses in maximum streamflow were
mixed (-8% to +23%).
In nival regimes in the Okanagan (10% of all stations analysed) annual mean streamflow decreased
(-14% to -7%), maximum streamflow decreased (-28% to -18%), and minimum streamflow
increased (+10% to +50%), with the exception of Whiteman Creek (Figure 3.3.1a, b, c). In nival
regimes in the Columbia Basin (5% of all stations analysed) annual mean streamflow increased
(+7% to +33%), maximum streamflow increased (+12% to +23%), and minimum streamflow
decreased (-2% to -25%). Nival regimes in the Fraser Plateau and Peace Basin (5% of all stations)
responded oppositely.
Nival/glacial regimes make up the largest subset of the stations evaluated in this study (46%). This
runoff regime was found in all the regions except for the Okanagan. Coherent streamflow trends
were discovered for nival/glacial watersheds that had similar percentage glacier cover, mean basin
elevation, latitude, and proximity to the coast. Generally, watersheds with less glacier cover showed
decreases in annual mean, minimum and maximum streamflow. Some exceptions were found in the
Peace Basin and interior regions of the Province where minimum streamflow increased (Figure
3.3.1a, b, c). In nival/glacial regimes that had more glacier cover and higher mean basin elevation,
annual mean and maximum streamflow increased, while minimum streamflow decreased.
For Pacific North America, annual streamflow has advanced (10-30) days in nival basins over the
1948-2002 period, as measured by changes in the streamflow centre of mass.

i

Percentages are calculated by dividing the trend (m3/s per day for average daily minimum and maximum streamflow,
and m3 per year for annual mean streamflow) over the 30 year period by the intercept of the trend. The range, as
indicated in brackets, is determined from the variability of streamflow stations analysed. Average daily minimum and
maximum streamflow herein referred to as minimum and maximum streamflow.
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Climate Variability
 Streamflow in pluvial regimes on the South Coast streamflow decreased significantly from May to
August in El Niño years as compared to La Niña years (Figure 3.3.2a). Some of the pluvial regimes
transitioned into hybrid regimes in La Niña years (Figure 3.3.2b), due to lower temperatures,
increased precipitation and increased snowpack (section 2.2). The pluvial regime on the North Coast
did not respond to ENSO (Figure 3.3.2c).
 Nival regimes are primarily located in the Okanagan. In this region, differences between ENSO
phases were especially strong (Figure 3.3.3a, b). Streamflow in rivers in this region increased from
May to August during La Niña years when compared to El Niño years (Figure 3.3.3a). This effect
was also observed from November to February in the Similkameen River (Figure 3.3.3b) making
this river somewhat more hybrid than nival.
 In nival/glacial regimes in the southern regions of the Province (the Columbia and the southern part
of the Fraser Plateau) streamflow decreased significantly in El Niño years during June through
September for both regions and also during November through February in the Columbia (Figure
3.3.4a, b).
 In contrast, in nival/glacial regimes in the northern regions of the Province (Northwest, Peace Basin,
and the northern reaches of the Fraser Plateau and Columbia) no differences in streamflow were
detected between ENSO phases (Figure 3.3.5a, b).
 During PDO events, the start of the spring-summer freshet was delayed and higher flows occurred
during the cool PDO phase (South Coast, Okanagan, Peace Basin, Fraser Plateau, and Columbia
regions) for selected nival and nival/glacial rivers (Figure 3.3.6a to 3.3.6d). These results are
broadly consistent with the PDO response in temperature and precipitation that affects the
accumulation of snow during winter and subsequent melting in spring (section 2.2).
 Unique responses to PDO occurred at Sikanni River in the Peace Basin. Streamflow decreased
during the snowmelt period in the cool PDO phase (Figure 3.3.7a). In the Fraser Plateau, Stellako
River streamflow increased significantly during cool PDO phases (Figure 3.3.7b). PDO influences
were not tested in the Northwest and North Coast due to insufficient data.

Discussion
Trends
This analysis calculates trends for the most recent 30 year period, 1976-2005 (Figure 3.3.1a to 3.3.1c),
and compares these results with previous work3. Annual mean, minimum and maximum streamflow were
investigated. Province-wide results are examined in contrast to Canada-wide findings4 and then within
different runoff regimes.
In general, annual mean streamflow decreased in the southern parts of the Province, increased in the
central and Fraser Plateau regions, and decreased in the Northwestern areas. The decreased trends in
streamflow in the southern parts of the Province are similar to trends found by other researchers5. Streamflow
decreases in southern BC may have occurred due to positive trends in temperature that increase potential
evaporation, concurrent with small changes in precipitation6.
In pluvial regimes on the South Coast (13% of all stations) trends for annual mean (-14% to -15%),
minimum (-62% to -7%) and maximum (-37% to -1%) streamflow decreased, with one exception (North
Alouette River). Decreased minimum streamflow is likely a result of an extended low-flow period between
spring and fall rains, consistent with results from previous findings7.
Decreased maximum streamflow in pluvial regions may be related to decreased winter precipitation,
which occurred in these regimes during the peak flow season (November to December)8. Winter precipitation
decreased at Agassiz, Vancouver Airport, Victoria Airport, and Comox Airport for the 1950-2001 period9.
Decreased annual mean streamflow could be related to increased evaporation that occurred in conjunction
with increased temperature and small decreases in precipitation in the South Coast region.
The Yakoun River in Haida Gwaii is a North Coast pluvial regime. This archipelago is located on the far
outer reaches of the Pacific Ocean and therefore is the most coastally exposed river system examined in this
report. At Yakoun River, increased trends in annual mean (+2%), minimum (+80%) and maximum
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streamflow (+3%) were observed. Increased precipitation trends in this region could have influenced
increased river flow in this region (section 2).
In hybrid regimes on the South Coast (8% of all stations) annual mean streamflow increased (+1% to
+42%) and minimum streamflow decreased (-20% to -7%), while responses in maximum streamflow were
mixed (-8% to +23%). Hybrid systems are possibly becoming more pluvial as less precipitation is falling as
snow under warmer conditions. With less snow, there are potentially less rain-on-snow events, which may in
some circumstances lead to extreme events such as flooding, landslides, and mass movement/wasting10.
In nival regimes in the Okanagan (10% of all stations) annual mean streamflow decreased (-14% to 7%), maximum streamflow decreased (-28% to -18%), and minimum streamflow increased (+10% to +50%).
Whiteman Creek was the only exception to this (Figure 3.3.1a to 3.3.1c). Pennask Creek in the Fraser
Plateau has trends similar to most Okanagan streams. Nival regimes in the Columbia (5% of all stations)
exhibit increases in annual mean streamflow (+7% to +33%) and maximum streamflow (+12% to +23%),
while minimum streamflow decreased (-25% to -2%). Nival regimes in the Peace Basin (2.5% of all stations)
had an opposite response to those in the Okanagan and Fraser Plateau.
In areas such as the Okanagan, more precipitation has fallen as rain than snow and snowpack declined
(section 2.1, 3.1), which resulted in a decreased spring-melt freshet. The spring-melt freshet takes place in
May or June and is the time when maximum daily streamflow occurs11. Increased temperatures may have
resulted in the intensification of the water cycle causing increased evaporation and promoting more
convective precipitation12. Similarly, increases in maximum streamflow and annual mean streamflow in the
Peace could be reflective of increased summer precipitation (section 2) in this region as maximums may
occur during summer precipitation events as opposed to spring-melt events13.
Whiteman Creek, located in the Okanagan, had an opposite response to others in the region. Whiteman
Creek is the farthest north in the basin and has the smallest drainage area. The opposing direction of trend in
annual mean streamflow and minimum and maximum streamflow could be attributed to its northern location.
In the Columbia Basin, nival regimes exhibited increased mean and maximum streamflow owing to
elevational effects. These watersheds are situated in the Rocky Mountains and have a mean basin elevation
of nearly 1600 m, where higher snow accumulation tends to occur (section 3.1). Additionally, this region
does not experience strong convective precipitation in the summer (as is the case in the Okanagan), hence
earlier snowmelt runoff led to decreased streamflow in the low-flow seasons (minimum streamflow).
Another streamflow response is the advanced onset of spring-melt by 10-30 days over the 1948-2002
period in the majority of nival regimes across Western North America14. Although there is considerable interannual variability, observed trends are large and showed remarkable regional coherence but were not
significant in all cases. The early snowmelt resulted in decreased late season streamflow and a prolonged
summer drought period15,16,17.
Nival/glacial regimes make up the largest subset of the streamflow evaluated in this study (46% of all
stations). Nival/glacial runoff regimes were found within all regions except the Okanagan. Coherent trends
were found in nival/glacial watersheds that had similar percentage glacier cover, mean basin elevation,
latitude, and proximity to the coast. The spatial distribution of regime types throughout BC is determined
primarily by the elevation of a drainage basin and the distance of the drainage basin from the coast18. Regime
types are influenced to a lesser degree by latitude19. The shape of hydrographs in nival regimes is a function
of several factors, including altitude, latitude, aspect, vegetation, temperature, and the type and temporal
distribution of precipitation20.
Generally, watersheds with lower percentage glacier cover showed decreases in annual mean, minimum
and maximum streamflow. These results support other findings that show minimum flows are decreasing as
glacier cover reduces with warmer temperatures21. Warming has led to less snow accumulation, more
evaporation and more sublimation, which has contributed to the reduction of mean and maximum
streamflow. Exceptions were found in the Peace Basin and Fraser Plateau regions where minimum
streamflow increased for some basins (Figure 3.3.1a to 3.3.1c). There is a possibility that this could be
related to increases in summer precipitation in these areas (section 2.1).
In nival/glacial regimes that had a higher percentage of glacier cover and had higher mean basin
elevation, annual mean and maximum streamflow increased, while minimum streamflow decreased. At these
higher elevation basins temperatures were still sufficiently cool that snowpack could have accumulated, and
evaporation and sublimation may not have increased at a rate that was greater than increases in precipitation.
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Minimum flows could have reduced due to the increased albedo of glaciers covered with snow22. Changes to
summer precipitation patterns could have also contributed to reductions in minimum flows.

Climate Variability
This analysis extends previous work to all of BC to investigate the influence of ENSO and PDO on
runoff regimes and to decipher any possible spatial responses to these teleconnection patterns23. The same
time periods were addressed to ensure compatibility of these results. The response of streamflow to ENSO
and PDO will be discussed by runoff regime.
Strictly nival regimes are primarily located in the Okanagan. A strong influence of ENSO on nival
regimes in the Okanagan from May to August was observed, where streamflow increased during La Niña
years over El Niño years (Figure 3.3.2a). In effect these nival regimes became more like hybrid regimes,
likely as a result of rainfall inputs during winter. The observed peak was increased during wet La Niña years
with increased flow from May to July (Figure 3.3.2.b). The stark contrast in streamflow response between
the two ENSO phases may be attributed to the modulating effect of ENSO on snowpack accumulation
(section 3.1). The nival regimes located in the Northwest and Peace Basin did not show significant
differences between ENSO phases (Figure 3.3.2c, d).
May to August streamflow in pluvial regimes on the South Coast decreased significantly in El Niño
years compared to La Niña years (Figure 3.3.3a). The transition from winter freshet to summer low-flow
conditions takes place primarily from May to June in pluvial regimes. Increased streamflow in La Niña years
during the winter months occurred as well. However, these differences were not statistically significant. The
timing of ENSO responses between catchments may differ because of the unique morphology and elevation
gradients of each catchment, which alter storage effects,24.
Results in this section echo those from the study which the analysis was modeled after25 and can be
explained by associated changes in temperature and precipitation during these phases in this region26. The
increased frequency of southwesterly airflow that advects warm, moist air into this region during El Niño
winters contributed to these changes in temperature and precipitation27.
Some of the streams classed as pluvial regimes were reclassified during the La Niña years into hybrid
regimes due to a distinguishable spring-summer nival component. During La Niña years (Figure 3.3.3b),
lower temperatures, increased precipitation and greater snowpack (section 2.2) led to increased peak flows in
November from winter rainfall and a smaller peak in the spring or early summer. In contrast, El Niño years
showed a single winter rainfall peak. Differences were large and statistically significant in April through
June and November (Figure 3.3.3b). This finding may have implications for water planning practices. Note
that previous researchers have defined these systems as nival-supported pluvial regimes and described the
phase transitions of the precipitation associated with the different phases of ENSO28.
The Yakoun River is a pluvial regime on the North Coast, where the response to ENSO was not
statistically significant (Figure 3.3.3c). There appears to be more flow in the Yakoun during El Niño years
over La Niña or ENSO Neutral years. This is opposite to the signal in the South Coast. Other studies have
shown slight increases (decreases) in precipitation during El Niño (La Niña) years in this area29. However,
this response seems to be anomalous when compared to other stations in the region. Therefore, this station
should be investigated further to see if local effects are at play. It is possible that there is high variability in
precipitation and streamflow in this region due to the variability in storm tracks at this latitude30.
The influence of ENSO on nival/glacial regimes is variable between catchments and complex due to
multiple contributing factors31. The responses were broken down into two groups, south versus north. In the
southern regions of the Province (the Columbia Basin and the southern Fraser Plateau) streamflow decreased
significantly in El Niño years during June through September for both regions and during November through
February in the Columbia Basin only (Figure 3.3.4a, b). In contrast, in the northern regions of the Province
(the northern reaches of the Fraser Plateau and Columbia Basin) no differences in streamflow were detected
between ENSO phases in nival/glacial regimes (Figure 3.3.5a, b). This can again be attributed to the
stronger influence of ENSO on the southern reaches of the Province (section 2.2).
The analysis of PDO response to the four different runoff regimes was restricted to fewer stations than
the analysis for ENSO because only stations with longer records could be used. Based on the available
records, one key result was identified. The start of the spring-summer freshet was delayed and higher flows
occurred during the cool PDO phase (South Coast, Okanagan, Peace Basin, Fraser Plateau, and Columbia
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Basin regions) for select nival and nival/glacial rivers (Figure 3.3.6a to 3.3.6d). These results are broadly
consistent with the PDO response in temperature and precipitation that affects the accumulation of snow
during winter and subsequent melting in spring (section 2.2, 3.1).
Unique responses to PDO occurred at Sikanni River, in the Peace Basin, where streamflow during the
snowmelt period declined in the cool PDO phase (Figure 3.3.7a). At the Stellako River in the Fraser Plateau,
streamflow increased during cool PDO phases (Figure 3.3.7b). It is beyond the scope of this report to
investigate the cause of these responses. PDO influences were not tested in the Northwest and North Coast
regions due to data limitations.
These findings show the importance of modulating effects of ENSO and PDO phases on streamflow that
should be considered for the purposes of planning and management. Hydroelectric power generation (i.e.
run-of-river) may consider the influence of these impacts before setting policy as generation capacity could
be strongly influenced by specific climate variations. Additionally, fisheries could be affected by changes in
response to climate variability, such as streamflow timing32.

Mountain Pine Beetle effects on BC streamflow
Large-scale change to land surface cover in BC watersheds as a result the expansion of the mountain
pine beetle may lead to alterations in streamflow patterns and stream ecology. The mountain pine beetle
(MPB) infestation is the largest recorded outbreak in BC’s history; more than 8.7 million hectares (mid2000s estimates) of pine forests in BC33 are currently infested with the MPB. For example, upstream of the
Chilcotin River, ten of the most severely affected watersheds have greater than 50% of their land surface
affected by moderate, severe and very severe MPB infestation levels (analysis not shown). Impacts to
hydrology and freshwater ecology in the Fraser Plateau region could negatively impact communities and
economies if assessment and planning measures are not implemented.
The hydrologic influence of the MPB has been the focus of only a limited number of publications34. The
lack of information on the effects of a wide-spread outbreak on hydrology is the greatest limitation in this
research area. MPB-related changes to hydrology have been surmised from studies that were not intended to
illustrate MPB effects, but were originally intended as forest harvesting studies35 or were focused on areas
outside of BC36,37,38,39,40,41. For example, a recent literature review on hydrologic impacts of MPB discusses
the impacts of MPB on hydrology using the alternate research available42.
MPB may affect the hydrology of forested watersheds43, including increases in annual water yield,
increases in late summer and fall low flows and increases (or no change) in peak flow. Additionally, a shift in
timing of peak flows may occur earlier in the season. Recent work indicates that ablation rates and snow
accumulation in MPB affected stands will also change44.
One of the pressing issues in the study of hydrologic impacts of the MPB infestation is the cumulative
effects of MPB in conjunction with future climate conditions45 or other land cover changes, such as forest
fires or logging, which will also influence hydrology. Climate change has been discussed as a cause for the
recent outbreaks of MPB46,47, but no recent literature examines the combined feedback effects of climate
change and MPB on hydrology (section 5.3). However, these cumulative impacts are likely complex, and
impact studies must include consideration of management practices within MPB-infested forests. For
example, salvage-logging efforts could exacerbate sedimentation and landslides depending on the type of
logging and stand clearing practices48, which could lead to increased impacts on the hydrology in MPB
affected stands.

Uncertainties and Limitations
Trends in streamflow over the last 30 years were not uniform within hydro-climatic regions as defined by
an amalgamation of the BC watersheds49 and the Hydrologic Zones of BC50. Because of this, trends could not
be described by regions and were often more coherent within groups of similar glacier cover, elevation,
latitude, and proximity to the coast than region. Responses were especially diverse across the Fraser Plateau,
likely because of the large latitudinal expanse of this region. Furthermore, many of the regions did not have
enough observation stations to adequately represent the diversity of the hydrology within a given region.
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This was especially true in the northern areas of the Province where if stations do exist, many records do not
start until the 1970s (Figure 3.3.1a).
The analysis of trends in minimum and maximum flow was based on average daily values, which created
room for potential error in the interpretation of results. Firstly, different runoff regimes generally have
minimum and maximum flow at different times in the year. Pluvial regimes generally have low flow in the
summer where as nival regimes generally have low flows in the winter51. Secondly, there is potential for the
daily low value to occur at times outside of the common low flow period. As applied in this study, this
analysis provided no information about the season in which the minimum of maximum flow took place.
Thus, the trends would not necessarily have reflected a change in the magnitude of flow for a specific period.
One solution would be to use seven consecutive days of low flows to get a better sense of changes in lowflow periods and to eventually better allocate limited water supply52.
Comparison of streamflow results to trends in temperature, precipitation, and snowpack results was
hindered by the lack of overlapping periods. Trends in streamflow were investigated for the latest 30 year
period 1976-2005 to update a previous study53 and to allow the analysis of the largest number of stations.
However, this period is not directly comparable with other trend estimates in this report such as with
snowpack or temperature and precipitation. Trends in snowpack were carried out for 1950-2007 (section
3.1). Temperature and precipitation were analyzed from 1900-2004 (section 2.2). Thus, some generalizations
had to be made to compare the different variables.
Over the 1976-2005 study period the warm PDO (1977-1998) likely influenced trends in streamflow.
Other researchers54 have worked to separate the influence of natural variability from that of climate change,
but efforts were not made to do so here. Furthermore, the investigation of the influence of climate variability
on streamflow did not include bootstrapped statistical significance testing of composites, as in a previous
study that this analysis was modeled after55. However, the Mann-Whitney U test is robust to non-parametric
conditions56 and was shown to produce similar results in terms of statistical significance to those produced
with the bootstrapping technique.

Gaps






Trends in monthly mean streamflow, the 10th through to the 90th percentiles of daily mean
streamflow, the start date of the spring freshet season, date of annual maximum daily streamflow,
centroid of annual streamflow, date of river ice freeze-up, date of spring ice break-up, and duration
of ice cover have been examined in other work57. All of these are meaningful indices that may reveal
important information on streamflow changes.
A field significance test would provide a statistical check of the coherence of the trends across the
Province.
The Arctic Oscillation (AO) likely has similar influence on streamflow in the northern regions of the
Province to that of ENSO and PDO. However, individual streams have not been investigated for
their response to the AO, nor has the regional influence been quantified.
Drainage basins in BC exhibit a mixture of flood generating mechanisms. Each runoff type has been
shown to respond differently to ENSO and PDO and hence these mechanisms would be affected by
these patterns. These responses need to be integrated and summarized for incorporation into flood
frequency analysis.
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Figures

Figure 3.3.1 – a) Annual minimum streamflow 1976-2005 trend (m3/s per day) b) annual mean streamflow
1976-2005 trend (m3/s per day), c) annual maximum streamflow 1976-2005 trend (m3/s per day) and d)
streamflow gauge locations, numbers, and regions. Grey areas indicate snow and glacier cover zones. Source:
RHBN data, Baseline Thematic Mapping (BTM).
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Figure 3.3.2 – Composite analysis results for ENSO on seasonal pattern of mean monthly streamflow (m3/s)
for the a) West Kettle River – Okanagan (nival), b) Similkameen River (at Princeton) – Okanagan
(nival/hybrid), c) Chuchinka Creek - Peace Basin (hybrid), and d) Swift River - Northwest (nival). The grey
and black triangles indicate significant differences at the 95% and 99% confidence levels respectively. The yaxis shows average streamflow (m3/s) for a given month for the El Niño, La Niña, or Neutral years and the xaxis gives the numeric month (i.e. -2 = October, 0 = December, 8 = August). Source: RHBN data, PCIC.
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Figure 3.3.3 – Composite analysis results for ENSO on seasonal pattern of mean monthly streamflow (m3/s)
for the South Coast a) Koksilah River (pluvial), b) Chemainus River (nival-supported pluvial), and on the
North Coast c) Yakoun River (pluvial). The grey and black triangles indicate significant differences at the
95% and 99% confidence levels respectively. The y-axis shows average streamflow (m3/s) for a given month
for the El Niño, La Niña, or Neutral years and the x-axis gives the numeric month (i.e. -2 = October, 0 =
December, 8 = August). Source: RHBN data, PCIC.
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Figure 3.3.4 – Composite analysis results for ENSO on seasonal pattern of mean monthly streamflow (m3/s) a)
Adams River - Interior (nival/glacial), and b) Fry Creek - Columbia (nival-glacial). The grey and black
triangles indicate significant differences at the 95% and 99% confidence levels respectively. The y-axis shows
average streamflow (m3/s) for a given month for the El Niño, La Niña, or Neutral years and the x-axis gives
the numeric month (i.e. -2 = October, 0 = December, 8 = August). Source: RHBN data, PCIC.
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Figure 3.3.5 – Composite analysis results for ENSO on seasonal pattern of mean monthly streamflow (m3/s)
a) Canoe River - Columbia (nival/glacial), and b) the Stellako River – Interior (nival/glacial). The grey and
black triangles indicate significant differences at the 95% and 99% confidence levels respectively. The y-axis
shows average streamflow (m3/s) for a given month for the El Niño, La Niña, or Neutral years and the x-axis
gives the numeric month (i.e. -2 = October, 0 = December, 8 = August). Source: RHBN data, PCIC.
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Figure 3.3.6 – Composite analysis results for PDO on seasonal pattern of mean monthly streamflow (m3/s) a)
Lillooet River - South Coast (nival/glacial), b) Similkameen River - Okanagan (nival/hybrid), c) Adams River
– Interior (nival/glacial), and d) Kootney River – Columbia (nival/glacial). The grey and black triangles
indicate significant differences at the 95% and 99% confidence levels respectively. The y-axis shows average
streamflow (m3/s) for a given month for the PDO cool and PDO warm phases and the x-axis gives the
numeric month (i.e. -2 = October, 0 = December, 8 = August). Source: RHBN data, PCIC.
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Figure 3.3.7 – Composite analysis results for PDO on seasonal pattern of mean monthly streamflow (m3/s) a)
Sikanni Chief – Peace Basin (nival) and b) Stellako River – Interior (nival/glacial). The grey and black
triangles indicate significant differences at the 95% and 99% confidence levels respectively. The y-axis shows
average streamflow (m3/s) for a given month for the PDO cool and PDO warm phases and the x-axis gives
the numeric month (i.e. -2 = October, 0 = December, 8 = August). Source: RHBN data, PCIC.
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3.4. Lake Ice
Trends in freeze-up, break-up, and duration of lake ice cover are a good proxy indicator of climate
variability and change. This study investigates trends in lake ice cover for the most recent 30 year period
1976-2005 and compares trends from that period to those for the 1966-1995 period. New sites were
evaluated that had not been previously investigated in BC.

Results









Lake and river ice are an excellent indicator of climate change, especially because decadal and
inter-decadal variation due to PDO and ENSO are integrated in melt response (break-up, freeze
up and ice duration). Trends in lake ice cover were computed for 1976-2005 to provide updated
results for the most recent 30 year period and trends for 1966-1995 were included to compare to a
national1 study.
For both time periods, break-up occurred earlier. During 1966-1995 break-up occurred 5 to 40
days earlier and for 1976-2005 break-up occurred 3 to 10 days earlier (Figure 3.4.1a, b). Half of
these trends are significant at the 90% confidence interval based on these two periods. Break-up
trends at Charlie Lake switched from earlier break-up (significant at 90% level) in 1966-1995 to
later break-up (not significant at 90% level) in 1976-2000.
Lake ice duration was shorter by 0 to 48 days for 1966-1995 and 0 to 42 days for 1976-2005
(Figure 3.4.2a, b). These trends were spatially coherent and 20% of the stations had significant
trends.
The more recent 1976-2005 period shows spatial coherence of trends towards later freeze-up by 7
to 40 days. Trends at two of the three stations were statistically significant. This is consistent with
recent warmer temperatures that delayed the onset of freeze-up across BC. Trends in freeze-up
dates for the 1966-1995 period were spatially variable which is in agreement with other studies.
Factors such as wind may influence freeze-up causing results to be less clear than break-up results
(Figure 3.4.3a, b).
The change in lake ice in the 1976-2005 period reflects the enhanced spring and winter warming
that occurred in BC during the 20th century, and signals potential increases in lake evaporation
and disruption to ecosystems2.

Discussion
Trends in break-up dates for the 1966-1995 period were consistently negative and statistically
significant indicating that break-up occurred earlier for this period (Figure 3.4.1a, b), as found by other
researchers3. Over the 1976-2005 period, break-up took place from 3 to 10 days earlier based on data
from Tie, Williams, Loon, Nukko, and Heffley Lakes. Trends at Williams Lake and Loon Lake were
statistically significant at the 90% confidence level. Charlie Lake was the one exception, where break-up
took place 3 days later.
Loon and Heffley Lakes were analysed in both the 1966-1995 and 1976-2005 periods. Break-up dates
advanced by 18 and 40 days in the 1966-1995 period, and by 4 and 10 days in the 1976-2005 period at
Loon and Heffley Lake, respectively. These lakes are the most southern and would therefore have larger
trends owing to larger increases in spring temperatures occurring in the southern parts of BC4.
Trends in lake-ice duration for the 1966-1995 period and the 1976-2005 period were consistently
negative indicating that the duration of ice cover has become shorter (Figure 3.4.2a, b, c). The range of
decrease in the number of days of ice duration was from 0 to 48 days for 1966-1995 and 0 to 42 for 19762005, 50% of the stations in 1976-2005 showed significant trends. Again, the largest decreases in
duration occurred at the lakes which are farthest south, Loon and Heffley Lake, for both periods.
Trends in freeze-up dates in the 1966-1995 period included Charlie, Dease, Heffley, Loon, Nukko,
Kathryn and Williams Lakes. Results showed that just over half of the lakes had later freeze-up dates and
only Dease, William and Nukko Lakes had earlier freeze-up dates (Figure 3.4.3b). Dease Lake is located
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the farthest northwest and William and Nukko Lake are located in the central part of the Province. Over
the 1976-2005 period, freeze-up took place from 7 to 40 days later based on data from Loon, Nukko, and
Heffley Lakes (Figure 3.4.3c). The change in lake ice in the 1976-2005 period reflects the enhanced
spring and winter warming that occurred in BC during the 20th century, and signals potential increases in
lake evaporation and potential disruption to ecosystems5.
A particularly strong trend in break-up dates has been found in Western Canada in comparison to the
rest of Canada6. The results for freeze-up across different time periods and at different sites are not as
consistent as those for break-up and lake ice duration7. Other studies have shown that although there is a
clear trend towards earlier break-up dates, freeze-up dates are more complex and trends are not spatially
consistent8. These alternate results reinforced findings documented in this report.
Due to data limitations, the same lakes are not represented in all time periods. This limits the
comparison of trends from one period to another. However, Charlie, Nukko, and Williams Lakes were
represented in all periods and therefore results at these lake sites can be compared across periods. The
changes in lake ice break-up suggest that stronger trends occurred during the 1966-1995 period than
during the 1976-2005 period. The 1966-1995 period started in a cool PDO phase and did not switch to a
warm phase until 19779. In the 1976-2005 period the majority of the years were in the warm PDO phase
(up to 1998, section 2.1). Also, some of the warmest temperatures on record occurred in the 1990s which
can be attributed to the PDO warm phase, El Niño events, and climate change.
Although PDO phases likely had a strong influence on the trends in these periods there are other
factors. Air temperature was found to be the strongest indicator of lake ice cover in one study10. However,
freeze-up, break-up, and duration of lake ice was also found to be somewhat dependent on dew point,
solar radiation, wind speed, and snowfall11. These factors could help to explain the different trends in lake
ice in the different regions. For example, the trend at Charlie Lake over this period may be reflective of
increases in snowfall in the region that would have contributed to ice cover persisting longer on lake
surfaces in this region than in others (section 3.1).
Two additional lakes were investigated in this study that had not been before: Tie and Loon Lakes.
Tie Lake is located farther south than any of the other lakes and it displays trends toward earlier break-up
(Figure 3.4.1c). Loon Lake is located close to Heffley Lake in the Fraser Plateau and has trends that are
similar to those from Heffley, which are larger and significant (Figure 3.4.1, 3.4.2, 3.4.3). Trends for
Williams and Nukko Lake, which are also within the Fraser Plateau, also show earlier break-up.

Uncertainties and Limitations
Although the lakes analysed here had been examined in previous research12, results were slightly
different. These differences demonstrated the impact of not having consistent guidelines for data
collection procedures. For example, one observer may view the lake from a different side of the lake than
another and hence might have recorded the lake ice break-up earlier than an observer at another site.
Efforts should be made to align techniques to allow the amalgamation of datasets and continuity of trend
results.
The number of lakes which have data on ice cover is limited and the results presented here are not
representative of trends for all lakes in BC or for regions in which lakes are situated.

Gaps




Trends in lake and river ice have not been linked to trends in phenology (i.e. the emergence of
leaves, the first appearance of migratory birds) and other indicators of climate change.
There are other non-thermal effects that influence lake ice break-up and freeze-up (such as wind)
that were not explored here.
A better understanding of how changes to lake ice cover result from climate change could be
tested using the relationship of synoptic patterns to trends in break-up/freeze-up events. The
influence of climatic and hydrologic forcing mechanisms (i.e. drainage area) on break-up/freezeup response could also provide more information.
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Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), such as Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) and
optical Advanced Along-Track Radiometer (AATSR) data from the Environmental Satellite
(ENVISAT) are also being used to map freeze-up and break-up dates over large areas of Canada,
but have not been tested against all available monitoring data.

1

Duguay, C.R. et al., 2006. Recent trends in Canadian lake ice cover. Hydrological Processes, 20: 781-801.
Ibid.
3
Ibid.
4
Zhang, X., Vincent, L.A., Hogg, W.D. and Niitsoo, A., 2000. Temperature and precipitation trends in Canada
during the 20th Century. Atmosphere-Ocean 38(3): 395–429.
5
Duguay, C.R. et al., 2006. Recent trends in Canadian lake ice cover. Hydrological Processes, 20: 781-801.
6
Ibid.
7
Ibid.
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http://www.ec.gc.ca/climate/CCAF-FACC/Science/nat2002/terrestrial_e.htm
9
Mantua, N.J., Hare, S.R., Zhang, Y., Wallace, J.M. and Francis, R.C., 1997. A Pacific interdecadal climate
oscillation with impacts on salmon production. Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society, 78: 1069-1079.
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Gao, S. and Stefan, H.G., 2004. Potential climate change effects on ice covers of five freshwater lakes. Journal of
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Figures

Figure 3.4.1 – Trends in break-up dates across BC for two periods a) 1966-95, and b) 1976-05. Triangles
pointing up indicate later break-up dates and those pointing down indicate earlier break-up dates (1-Alta
Lake, 2-Charlie Lake, 3-Dease Lake, 4-Heffley Lake, 5-Kathryn Lake, 6- Loon Lake, 7-Tie Lake, 8-Nukko
Lake, 9-, and 10-Williams Lake). Open triangles denote trend is significant (95%) and closed triangles denote
trend is not significant. Source: BC Lake Stewardship Society data.

Figure 3.4.2 – Trends in duration of ice cover across BC for two periods a) 1966-95, and b) 1976-05. Triangles
pointing up indicate longer duration and those pointing down indicate shorter duration. (1-Alta Lake, 2Charlie Lake, 3-Dease Lake, 4-Heffley Lake, 5-Kathryn Lake, 6- Loon Lake, 7-Tie Lake, 8-Nukko Lake, 9-,
and 10-Williams Lake). Open triangles denote trend is significant (95%) and closed triangles denote trend is
not significant. Source: BC Lake Stewardship Society data.
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Figure 3.4.3 – Trends in freeze-up dates across BC for two periods a) 1966-95, and b) 1976-05. Triangles
pointing up indicate later freeze-up dates and those pointing down indicate earlier freeze-up. (1-Alta Lake, 2Charlie Lake, 3-Dease Lake, 4-Heffley Lake, 5-Kathryn Lake, 6- Loon Lake, 7-Tie Lake, 8-Nukko Lake, 9-,
and 10-Williams Lake). Open triangles denote trend is significant (95%) and closed triangles denote trend is
not significant. Source: BC Lake Stewardship Society data.
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II. Introduction – Future climate change, impacts, and feedbacks (2050s)
Climate Change Projections from GCMs
Projections of future climate change and its impacts over the coming century are based on global
climate models (GCMs). GCMs are numerical models that simulate global climate and are driven by the
difference between incoming solar radiation and infrared cooling of the earth system. Infrared cooling is
controlled by clouds, atmospheric turbidity, and by small concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHG) in
the atmosphere, principally carbon dioxide. The imbalance in net radiation drives the climate model (as it
does the real climate system) towards a different climate. The concentrations of GHGs are determined by
both natural processes and human activities, and the latter depends on assumptions about population
growth, future economic activity, and mitigation policy decisions - specified as emissions scenarios.
Three SRESi marker emissions scenarios are commonly used: A2 most closely describes an extension
of current emissions in an uncoordinated (heterogeneous) world economy and would result in a
temperature change of +3.4°C by the end of the century. B1 refers to a more adaptive global society and
would result in a temperature change of +1.8°C. A1B refers to a balance of energy decisions which would
result in intermediate levels of emissions1.
Even with identical emissions scenarios, each GCM produces somewhat different results. However,
useful information about the future climate may be obtained using an ensemble of climate projections.
For this report, ensembles of projections are obtained from 15 recent GCMs, including the following from
Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United States as listed below:
 CCCma CGCM3 – Canadian Global Climate Model version 3 (Canadian Climate Centre for
Modeling and Analysis, University of Victoria, BC)


UKMO HadCM3 – Hadley Climate Model version 3, (UK Met Office, United Kingdom)



NCAR CCSM – Community Climate System Model (National Center for Atmospheric Research,
Boulder, Colorado)



GFDL CM2.x – Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Coupled Model versions 2.0 and 2.1
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Princeton, New Jersey)

In this report, an ensemble of GCM projections has been used to estimate the future climate in midcentury (2050s), and to quantify the magnitude and relative amount of uncertainty in temperature and
precipitation. These projections have been averaged over several decades (2041-2070) to eliminate short
term climate variability and are compared to historical variability.
Downscaling Methods
The spatial resolution of GCMs is limited, and they are designed for global and continental scales.
Therefore, some sort of downscaling methodology is needed to place future climate projections on a
regional spatial scale where specific problems are addressed, commercial decisions are made, and
regional planning occurs.
Two methods of downscaling climate projections are shown: dynamical downscaling using a
Regional Climate Model (RCM) and empirical downscaling using high-definition climatology.
Dynamical downscaling provides physically consistent regional projections at a 45 km resolution.
Empirical downscaling uses detailed climatology to display high definition projected temperature and
precipitation that can be compared directly to the historical climatology. Both downscaling methods
depend on GCM projections. Although a comprehensive range of uncertainty is not available for
downscaled results, GCM uncertainty is a useful guideline.
i

By the end of the 21st century the CO2 equivalent global greenhouse gas concentrations is roughly 600 ppm, 850
ppm, and 1250 ppm for B1, A1B, and A2, respectively.
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An example of a high definition downscaling application is estimates of growing degree days
(GDDs). Growing degree days depend on temperature and future projections of changes to GDDs for
rates of evaporation and transpiration, as well as for agricultural production. These changes in evaporation
from landscapes will have subsequent impacts on streamflow conditions in BC.
Hydrologic Impacts and Feedbacks of Climate Change
Climate change will have impacts on the entire hydrological system. In particular, climate change will
influence temperature, evaporation, and soil moisture as well as the timing, amount, and form of
precipitation. During the cold seasons of the year, temperature affects the balance between cryospheric
regimes (which are long-term storage) and rainfall (which results in a short-term response in streamflow).
Projected changes in temperature are especially critical for BC water resources because temperature
controls the storage of snowfall in the wet/cold season for subsequent use in the dry/warm season. The
temporal and spatial location of the zero-degree-isotherm generally illustrates this influence.
Projected changes in annual precipitation are small and somewhat uncertain, but fractionally large in
climatologically dry regions. Small changes in precipitation may have less impact than transition from
snow to rain which may cause complex changes in cryospheric regimes (glaciers, snowpack, lake ice) that
lead to subsequent changes in operation of reservoirs and in the seasonal shifts in timing of streamflow.
Snowpack is a critical seasonal resource that is renewed each year at high elevations, but is utilized
throughout the region during most of the year after transformation in reservoirs, streamflow, and ground
water. In this report, an estimate of future snowpack in the 2050s is investigated with the RCM.
Glaciers also contribute to water resources, but their influence extends from seasons to decades.
During the late summer when rivers typically experience low flows and ecological requirements are high,
glacier runoff may be a large fraction of the streamflow. However, knowledge of the scope and location
of climate impacts on glaciers is limited. Results of current research have been synthesized in this report.
Streamflow projections in complex topography are difficult to compute precisely with either the
GCM or RCM. This topic is the domain of a hydrological model that is forced by a future projection of
temperature and precipitation. Several modeling studies have been conducted in BC, for example, in the
Columbia, Okanagan, and Fraser Basins.
Soil moisture acts as a water reserve for vegetation and agriculture. It integrates inputs from rain,
snowmelt, and losses due to evaporation, transpiration, interception, surface runoff, and drainage (base
flow). Surface evaporation is a critical hydrological feedback from the earth’s surface into the atmosphere
that has, itself, been modified by global climate change. Evaporation depends in part on conditions of soil
moisture, solar radiation, and ground cover. Each process influences soil moisture with a different
temporal signature and affects the timing of streamflow parameters. Finally, changes in soil moisture
determine the fraction of precipitation and snowmelt that is released to streams as runoff.
Some local measurements of soil moisture have been made in BC, but projections for the 2050s
require a comprehensive hydrologic model that would determine impacts on agriculture and forestry, and
feedbacks within the hydrologic system. Current projections of changes in soil moisture have been made
only for the Columbia Basin.
Limitations
Projections of future climate from dynamic climate models (GCMs and RCMs) are limited by
imperfect physics that are implicit in model approximations. Although models are able to quantitatively
project temperature changes, the limit of coarse resolution requires empirical downscaling and that
introduces additional uncertainties. Projections of precipitation are less certain due to the difficulty in
representing mesoscale dynamics and microphysical processes. Moreover, atmospheric models distribute
precipitation into surface water regimes, but are not redistributed within the physical watershed and
streamflow, except in a bulk sense.
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Future climate impacts on water resources are large and important, but many details are missing.
Knowledge of future climate projections within BC or Pacific North America requires a Regional Climate
model and a comparative hydrologic model.
1

A more complete description of emissions scenarios comes from IPCC (2000), Special Report on Emissions
Scenarios (SRES): http://www.grida.no/climate/ipcc/emission/
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4. Future climate change projections
4.0. Future climate change terminology and conventions
The use of information about future climate for planning, decision-making, and policy is a relatively
new practice. The terminology and conventions used to describe information about future climate has
been guided largely by a recent synthesis document on the use of global change scenarios1.
A distinguishing feature of all climate projection methods is the representation of topography (Figure
4.0.1). Presentation of results at higher resolution (with more precision) is appealing, but implies neither
increased accuracy nor reliability. Single high resolution projections should not be used without also
considering the range of projections from multiple GCMs.
Section 4 as a whole provides a scenario of future climate change in BC, with each section providing
complementary information. Section 4.1 shows the range of future climate projections and quantifies the
associated uncertainty. Section 4.2 contains a physically consistent high-resolution climate projection, but
only for one of the many possibilities shown in section 4.1. Finally, section 4.3 shows the future climate
at a resolution that is comparable to a high definition interpolation of BC’s historical climate.
Terminology for section 4
Global Climate Model (GCM) – a numerical model that simulates global climate.
Regional Climate Model (RCM) – a numerical model that is forced by boundary conditions obtained
from a GCM, and simulates climate at a higher resolution over a limited area (such as North America).
Emissions scenario is an estimation of greenhouse gas concentrations during the 21st century based on
socio-economic assumptions.
Projection refers to the result from a single GCM or RCM following a given emissions scenario.
Run is used to distinguish projections from a given GCM following the same emissions scenario. (Runs
differ only by initial conditions.)
The model baseline climate from a GCM or RCM is the average simulated climate for the 30-year period
using 1961-1990 greenhouse gas concentrations.
Anomalies are projected changes in future climate expressed as a difference from the model baseline.
Ensemble refers to a collection of GCM projections. The terms climate scenario (and climate change
scenario where the anomaly from the model baseline is taken) are also applicable to the ensemble of
projections.
AR4 refers to the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report.
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Conventions for section 4
Seasonal projections are shown only for winter (December-January-February) and summer (June-JulyAugust). Results are not shown for spring and fall.
Unless otherwise stated, anomalies have been averaged in time for the 2050s (2041-2070) difference
from 1961-1990 model baseline and in space for all grid boxes within BC. The 1961-1990 period is
chosen because most decision making is adapted to this historical period. A portion of the projected
climate change from 1961-1990 to the 2050s has already occurred in the record of the past decades
(Table 4.1.5b).
Unless otherwise stated, ensemble results are based on one projection following each of the B1 and A2
emissions scenarios from 15 GCMs (30 projections total). Where indicated, smaller ensembles are used to
estimate uncertainty, to compare to sub-continental and global projections (Table 4.1.3, 4.1.4a), or to
examine consistency between different runs from the same GCM and emissions scenario (Table 4.1.2).
The range of GCM projections reported in section 4.1 is derived from an ensemble of projections
including 15 GCMs each following one or more of the A2, A1B and B1 emissions scenarios. The range is
expressed using the 10th and 90th percentiles (range explained by 80% of projections) in brackets.
The geographical range reported in section 4.2 is derived from the single RCM projection at 624 grid
boxes within BC. In this case, the range illustrates how RCM anomalies vary across the Province.
Although illustrating a different concept, this range is also expressed using the 10th and 90th percentiles
(range explained by 80% of grid boxes) in brackets.
Temperature is used to refer to mean temperature: the average of nighttime lows (minimum
temperatures) and daytime highs (maximum temperature).
Precipitation anomalies are reported as a percentage of the model baseline value. Precipitation
projections are described as wetter or as drier by the 2050s than baseline, even though precipitation
includes snow as well as rain (technically the projected anomalies are increases and decreases from the
baseline).

1

Parson, Burkett, Fisher-Vanden, Keith, Mearns, Pitcher, Rosenzweig, and Webster 2007. Global Change
Scenarios: Their development and use. Synthesis and Assessment Product 2.1b. Washington, DC: US Climate
Science Program.
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Figure 4.0.1 – Elevation as represented by (a) GCM (CGCM3), (b) RCM (CRCM4), (c) PRISM, and (d)
Digital Elevation Model. Source: (a) Environment Canada, (b) Ouranos Consortium, (c) Oregon State
University, (d) Canada3D digital elevation model (DEM) produced by the Canadian Forestry Service,
Ontario region (NAD83).
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4.1. GCM projections
GCM projections of future climate conditions are the starting point for high-resolution downscaling
shown in later sections. An ensemble of projections (collection of results from several GCMs) provides a
range of plausible future climate conditions. The ensemble compiled for use in this section uses the latest
projections prepared for the IPCC Fourth Assessment (AR4). This is the first publication of AR4 results
applied to BC.
Throughout section 4.1, unless otherwise indicated: (i) the ensemble includes 15 GCMs with one
projection following each of the A2 and B1 emissions scenarios (30 projections total), (ii) anomalies have
been averaged in time for 2050s (difference between the 2041-2070 from 1961-1990 model baseline) and
in space for all grid boxes within BC, and (iii) ranges in brackets following anomalies are the 10th to 90th
percentiles from the ensemble. See information boxes in section 4.0 for conventions and definitions.

Results










By the middle of the 21st century (2050s) annual temperature and precipitation for BC are
estimated to be +1.7°C (+1.2°C to +2.5°C) warmer and +6% (+3% to +11%) wetter than the 1961
– 1990 baseline (Figure 4.1.1).
Projected winter and summer season temperatures in the 2050s are +1.9°C (+0.5°C to +2.7°C)
and +1.8°C (+1.2°C to +2.7°C) warmer than the baseline, respectively (Table 4.1.1). The winter
precipitation projection is +7% wetter (-2% drier to +15% wetter) than the baseline. The winter
ensemble average is similar to annual but the wider range indicates more uncertainty. Summer
precipitation is -3% drier (-9% drier to +2% wetter) than the baseline.
A single projection from the Canadian model (CGCM3; Figure 4.1.2) following the A2
emissions scenario is +2.6°C warmer and +14% wetter than the baseline for BC in the 2050s.
These results are compared to four other CGCM3 projections following A2, and to the ensemble
of projections from 15 GCMs (Figure 4.1.1, Table 4.1.2).
An estimate of uncertainty in BC projections in the 2050s from different GCMs is 1.3°C for
temperature and 10% of the baseline for precipitation (Table 4.1.3). This uncertainty is less than
the ensemble average anomaly for temperature (+1.7°C) but not for precipitation (+6%). Thus,
there is more confidence in the ensemble average projection for temperature than for
precipitation.
An estimate of uncertainty in BC temperature projections from different emissions scenarios is
0.3°C in the 2050s and 1.2°C in the 2080s (Table 4.1.3). The influence of emissions scenario is
relatively small compared to GCM uncertainty in the 2050s, but it increases by the 2080s.
By the end of the 21st century (2080s), BC’s annual temperature is projected to be +2.8°C
(+1.5°C to +4.0°C) warmer than the baseline (Figure 4.1.3, Table 4.1.4). This projection is
comparable to the range between the warmest and coldest years of the 20th century (+3.1°Ci).
However, the projected change in precipitation is +10% (+6% to +17%) wetter and is well within
the range of observed historical precipitation variability (38%).

Discussion
GCMs are the fundamental tools for understanding future climate change. The availability of many
GCM projections allows for construction of an ensemble that can be used to provide estimates of
plausible climate change as well as to quantitatively estimate uncertainty. The range of projections from
an ensemble can thus be used to develop scenarios for decision making and planning1.
The ensemble of GCM projections is used in several ways. First, temperature and precipitation
anomalies averaged over BC are shown as a time series for the 21st century. Then, detailed projections are
provided, including seasonal and regional results, for the average of the 2050s. Next, the limitations of
using a single GCM projection are demonstrated and the uncertainty that may be attributed to GCMs is
i

Indicated by ±two standard deviations from the 1895-2003 historical average (~96% of all years).
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determined. In addition to the 2050s, results for the 2080s (2070-2100) are presented in order to illustrate
the climate change response to different emissions scenarios. Finally, a comparison of BC anomalies to
sub-continental and global projections is followed by discussion of 21st century BC climate change in the
context of historical variability.

Climate change projections for BC (2050s)
Figure 4.1.1 shows projected climate change anomalies for BC smoothed (using the LOESS
technique)2 in time over the 21st century. Smoothing improves legibility of the figure and suppresses
inter-decadal and year-to-year variability. Displaying the projected anomalies removes individual model
systematic bias. Projections are not directly comparable to the historical variations shown in black,
included for comparison to magnitude of future change. Future climate change will consist of projected
changes to the average superimposed with future climate variability. However, historical climate
variability in BC is large, as shown in Figure 4.1.1 by the 20th century observations and in section 2.2.
Therefore periods of cooler temperature may occur within the context of projected warming.
The 2050s ensemble average temperature projections are +1.7°C (+1.2°C to +2.5°C) warmer and
+6% (+3% to +11%) wetter than the baseline averaged over BC (Figure 4.1.1, Table 4.1.1a). Seasonal
and regional projections differ from the annual anomalies in many cases (Table 4.1.1a, b).
The ensemble average winter and summer temperature projections are +1.9°C (+0.5°C to +2.7°C) and
+1.8°C (+1.2°C to +2.7°C) warmer than the baseline, respectively. Although similar to the annual
anomaly, the range is larger for winter. This implies more uncertainty in the magnitude of the winter
temperature response.
The ensemble winter and summer precipitation projections are +7% wetter (-2% drier to +15%
wetter) and -3% drier (-9% drier to +2% wetter) than the baseline, respectively. The winter ensemble
average is similar to annual but has a larger range, indicating more uncertainty than in the annual
projection. Conversely, by the 2050s most GCMs in the ensemble project drier summers on average
across BC. Unlike the annual precipitation projection, the seasonal ranges include both increases and
decreases in projected precipitation.
The annual precipitation anomaly is consistent across the regions of BC (Table 4.1.1b); however, the
ensemble average summer precipitation projections vary considerably across the Province (-13% drier in
Southern BC and Vancouver Island to +4% wetter in the North West Interior). Annual and seasonal
temperature anomalies are also consistent across these regions, although there are differences of as much
as -0.4°C cooler to +0.8°C warmer than the BC average in some cases. These regional results use a small
number of low-resolution GCM grid boxes, and are shown only to illustrate the magnitude of the
ensemble’s differences in projected climate change within smaller regions. See subsequent sections for
results of dynamical and empirical downscaling that distribute GCM projections within the region
(Figure 4.2.1, 4.3.1).

About the ensemble
The results in this section are based on an ensemble of 30 projections that were prepared for the
recently released IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4). An ensemble based on projections prepared for
the previous IPCC Third Assessment Report (TAR) has also been used extensively and published
widelyii. The TAR ensemble 2050s projection for BC is +2.3°C (+1.7°C to +3.4°C)iii warmer than the
baseline, consistent with results published for all of Canada using a similar ensemble3. The AR4 ensemble
used in this report exhibits a smaller projected temperature increase than the TAR ensemble and a smaller
range.
ii

Data from the TAR ensemble were originally available from www.cics.uvic.ca/scenarios and subsequently from
www.ccsn.ca and www.PacificClimate.org/tools.
iii
Range from analysis by PCIC of TAR ensemble using data from http://www.PacificClimate.org/tools/ with BC
region selected and settings of threshold=0.5 and fringe=0.
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Differences between the results arise from several improvements in the AR4 ensemble. The number
of GCMs is evenly represented in the AR4 ensemble and more GCMs are included: 2 projections from
each of 15 GCMs rather than a variable number (2 to 7) of projections from each of 7 GCMs in the TAR
ensemble. The number of emissions scenarios in the AR4 ensemble is even: B1 and A2 each have 15
projections. In order to have an adequate number of projections, the TAR ensemble included an uneven
representation of emissions scenarios: B1 (3), A1T (1), B2 (10), A1B (2), A2 (11), and A1FI (2). Finally,
the AR4 ensemble includes the most recent versions of GCMs (e.g. version 3 of the Canadian GCM
rather than version 2 in the TAR ensemble).
Although a comprehensive comparison of the differences between the ensembles has not been
conducted, initial analysis (not shown) suggests that the smaller anomaly from the AR4 ensemble is
mainly due to the presence of more projections with higher emissions in the TAR ensemble, rather than
the presence of additional and updated versions of GCMs. For example, the 2050s anomalies for BC are
+2.4°C warmer than the baseline for CGCM2 and 2.3°C warmer than the baseline for the newer version
CGCM3iv.
Comprehensive analysis of the full set of 140 projections prepared for AR4 has not been completed.
Preliminary analysis (not shown) suggests that the range of seasonal precipitation projections is likely to
increase with the addition of more projections to the ensemble. The 30-projection ensemble appears
representative of the full set for 2050s annual temperature, seasonal temperature, and annual precipitation
projections for BC. For example, an additional 15 projections (from the same GCMs) following the A1B
emissions scenario makes almost no difference to the ensemble averages or the range of annual or
seasonal temperature projections (Table 4.1.3).

Single GCM projection
In addition to the ensemble, a single projection from CGCM3 following the A2 emissions scenario is
examined because it is used as the basis for most of the downscaling shown throughout section 4 and
section 5 of this report. The limitations of using a single projection (as in section 4.2) are illustrated below
by comparing results to other runs from the same model and to the ensemble of GCM projections. Thus,
when using a single GCM projection, it is particularly important to consider the ensemble range and
uncertainty as presented in this section.
Projections from five runs are available from the CGCM3 model following A2. The only difference
between the runs is the GCM initial conditions. Results are generally consistent, with the exception of run
5 winter (Table 4.1.2). Excluding run 5, there is a range of at most 0.5°C and 5% for annual winter and
summer results. The run 5 winter, however, has a temperature anomaly +1.0°C greater than the coolest
run and a precipitation anomaly more than double the smallest increase.
The CGCM3 2050s projection for run 4 following the A2 scenario is used as boundary conditions for
downscaling in subsequent sections of this report. This projection is 2.6°C warmer and 14% wetter than
the baseline for BC (Figure 4.1.2). These anomalies are larger than both the ensemble average and the
upper range based on the 90th percentiles of ensemble projections (compare run 4 in Table 4.1.2 with B1,
A2 and with A2 in Table 4.1.3a).
Considerable warming is projected by the entire ensemble, whereas both the magnitude and even the
sign of precipitation are relatively less certain (Figure 4.1.1, Table 4.1.1a). These results suggest that the
downscaled results in subsequent sections are on the warmer and wetter side of the ensemble of
projections for BC.

Uncertainty from GCMs and emissions scenarios
The ranges of projected future climate reported in this section include uncertainties in both GCMs and
emissions scenarios. The portion of uncertainty attributable to GCMs arises from differences in the way
GCMs represent the climate. The portion of uncertainty attributable to emissions scenarios arises because
iv

Average of all available runs following A2 from CGCM2 (3 runs) and CGCM3 (5 runs).
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future technological developments and economic, social, and policy choices that influence greenhouse gas
emissions are unknown. Ensembles of projections following the B1, A1B and A2 emissions scenarios are
used below to estimate the amount of uncertainty present in GCMs and to illustrate the effects of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions using differences in projections averaged over BC. These estimates do not
account for possible systematic biases present in the GCMs and emissions scenarios.
GCM uncertainty is larger than the difference between emissions scenarios in the 2050s projections
for BC. For example, GCM uncertaintyv is 1.3°C for temperature and 10% of the baseline for
precipitation but the A2 ensemble average is only 0.3°C warmervi than B1. The GCM uncertainty is
smaller than the projected ensemble average anomaly for temperature (+1.7°C) but larger than the
projected ensemble average anomaly for precipitation (+6%). There is therefore more confidence in
temperature than precipitation with regard to the ensemble average projection, because the response is
larger than the uncertainty (Table 4.1.3).
The increased warming by the 2050s for the A2 emissions scenario compared to B1, although small,
is consistent with larger emissions prescribed in A2. The 2080s anomalies show the impact on BC climate
of different emissions policy options. For example, the 2080s ensemble average projection for BC is
+1.2°Cvi warmer and +3.5% wetter for A2 than B1 (Table 4.1.3).
To further illustrate the effect of emissions scenarios, ensemble average temperature anomalies
following each of three emissions scenarios are expressed as ratios. By the 2050s, the ratios of projected
(B1 : A1B : A2) warming for BC are (1 : 1.25 : 1.15). By the 2080s, they increase to (1 : 1.37 : 1.55). For
example, in BC the 2080s warming following A2 is 55% larger than following B1.

Comparison to regional and global warming
Other climate change projections4 for the US Pacific Northwest (PNW) use an ensemble similar to the
AR4 (A2, B1) ensemble used in this section. Results from each ensemble for the US PNW (not shown)
are consistent with each other. For the 2040s over the US PNW region, CGCM3 is wetter than most
GCMs5 (as it is for 2050s BC) and the temperature projection is close to the ensemble average (unlike the
2050s BC projection which is warmer than most projections).
The 2050s ensemble average projection for BC (+1.7°C) is similar to the global estimate (+1.5°C) vii,
although these results are not directly comparable due to differences in ensembles and time periods. IPCC
estimates of warming focus on the end of the 21st century, specifically the 2090s following the A1B
emissions scenario (Table 4.1.4a). Warming projected for BC is similar to projections for the larger
Western North America region. Furthermore, the ratios of (B1 : A1B : A2) 2090s warming for BC of (1 :
1.46 : 1.71) are very consistent with the global ratios of (1 : 1.45 : 1.70)6.
The IPCC also reports that by the end of the 21st century in North America: (i) the annual mean
temperature change is likely to exceed global changes, (ii) seasonal changes are likely to be largest in the
winter in the north, (ii) annual precipitation is very likely to increase in Canada, and (iv) winter and spring
precipitation are likely to increase but summer precipitation to decrease in southern Canada7. The
ensemble of GCM projections in this section is generally consistent with these results.
Finally, Western North America projections following A1B show a time of 15 years for annual
temperature and 70 years for annual precipitation in order for the anomaly to become statistically
discernable from the baseline8. This indicates the time for the impact of climate change to become
relatively large in comparison to the historical variability and is consistent with Figure 4.1.3, which
shows that projected changes to temperature are relatively larger in comparison to historical variability
than precipitation projections.
v

Based on the difference between the 10th and 90th percentiles for BC from the ensemble of 15 GCM projections
following the A2 emissions scenario only.
vi
Based on the difference between the ensemble averages for BC from the ensemble of 15 GCM projections
following A2 and the ensemble of 15 GCM projections following B1.
vii
Average of IPCC multi-model ensemble projections for B1 (1.29°C) and A2 (1.65°C) for the (2046-2065)
anomaly from (1980-1999) model baseline.
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Comparison to historical variability
Projected climate change in BC for the 21st century is shown using ensemble ranges for the 2020s,
2050s, and 2080s and the historical variability during the 20th century in Figure 4.1.3. Historical
variability (horizontal blue bar) represents the difference between the warmest (wettest) years and the
coldest (driest) years of the 20th centuryviii. Note that the ranges for the future periods are shown as the
changes to the average (vertical blue bar), but that in future, climate variability will also take place and
will be superimposed on projected changes.
The 2080s projected temperature for BC, +2.8°C (+1.5°C to +4.0°C) warmer than the baseline (Table
4.1.4b) is considerably warmer than the 2050s anomalies (Table 4.1.1a). The +2.8°C ensemble average
projection is close to 20th century historical variability in BC (3.1°C). Therefore, projected annual
temperature by the 2080s for an average year is warmer than all but the very warmest years in the
historical record. Indeed, the projected 2080s climate is warmer than any climate that has existed in BC
for several thousands of years9.
The 2080s projected precipitation for BC is +10% (+6% to +17%) wetter than the baseline (Table
4.1.4b), which is within the range of observed historical precipitation variability (38%). Nevertheless,
even small changes of annual precipitation could result in significant hydrological impacts when
combined with projected warming and seasonal shifts in precipitation (section 5).

Uncertainties and Limitations
All GCMs suffer from limitations in their ability to simulate the baseline climate10 (Table 4.1.5),
which means that for most purposes, anomalies from the GCM baseline are considered more robust than
the actual simulated climate itself because of the removal of systematic bias (over or underestimation
present in both time periods). Thus, in order to describe the future climate, anomalies computed from
GCM projections must be applied to historical observations of the baseline climate.
GCM projections may vary considerably over short periods of time or over a small number of grid
boxes, even when the model baselines are removed. GCMs are designed to represent the average statistics
of global climate, which has several implications:
 A given year in a GCM simulation is not directly comparable to the same historical year or the
same year in another climate model.
 It is important to use results from as many GCMs as possible. Scatterplots such as those available
at www.PacificClimate.org may be used to select GCMs with different impacts in the region of
interest.
 Projected results should be averaged over many grid boxes (i.e. sub-continental or larger).
 Although statistics of daily GCM projections may be compared with the baseline, daily GCM
results should not be used as simulations of day-to-day weather in impacts studies.
GCM results shown in this report are only changes to average quantities, and extremes have not been
presented. However, practical decisions require information about occurrence of extremes. Analysis of
probabilities of extremes on a continental scale shows a return period of only 7-10 years by the 2050six for
what, in the 1990s, was a 20-year precipitation event11. This increase in extreme precipitation is larger
than the projected global result (11.5 years return period).
In addition, the impacts described here have been provided without an investigation of the
meteorological conditions simulated by GCMs that accompany them. As climate change occurs in BC,
systematic changes to the storm track of westerly winds that determine much of BC’s weather are
expected: IPCC AR4 projections generally feature a more intense Aleutian low shifted to the north12. The
Canadian GCM appears to have a modest capability to reproduce weather patterns in the region and this
could be examined in more detail13.
viii
ix

As indicated by ±two standard deviations from the 1895-2003 historical average (~96% of all years).
2050s in this case indicates 2046-2065 average
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Finally, GCM uncertainties are considerable. The range of projections available from an ensemble of
multiple GCMs provides useful information about this uncertainty. As climate models are improved, the
level of uncertainty is reduced. However, uncertainty will always remain because the climate system is
inherently non-linear.

Gaps






For impacts analysis, improvements to GCM simulated baseline climates and inclusion of landsurface and greenhouse gas feedbacks are required.
A very large number of projections are needed to determine regional probabilistic scenarios of
changes to average quantities, extreme events14, and of uncertainty.
Improved relevance to decision making requires analysis of seasonal results as well as other
variables beyond temperature and precipitation.
An investigation of systematic changes to frequency of occurrence of weather patterns15 is
required to provide an in-depth understanding of projected impacts.
Improved projections of impacts may be found by development of Earth System Climate Models
(ESCMs). These models generally have a simplified representation of some parts of the climate
system but do contain some climate components that allow impacts to be simulated directly.
ESCMs are also useful when a large number of simulations are needed, because their computing
requirements are often relatively modest.
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Figures and Tables

a.

b.

Figure 4.1.1 – Time series (1900-2100) of Global Climate Model (BC average) anomalies from ensemble (15
GCMs following each of B1 and A2) (a) annual mean temperature (b) annual precipitation. Results are
smoothed in time using LOESS1. CANGRID historical data (black line) is shown for comparison to (19611990) bias-corrected GCM results. Thick horizontal lines show 2050s (2041-2070) averages for CGCM3 A2
(run 4) and HadCM2 B1. GCM projections follow A2 (solid) and B1 (dashed) lines. Source: Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) data prepared for IPCC AR4 by several international climate
modelling centres.
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Figure 4.1.2 –2050s (2041-2070) climate projections from CGCM3 following A2 emissions scenario for (a)
annual mean temperature, and (b) annual precipitation. Source: LLNL (IPCC AR4) data.

a.

b.

Figure 4.1.3 – Range of Global Climate Model (BC average) anomalies (2020s, 2050s, and 2080s) from
ensemble (15 GCMs following each of B1 and A2) (a) annual mean temperature (b) annual precipitation. The
vertical and horizontal blue lines show BC (1961-1990) climatology and (1895-2003) variability (two standard
deviations over the historical period), respectively. The area between each bar represents range in BC
average anomaly only (future variability not shown). Source: based on similar figure for US PNW by
University of Washington2; modified for BC using LLNL (IPCC AR4) data.
1

Cleveland, W.S. 1979. Robust locally weighted regression and smoothing scatterplots, Journal of the American
Statistical Association 74: 368.
2
Kay, J., J. Casola, and A. Snover, A. Regional climate change primer, Climate Impacts Group, University of
Washington. 1 pp.
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Measure
(from
ensemble)
10th
percentile
Average
Median
90th
Percentile

Temperature anomaly (°C)
Winter
Summer
Annual

Precipitation anomaly (%)
Winter
Summer
Annual

0.5
1.9
1.9

1.2
1.8
1.8

1.2
1.7
1.7

-2
7
8

-9
-3
-1

3
6
6

2.7

2.7

2.5

15

2

11

Table 4.1.1a – BC 2050s (2041-2070) ensemble average anomalies from the 1961-1990 baseline (15 GCMs
following each of B1 and A2). Source: LLNL (IPCC AR4) data.

Region
Columbia
Basin
Peace Basin
North Coast
North East
Interior
Northwest
Okanagan
South Coast
BC

Temperature anomaly (°C)
Winter
Summer
Annual
1.8
2.4
1.9

Precipitation anomaly (%)
Winter
Summer
Annual
7
-8
4

1.9
1.5
2.4

2.0
1.4
1.8

1.8
1.4
1.9

8
6
9

-4
-8
3

7
6
7

2.0
2.0
1.5
1.9

1.8
2.6
1.7
1.8

1.8
2.1
1.5
1.7

10
5
6
7

4
-8
-13
-3

8
5
6
6

Table 4.1.1b – Regional 2050s (2041-2070) ensemble average anomalies from the 1961-1990 baseline (15
GCMs following each of B1 and A2). See Figure 1.1.1 for region locations. Source: LLNL (IPCC AR4) data.
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Projection (run #)
1
2
3
4
5
Average
Run 1-4 range (max-min)
Range (max-min)

Temperature anomaly (°C)
Winter Summer Annual
3.0
2.0
2.3
3.1
2.5
2.5
3.1
2.3
2.3
3.2
2.2
2.6
4.0
2.2
2.5
3.3
2.2
2.4
0.2
0.5
0.3
1.0
0.5
0.3

Precipitation anomaly (%)
Winter Summer Annual
15
2
11
17
7
15
13
6
15
15
6
14
29
3
16
18
5
14
4
5
4
16
5
5

Table 4.1.2 – BC 2050s (2041-2070) anomalies from the 1961-1990 baseline for 5 CGCM3 runs following A2.
Run 1 is used in ensembles (section 4.1). Run 4 is used for single GCM results in section 4.1 and to force
downscaling results (section 4.2, 4.3). Source: LLNL (IPCC AR4) data.

Emissions
Scenario

Min

B1
A1B
A2
B1,A2
B1,A1B,A2

0.6
1.3
1.0
0.6
0.6

10th
25th
percentile percentile
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.3

1.3
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.4

Average
1.6
2.0
1.9
1.7
1.8

50th
percentile
(median)
1.6
2.1
1.9
1.7
1.8

75th
percentile

90th
percentile

Max

1.8
2.5
2.3
2.0
2.2

2.1
2.8
2.5
2.5
2.6

2.9
3.1
2.6
2.9
3.1

Table 4.1.3a – BC 2050s (2041-2070) annual temperature anomalies (°C) from the 1961-1990 baseline. Range
from 15 GCMs for each of 1, 2, or 3 emissions scenarios. Min = minimum, max = maximum. Source: LLNL
(IPCC AR4) data.

Emissions
Scenario

Min

B1
A1B
A2
B1,A2
B1,A1B,A2

1.3
1.4
1.5
1.3
1.3

25th
Average
50th
75th
90th
10th
percentile percentile
percentile percentile percentile
(median)
1.4
1.8
2.2
2.0
2.5
2.8
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.2
3.4
3.9
2.5
2.8
3.4
3.4
3.8
4.5
1.5
2.0
2.8
2.6
3.6
4.0
1.6
2.1
2.8
2.8
3.4
4.0

Max
3.9
4.6
4.5
4.5
4.6

Table 4.1.3b – BC 2080s (2071-2100) annual temperature anomalies (°C) from the 1961-1990 baseline. Range
from 15 GCMs for each of 1, 2, or 3 emissions scenarios. Min = minimum, max = maximum. Source: LLNL
(IPCC AR4) data.
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Geographical
Area
BC
Western
North
America
Globe

Min

10th
percentile

25th
percentile

Average

75th
percentile

90th
percentile

Max

3.0

50th
percentile
(median)
3.0

1.4

2.0

2.5

3.5

4.0

4.8

2.1
n/a

n/a
n/a

2.9
1.7

n/a
n/a

3.4
n/a

4.1
4.4

n/a
n/a

5.7
n/a

Table 4.1.4a – BC, Western North America and Global (2090-2099) annual temperature anomalies (°C) from
the 1980-1999 baseline following A1B. BC range based on ensemble of 15 GCMs, regional and global range
based on ensemble of 21 GCMs and other models. Min = minimum, max = maximum. Source: LLNL (IPCC
AR4) data (BC range), IPCC AR4 Working Group 1 Technical Report Chapters 10 and 11 (global and
regional ranges).

Measure
(from
ensemble)
10th
percentile
Average
Median
90th
percentile

Temperature anomaly (°C)
Winter Summer Annual

Precipitation anomaly (%)
Winter Summer Annual

1.5
3.0
2.8

1.7
2.9
2.9

1.5
2.8
2.6

4
13
12

-13
-3
0

6
10
9

4.9

4.5

4.0

22

5

17

Table 4.1.4b – BC 2080s (2071-2100) ensemble average anomalies from the 1961-1990 baseline (15 GCMs
following each of B1 and A2). Source: LLNL (IPCC AR4) data.

Time
period
1961-1990
1980-1999
2041-2070
2071-2100
2090-2099

Ensemble average temperature
(°C)
Winter Summer Annual
-6.9
10.3
1.4
-6.6
10.4
1.6
-5.0
12.1
3.1
-3.9
13.1
4.1
-3.6
13.4
4.4

Ensemble average precipitation
(mm)
Winter Summer
Annual
409
227
1320
414
228
1337
439
222
1404
460
220
1456
464
220
1474

Table 4.1.5a – Ensemble average (15 GCMs following each of B1 and A2) temperature and precipitation for
several time periods. Averaged over BC. Source: LLNL (IPCC AR4) data.

Time
period
1961-1990
1980-1999

Observed temperature (°C)
Winter Summer
Annual
-8.8
12.1
1.9
-7.9
12.3
2.4

Observed precipitation (mm)
Winter Summer Annual
330
196
1048
325
208
1064

Table 4.1.5b – Observed average temperature and precipitation for two time periods. Averaged over BC.
Source: Environment Canada data (CANGRID).
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4.2. RCM projections
Dynamical downscaling with an RCM introduces a more realistic representation of elevation and land
surface characteristics to GCM projections (Figure 4.0.1). Projections from the latest version of the
Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM4i) are presented for BC and surrounding areas at higher
resolution (45 km) than the GCM projection (approximately 350 km)1. In addition to average projected
anomalies over BC, a geographical range was computed to show how RCM projections vary across BC.
This is the first publication of CRCM4 results for BC.
Throughout section 4.2, unless otherwise indicated: (i) anomalies have been averaged in time for
2050s (2041-2070 difference from model 1961-1990 baseline) and in space for all grid boxes within BC,
and (ii) ranges in brackets following anomalies are the 10th to 90th percentiles for multiple grid boxes
within BC. This range illustrates how much projected anomalies vary throughout BC for the single RCM
projection. Therefore the geographical range illustrates a different result than the ensemble range from
multiple GCMs (section 4.1). See information boxes in section 4 for conventions and definitions.

Results








A single projection of annual temperature and precipitation in the 2050s from the Canadian RCM
following the A2 emissions scenario is +2.6°C warmer and +13% wetter than the baseline for
BCii. Projected warming is greater in the central interior, over the Rocky Mountains, and in the
north (Figure 4.2.1a). Central BC and the north show the largest relative increases in
precipitation.
Winter and summer projections of temperature are +3.3°C and +2.3°C warmer than the baseline.
In particular, winter warming is greater than summer warming at most locations in central and
northern BC (Figure 4.2.2). Relative to the rest of BC, summer warming is greatest over most of
the Coast Mountains.
Winter and summer projections of precipitation are +14% and +10% wetter than the baseline. The
winter anomaly is slightly wetter than the summer anomaly at most locations, and the summer
projection is drier than the baseline at several locations in the eastern Rockies and South Coast,
and Washington State (Figure 4.2.3).
The uncertainty in an RCM projection depends in part upon selection of a single forcing GCM
and emissions scenario. The RCM may reduce some sources of bias and errors compared to its
forcing GCM and introduce new ones. In place of an estimate of RCM uncertainty, the estimate
of GCM uncertainty for the A2 emissions scenario may be used (1.3°C for temperature and 10%
of the baseline for precipitation).

Discussion
Dynamical downscaling using a Regional Climate Model improves the representation of elevation
(Figure 4.0.1) and also includes physical and dynamical processes as well as land surface characteristics
at a higher resolution. RCMs provide the most physically consistent form of downscaling.
Like GCMs, RCMs include significant sources of uncertainty. Fewer RCM runs are available than
GCM runs, partly because of the larger computational demands of RCMs. This section presents results
from a single RCM. It is preferable to perform analysis of future climate with multiple projections.
Additional RCM projections exist for BC and an ensemble of RCM results for BC is in preparation.

i

The Canadian Regional Climate Model version 4.1.1 (CRCM4) was developed by the Ouranos Consortium in
collaboration with the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (Environment Canada). CRCM4 data
were provided by the Ouranos Climate Simulations Team for runs ‘acs’ and ‘act’ forced with CGCM3 following the
A2 emissions scenario run 4.
ii
Ensemble average anomalies from CRCM4 have been averaged in time for the 2050s (2041-2070 difference from
1961-1990 model baseline) and in space for all grid boxes within BC.
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Cautious interpretation and consideration of uncertainty (estimated using the ensemble of GCMs in
section 4.1) is discussed below.
The RCM projection used in this section is forced by boundary conditions at the edges of its domain
(North America) by the approximately 350 km resolution projection from the Canadian Global Climate
Model (CGCM3iii) following the A2 emissions scenario (run 4). Comparison of Figure 4.2.1 to Figure
4.1.2 illustrates the influence of higher resolution.
The RCM 2050s BC annual temperature anomaly is +2.6°C (+2.0°C to +3.0°C) warmer than the
baseline (Figure 4.2.1a). In general, warm anomalies become progressively larger from the south to the
north and inland compared to the coast. Thus the largest anomalies are generally in the northern areas that
are exposed to a continental influence. The Northwest and the Alaskan panhandle, however, exhibit
warmer anomalies than areas east of the coast. Projected anomalies over the southern Rockies are also
warmer than the surrounding areas. The RCM projection exhibits considerably more geographical
variability in the anomalies than the forcing GCM projection (Figure 4.1.2a).
The RCM 2050s annual precipitation anomaly is +13% (+9% to +20%) wetter than the baseline
(Figure 4.2.1). Although interpretation of the precipitation anomalies at specific locations requires careful
consideration of uncertainty as described below, a pattern is apparent of wetter projections for the
Northwest, North Coast, Peace Basin, Fraser Plateau, and Okanagan. The regional differences in
precipitation between the RCM (Figure 4.2.1b, 4.2.3) and the GCM (Figure 4.1.2b) are consistent with
the improved representation of mountain ranges in the RCM. For example, the RCM accurately depicts
how the prevailing westerly winds in BC deposit precipitation on the leeward sides of mountains.
The geographical range (of individual grid box anomalies across BC) is +3.3°C (+2.0°C to +4.2°C)
warmer in winter and +2.3°C (+1.8°C to +2.8°C) warmer than the baseline in summer. The seasonal maps
(Figure 4.2.2) are less detailed than the annual maps (Figure 4.2.1a), in part because the legends of the
seasonal maps have larger intervals in order to show the large warming projected for winter.
Progressively warmer winter temperature anomalies are apparent from south to north, similar to the
annual temperature. Summer temperature anomalies range from +2°C to +3°C for almost the entire
region, except for parts of the Coastal Mountains, which exhibit warmer summer anomalies.
Winter precipitation projections are +14% (+7% to +27%) wetter than the baseline and summer
precipitation projections are +10% (+3% to +21%) wetter than the baseline (Figure 4.2.3). Winter
precipitation projections follow a very similar pattern to the annual precipitation projections (Figure
4.2.1b), as expected in BC where much of the annual precipitation arrives in the winter. Drier summers
are projected in the eastern Columbia Basin, Alberta Rocky Mountains, and much of Washington State
(Figure 4.2.3b).
The regional patterns and differences in annual and seasonal projections discussed above may be
considered more robust than those from the GCM itself (Figure 4.1.2). In addition, the 1961-1990
baseline climate for BC is better simulated by the RCM than the GCM (not shown). In general, an RCM
better represents the snow-albedo feedbackiv compared to its forcing GCM, which can result in warmer
RCM projections2. In this case, the annual RCM anomalies are identical for temperature and within 1%
for precipitation (Table 4.2.1) compared to the forcing GCM projection.
In the absence of an analysis using an ensemble of results from multiple RCM projections, it is
important to compare the RCM projections to the ensemble of GCM results and to estimates of
uncertainty. The RCM 2050s projections are +0.8°C warmer and +7% wetter than the ensemble average
of 30 GCM projections over BC (Table 4.2.1). The difference between the RCM and the ensemble
average is primarily due to the differences in the forcing GCM compared to the ensemble average (section
4.1).
Comparison of the estimates of GCM uncertainty (+1.3°C and +10%; section 4.1) to the projected
RCM anomalies shows that although GCM uncertainty could shift temperature anomalies in Figure
iii

The Canadian Global Climate Model version 3 (CGCM3) was developed by the Canadian Centre for Climate
Modelling and Analysis (Environment Canada).
iv
Warming feedback at high elevation locations that lose snow cover and absorb more heat
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4.2.1a and 4.2.2 by almost a full category, all projections for 2050s are warming (Figure 4.1.1).
However, many of the precipitation anomalies are less than +10% (Figure 4.2.1b, 4.2.3), and equal to or
less than the 2050s GCM projections’ uncertainty. In locations where the projected anomaly is close to
the uncertainty, the direction of change (wetter or drier) is relatively uncertain. For example, this is the
case in the South Coast and Columbia Basin regions for annual, winter and summer precipitation as well
as the Okanagan and Peace Basin for summer precipitation.
Furthermore, the amount of precipitation that occurs in BC is largely dependent on Pacific storm
tracks3. There is some evidence that Pacific storm tracks have not always behaved such as they have in
the recent past. Paleo-climate evidence (since 1750) for southeastern BC suggests that the historical
climatology for summer precipitation in this region may have a wet bias4. The RCM projections are also
wetter than the ensemble range, therefore increased periods of summer drought may be more likely than
indicated by the small (and mostly wetter than baseline) RCM projected summer precipitation anomalies.
Some RCMs project changes to temperature and precipitation extremes in the US Pacific Northwest5.
Results include more frequent occurrences of extreme heat, less frequent extreme cold, and increased
extreme winter precipitation (even despite decreased mean precipitation in some cases), increased rainon-snow events, and more severe flooding6.

Uncertainties and Limitations
In general, RCM projections have not been extensively compared to those from GCMs and other
RCMs, partly due to the relatively higher computational costs involved in running RCMs. One initiative,
NARCCAP, is underway to generate an ensemble of RCM results forced by different GCMs for North
America7. Comparisons of RCM results to each other, to GCM projections and to observations have been
completed for CRCM38,9 (as described in Uncertainties and Limitations, section 5.1). However, the
CRCM version used here (4.1.1) has yet to be documented in the peer-reviewed literature and results may
be different between this version and those published using version 3.6 and 3.710.
The major difference between CRCM4 and older versions is that it incorporates land surface cover,
but other improvements have also been made. The land surface scheme (CLASS) is expected to improve
surface exchanges of heat, moisture and momentum in particular. However, seasonal maps, BC average
anomalies, and ranges shown in this report are all qualitatively consistent with temperature and
precipitation projections from previous versions of the Canadian RCM11. Temperature anomalies are also
of the same order as projections for the Western US of approximately +1°C to +4°C from four other
RCMsv,12.
In general, RCMs show several improvements over the use of GCMs alone13,14,15. However, even the
resolution of CRCM4, which is a significant improvement on CGCM3 resolution (Figure 4.0.1), has been
shown to represent the topography in BC too coarsely to fully capture the rainshadow effects that
dominate precipitation patterns for impacts analysis, as illustrated by the low projected baseline Fraser
River flow16. A 10 km resolution version of the Canadian RCM under development by Ouranos
Consortium is expected to improve this result.
A comparison of projections from four RCMs over the Western United States found that differences
in results between the RCMs were slightly larger than the level of uncertainty in observational estimates.
The level of uncertainty was large enough to call into question the value of an individual projection for
decision making17.

Gaps



v

Improved relevance to decision making requires analysis of regional and seasonal results as well
as other variables beyond temperature and precipitation.
Determining changes to frequency of occurrence of extremes and extreme events for the Pacific
North America region requires comparison of RCM dynamical downscaling results to statistical
downscaling of extremes18,19,20.

From four RCMs driven by different GCMs and CO2 forcing of 1.36-1.8 times present-day concentrations.
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An investigation of systematic changes to frequency of occurrence of weather patterns21 is
required in order to provide a more thorough understanding of projected impacts.
RCM uncertainty is poorly understood due to the lack of extensive comparison to results for
multiple experiments from other RCMs22 and to other downscaling methods (section 4.3).
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Figures and Tables
Model
GCM ensemble
average for A2 and B1
emissions scenarios
combined
GCM ensemble
average for A2
emissions scenarios
only
CGCM3 following A2,
run 1
CGCM3 following A2,
run 4
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CGCM3 following A2,
run 4)

Temperature anomaly (°C)
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Table 4.2.1 – BC average 2050s anomalies from the baseline – comparison of GCMs and RCM. Source:
LLNL (IPCC AR4) data, Ouranos Consortium Climate Simulations Team data.

Figure 4.2.1 revised 2009 – 2050s (2041-2070) climate anomaly projections from CRCM4 forced with
CGCM3 and A2 emissions scenario (a) annual mean temperature, and (b) annual precipitation. Source:
Ouranos Consortium data.
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Figure 4.2.2 – BC 2050s (2041-2070) climate anomaly projections from CRCM4 forced with CGCM3 and A2
emissions scenario (a) winter mean temperature, and (b) summer mean temperature. Source: Ouranos
Consortium data.

Figure 4.2.3 – BC 2050s (2041-2070) climate anomaly projections from CRCM4 forced with CGCM3 and A2
emissions scenario (a) winter precipitation, and (b) summer precipitation. Source: Ouranos Consortium data.
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4.3. High definition climate projections
Future climate projections at high-resolution are needed to determine biological, physical, and socioeconomic impacts1 for informed decision making. Because of BC’s complex topography, elevation has a
large influence on local climate. Thus, spatial downscaling is particularly useful. High-resolution climate
projections (4 km) were produced using empirical downscaling of a projection from the Canadian model
(CGCM3) following the A2 emissions scenario by modifying the ClimateBC2 downscaling tool. This is
the first time that empirical downscaling has been conducted for BC using IPCC AR4 global climate
model projections.

Results






A high-definition projection of annual temperature in the 2050s illustrates warming compared to
the 1961-1990 climatology (Figure 1.1.1, 4.3.1a). This projection is derived from the Canadian
GCM following the A2 emissions scenario. By the 2050s, the zero-degree isotherm is confined to
higher elevations and smaller areas in the Rocky and Coast mountain ranges and it no longer
remains in coastal and eastern areas of northern BC.
Downscaled annual precipitation appears very similar to the 1961-1990 climatology (Figure
1.1.2, 4.3.1b). However, maps of total precipitation mask percentage changes in the context of
large geographical variability in the 1961-1990 precipitation climatology. In addition, GCM
anomalies for annual precipitation are modest (Figure 4.1.2), particularly in comparison to
historical variability (Figure 4.1.3). Nevertheless, even small changes of annual precipitation can
have significant hydrological impacts in combination with projected warming and seasonal shifts
in precipitation (section 5).
The precision of the high-definition results may be misleading unless inherent uncertainty in
accuracy is also recognized. Estimates of GCM uncertainty may be used in place of estimates of
high-resolution downscaling uncertainty (1.3°C for temperature and 10% of the baseline for
precipitation – section 4.1). A different single GCM and emissions scenario (HadCM3 and B1)
also demonstrates noticeable differences in downscaled 2050s temperature (Figure 4.3.2a).

Discussion
The detailed topography of BC, absent at GCM and even RCM scales, becomes apparent at this scale
(4 km) and is required for most decision making. However, these results are only useful as an illustration
of a plausible future climate projection.
Before presenting empirical downscaling results, it should be noted that the finest scale of
downscaling uses local (point) methods combined with historical climate station observations. Point
downscaling is often the most relevant to decision making; the methods are relatively simple, can be
applied to a range of projections, and may provide information on changes in extreme values. Point
downscaling methods include statistical regression3, weather generators, and a novel approach being
developed in BC that combines the strengths of different methods (TreeGen)4. Results from point
downscaling applications have only been applied at a few locations in BC and are not presented in this
report.
Empirical downscaling uses elevation and aspect to adjust GCM projections. Elevation and aspect
have an important influence on the local climatology throughout BC (section 1). Therefore, empirical
downscaling has been used widely, for example it has been used in educational kiosks as part of the
permanent climate change exhibit in the Royal BC Museum5 and forms the basis for the ClimateBC
downscaling tool, which itself has been used to study impacts such as ecosystem classifications and tree
species in BC6.
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The ClimateBC downscaling tool was used in this report to produce the 2050s projections (Figure
4.3.1, 4.3.2). Smoothed low-resolution GCM climate anomalies are applied to the PRISMi high-resolution
(4 km) 1961-1990 climatology7. Unlike the climate anomaly projections in section 4.1 and 4.2, these
maps show temperature and precipitation in absolute terms, rather than anomalies. The advantage of this
method is that it utilized the high-resolution representation of the historical climatology.
The individual high-resolution temperature projection using CGCM3 following the A2 emissions
scenario is shown in Figure 4.3.1a. The changes between the historical temperature (1961-1990
climatology) and the projected future temperature can be illustrated at high-resolution using a line of
constant temperature (an isotherm). The zero-degree isotherm, described and shown earlier in the report
(section 1), is also shown for the future projections (Figure 4.3.1, 4.3.2). The 2050s zero-degree isotherm
remains only at higher elevations (and is almost gone) in the mountain ranges of the South Coast and
Columbia Basin. The 2050s zero-degree isotherm also remains only at higher elevations in the Northwest,
while in the eastern portion of the Peace Basin the 2050s zero-degree isotherm is almost absent.
As presented in section 1, there is a large geographical contrast in annual precipitation throughout
BC, even over small distances (Figure 1.1.2). Thus, the precipitation maps created using two different
GCMs appear virtually identical to each other and to the historical climatology (Figure 1.1.2, 4.3.1b,
4.3.2b). This comparison masks projected 2050s relative (percent) changes to annual precipitation.
Annually, BC’s projected average annual precipitation increase from CGCM3 following A2 is +14%,
only slightly larger than GCM precipitation uncertainty of 10% (section 4.1). In the eastern portion of the
Peace Basin, however, the percent annual precipitation increases are larger (Figure 4.1.2b), and a wetter
2050s is noticeable there (Figure 4.3.1b).
Seasonal changes to precipitation as percent anomalies during winter and summer can differ
considerably from annual (Table 4.1.1b). Other researchers have used a downscaled seasonal projection
from CGCM2 following the A2 emissions scenario to show that October to March precipitation is
projected to decrease in the southern half of BC while increased precipitation is projected for October to
March in northern BC and for April to September Province-wide8.
These results demonstrate the value of empirical downscaling, but must be used with caution since
they are from an individual projection. Although comprehensive quantitative estimates of uncertainty are
not available for these high-resolution maps, there are two ways of examining the uncertainty in these
projections.
First, downscaled maps were generated from the HadCM3ii climate model following the B1 emissions
scenario (Figure 4.3.2). These maps show differences from CGCM3 following the A2 emissions scenario
(Figure 4.3.1). Comparison of downscaled temperature projections shows visible temperature differences
at many locations across all regions of BC (Figure 4.3.1a, 4.3.2a). At a given location the change is
different by up to a full category (see legend). Although annual total precipitation projections between the
two do not appear to vary considerably, this result does not suggest confidence in precipitation
projections. Rather, it indicates that the magnitude of the annual precipitation projections is small in
comparison to the geographical variability of precipitation (as discussed above). Furthermore, the
possible effect of even small changes in amount of precipitation, when combined with changes to timing
and temperature could have significant impacts on snowfall and streamflow (section 5).
Additionally, estimates of GCM uncertainty may be obtained from the ensemble range of 15 GCMs
following the A2 emissions scenario (section 4.1). The uncertainties for 2050s BC are 1.3°C for
temperature and 10% for precipitation. These estimates are only indicative of the magnitude of
uncertainty. They are not “error bars” for individual anomalies, which would be estimated using
sensitivity analysis or probabilistic methods with a very large number of projections.

i
ii

Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model
United Kingdom’s Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research version 3
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Applying High Definition Projections: Growing Degree Days
High definition projections of temperature can be converted directly into growing-degree-days
(GDDs). The number of growing degree days (GDDs) has implications for agricultural production and for
rates of evaporation and transpiration9. To obtain estimates of GDDs for BC, ClimateBC was employed to
create a (4 km) projection of GDDs (5°C base) using the same CGCM3 projection (A2, run 4) used to
force the RCM (section 4.2) and the high-definition temperature and precipitation projections in this
section (Figure 4.3.1)10.
In many areas of BC, an annual mean increase of 500 GDDs above the 1961-1990 baseline is
projected (Figure 4.3.3). Figure 4.3.4 shows projected GDDs in the Okanagan by the 2050s of 25003000, which is a +25% increase from the 1961-1990 period. Other researchers found a 51% increase in
GDDs for the 2080s was estimated for the Okanagan basin at the Kelowna Airport, based on results from
three runs of the CGCM1 model following the IS92a emissions scenario11. These estimates are roughly
consistent with each other given that the projected temperature increase (+2.5°C) by the 2080s is larger
than the projected increase (+1.7°C) for the 2050s (section 4).
GDDs projections to the 2050s illustrate potentially increased opportunities for crops (assuming water
availability and soil suitability). Projected GDDs indicate possible expansion of growing conditions of the
Fraser and Okanagan valleys into central BC and the Peace Basin. For example, projected 2050s GDDs in
the Peace Basin are sufficient to grow canola, which ripens after 1041 accumulated GDDs12. Projected
2050s GDDs in the Fraser Valley are 2500-3000 (Figure 4.3.4). An increased survival rate of pests could
also complicate future growing conditions for some crops13.
The Okanagan Valley is one of only two areas in Canada that can sustain tender fruit and grape
production14 owing to mild winters with high snowfall, mild spring time temperatures, and long hot
summers15. The Okanagan is already stressed for water supply to irrigate these crops16, and precipitation
in these areas is not projected to increase (section 4). Therefore an increase in growing season, land base
or crop variety may be limited by the water supply. However, plant stomatal response to increased
temperatures could lead to reduced transpiration and crop water requirements might be lower in future
climates17. Regardless, irrigation requirements will change (timing and quantity) and considering these
changes will be important to ensure water supply for crops.
Finally, a change in GDDs and therefore groundcover may also have important feedbacks to the
physical climate system by changing the heat and moisture feedback at the surface and the water balance
via plant transpiration and growth.

Uncertainties and Limitations
The precision of the high-definition results is misleading unless uncertainty from the coarse resolution
GCM is taken into account. The GCM itself crudely represents BC’s mountain ranges (Figure 4.0.1).
Comparing Figure 4.1.2 to 4.2.1 shows that the GCM anomalies considerably underestimate regional
variability. Therefore, the value of an individual high-resolution projection on its own for decisionmaking is marginal. However, projections in this section illustrate the importance of local climatology
and should be used in conjunction with results of the preceding sections. The RCM results show the
regional distribution of 2050s climate change (section 4.2), and ensemble results (section 4.1) show the
range of projected changes for BC using different GCMs and emissions scenarios.
Computation of high-resolution projections using different GCMs and emissions scenarios will
provide different results. For example, high definition downscaled projections from an ensemble of GCM
projections prepared for the IPCC Third Assessment (see section 4.1 for a description of this TAR
ensemble) show a range of projections for temperature, precipitation, and selected impacts by using 10th
percentile, median, and 90th percentile impacts18.
Empirical downscaling also relies on historical station data that is sparse in some locations (section
1). This method can be used only for changes in average conditions19 and historical relationships of
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climate parameters to elevation and aspect must be assumed constant in time. Finally, the process of
empirical downscaling can reduce physical consistency between the parameters.

Gaps





Downscaling of additional GCM projections are needed to illustrate uncertainty.
Improved relevance to decision making requires analysis of seasonal results as well as variables
beyond temperature and precipitation.
Comprehensive comparisons of downscaling results to assess the relative strengths and
weaknesses of different downscaling methods in Pacific North America have not been made.
Combined methods have not been investigated, such as hydrological models forced by GCMs and
empirical downscaling from RCMs.
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Figures

Figure 4.3.1 revised 2009 – 2050s (2041-2070) high-resolution climate projections using PRISM climatology
delta-method using CGCM3 A2 emissions scenario (a) annual mean temperature, (b) annual precipitation.
Source: LLNL (IPCC AR4) data, ClimateBC.

Figure 4.3.2 revised 2009 – 2050s (2041-2070) high-resolution climate projections using PRISM climatology
delta-method using HadCM3 B1 emissions scenario (a) annual mean temperature, (b) annual precipitation.
Source: LLNL (IPCC AR4) data, ClimateBC.
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Figures: Growing Degree Days

Figure 4.3.3 – 1961 – 1990 climatology of mean annual growing degree days (GDD) that are greater than 5oC
using PRISM climatology. Source: PRISM data.

Figure 4.3.4 revised 2009 – 2050s (2041- 2070) high-resolution climate projection of mean annual growing
degree days using downscaled temperature with PRISM climatology delta method with CGCM3 following A2
emissions scenario. Source: LLNL (IPCC AR4) data, ClimateBC.
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5. Future climate – Hydrologic impacts
5.1. Response – Snowpack
Snowpack is a critical resource; it retains fresh water during winter and supplies streamflow to soils,
lakes, and reservoirs during summer low-flow periods. Projected future changes to snowpack are
presented for BC in this section. This is the first publication of future snowpack from version 4 of the
Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM4) results for this region.

Results





The Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM4i) projections of spring snowpackii for BC show
a decline by the 2050s (-200 kg/m2, Figure 5.1.1). The effect is pronounced in the Coastal
Mountain ranges (-500 kg/m2).
Relative changes in CRCM4 projections of spring snowpack (%) indicate declines (-18%) across
most regions of BC (Figure 5.1.2), most notably along the North and South Coast (-56% and 54%. This result is roughly consistent with historical trends in spring snowpack (section 3.1) and
projected temperature increases (section 4), however, some exceptions exist.
A single estimate by one RCM is not sufficient to confidently determine projected future changes
to snowpack. However, the results demonstrate that a combination of approaches (GCMs,
statistical downscaling and multiple RCMs) are needed to provide reliable future estimates of
changes to snowpack in BC.

Discussion
Spring snowpack is projected to decline by the Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM4) in
various areas of the Province (on average -200 kg/m2). Most notably in the South and North coastal
regions declines are greater than -500 kg/m2 and at high-elevation sites along the South Coast declines are
greater than -1000 kg/m2 (Figure 5.1.1). Relative changes in spring snow water equivalent are shown as a
percentage difference between the CRCM4 1961-1990 baseline and the 2050s (2041-2070) projection
(Figure 5.1.2). Percentage declines in spring snowpack are most prevalent along the North and South
Coast (-56% and -54%, respectively).
Most of the largest decreases in snowpack occur in the mountainous regions of BC, but declines tend
to be greater in the Coastal Mountains versus the Rocky Mountains. Some of these differences could be
due to elevation, as the Rocky Mountain ranges are higher than the coast and changes in temperature at
higher elevations are less than for lower-elevation sites around the Province (section 1, 2). Orographic
effects may also be greater in the Rocky Mountain ranges compared to the Coast Mountains. Changes in
snowpack in some parts of the Province are discussed in more detail below.
The projected declines in BC snowpack are consistent with other research findings. Localized 2050s
decreases in the mountain ranges are projected by other researchers for the winter (December-JanuaryFebruary)1. Reductions in snow water equivalent were noted in the Fraser Basin, although model errors
could account for a portion of the reduction2. The projected decreases were primarily caused by the
change in snow-to-rain ratios occurring through December, which delayed snowfall into the later winter
months and reduced annual snow water equivalent3.
Projected CRCM4 precipitation was also shown to be higher on average than ensemble GCM results
(section 4.1, Table 4.2.1). The spring CRCM4 precipitation estimates are similarly high in comparison to
i

The Canadian Regional Climate Model version 4.1.1 (CRCM4) was developed by the Ouranos Consortium in
collaboration with the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (Environment Canada). CRCM4 data
were provided by the Ouranos Climate Simulations Team for runs ‘acs’ and ‘act’ forced with CGCM3 following the
A2 emissions scenario run 4.
ii
Provided as kg/m2 difference (from the 1961 – 1990 baseline), which is almost equivalent to mm (SWE) as
presented in section 3.1, assuming a 10:1 snow water equivalent ratio.
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GCM results (not shown). An analysis of the relative influence of future temperature, snowfall, and
rainfall changes on the projected snowpack decreases for BC has not been undertaken.
Increases in spring snowpack (+12%) are projected for the north. Although these increases are not
directly comparable with the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment projection (2041-2060) of snow cover
(extent) over the Northern Hemisphere4 or the IPCC AR45 projections from CGCM3, the difference is
consistent with the wetter CRCM4 precipitation projection (7% wetter than the ensemble average of 30
GCM projections) over BC (section 4.2, Table 4.2.1).
Changes to snow water equivalent in the Columbia Basin were examined using a hydrologic model
(VIC, section 5.2)6. The modelled results illustrate significant declines in Columbia Basin snowpack by
the 2050s associated with projected warming rather than changes in precipitation volume7. The observed
reduction in spring snow lowers effective basin storage that can jeopardize the consistent supply of
summer streamflow during the summer low-flow period. Reductions are due to mid-winter melting events
and the reduction of precipitation falling as snow8.

Uncertainties and Limitations
Despite recent improvements in RCM predictive capability, there is still uncertainty associated with
these estimates. RCMs provide a useful comparative tool to use in conjunction with other methods of
estimating future changes in snowpack and snow water equivalent. Reliable snowpack projections may be
obtained by using a combination of statistical downscaling techniques, satellite measurements, and
corroboration with GCM projections to obtain information on snowpack changes and compare these
alternate projections with outcomes from multiple RCMs (section 4.1, 4.2).
Previous publications documenting CRCM developments primarily apply comparisons between the
CRCM3 model projections and observed data sets to test the reliability of the results. For example, the
differences between the CRCM3 as compared to the CRU time series9 gridded observations for the 19611990 climatology were analysed10 and CRCM3 strengths and weaknesses were presented, which have
important implications for projected snowpack. Note, however, as discussed in section 4.2, previous
publications11,12 have documented CRCM3 forced by CGCM2, while this report focuses on the CRCM4
results forced by CGCM3.
A warm temperature bias (4°C to 6°C) was noted over the DJF season13, which could have
implications in snow-covered regions, such as BC’s Fraser Plateau or the Peace Basin. Meanwhile, a cold
bias (2°C to 3°C) occurred north of 60°, possibly due to the limited observational network in this region
of Canada14. The distribution of winter precipitation was captured within large-scale features, for
example, maximum precipitation along the west coast (although shifted slightly north) and in the Rocky
Mountains east of the Okanagan. However, excess precipitation was simulated inland of the Coast
Mountains15. The over-prediction of precipitation for the Western Cordillera region reflects model bias
towards excess precipitation in the interior valleys and plateaus of southern BC, which indicates a
limitation in model topography that does not reproduce the rain shadow effect16.
Future changes in SWE were examined in the Fraser and Mackenzie basins17. Version 3.7 of the
CRCM, when cross-compared to SWE observations18, tended to over estimate snow water equivalent for
the Fraser, Mackenzie and the Yukon basins19. This result was influenced by a cold bias occurring during
late-fall and early winter. The primarily cause of this bias was a new radiation scheme applied in version
3.7, which increased atmospheric absorption hence, led to projection of a colder surface20.
Snowpack is a difficult variable to measure for other reasons than those detailed above. As the
projected changes to snowpack rely on both temperature and precipitation, a great deal of uncertainty is
associated with estimates. Reliable future projections of snowpack may be best obtained from a
combination of different techniques, as suggested above (see also section 4 for more details with regards
to GCMs). Additionally, snowpack measurements (observed) are hampered by challenges such as gauge
undercatch21, and rely on accurate model calculations to convert snow depth to snow water equivalent.
Hence future projections have few reliable historical observations for proper comparison or errorchecking (section 3.1).
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Gaps





There is no peer-reviewed literature that describes CRCM4 results for snowpack projections
within BC regions or at for BC as a whole.
Testing of the RCM often relies on use of data such as the CRU TS 2.0. Because the CRU TS 2.0
data is based on the observational network, there may be flaws in the use of this data to estimate
RCM errors. For example, the CRU does not take into account known biases in precipitation
measurements, such as wind-induced gauge undercatch of snow. Correcting this can result in a
more favorable comparison during the winter in northern regions of Canada22. Comparisons of
RCM performance in BC may benefit from the application of alternate data, or a corrected
version of the CRU time series23,24.
Historical trends in snow water equivalent and future projections of snow water equivalent using
the RCM or other means (e.g. GCMs, statistical downscaling techniques) are needed.
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Figures

Figure 5.1.1 – Spring snow water equivalent (kg/m2) projection for the 2050s (2041-2070) as an anomaly from
the 1961-1990 baseline. Red lines illustrate the seven regions of BC. Spring includes the months of March,
April and May. Source: Ouranos Consortium data.

Figure 5.1.2 – Spring snow water equivalent projection for the 2050s (2041-2070) as percent difference from
the 1961-1990 baseline. Red lines illustrate the seven regions of BC. No change is shown in white (5%).
Spring includes the months of March, April and May. Source: Ouranos Consortium data.
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5.2. Response – Glaciers
Glaciers provide streamflow during summer low-flow periods and maintain important ecosystem
functions. However, glaciers are receding in response to climate variability and change (section 3.2). This
section provides a synthesis of the studies which project future response of glaciers to climate variability
and climate change.

Results









The projections for loss of glacier mass due to global warming are established on a world wide
basis1. Within BC, however, there are only a limited number of studies that project future
conditions of glaciers. In many cases, BC glaciers are not in equilibrium even with the current
climate and are retreating (section 3.2).
Glaciers in BC and Pacific North America at low latitudes and elevation are retreating due to both
increased temperatures in the summer season and changes in precipitation (from snow to rain) in
the winter season.
The most critical parameter for determining the equilibrium state of glaciers is temperature2.
Historical trends of temperature (section 2.1) were positive (warming), especially in the winter
season (up to 2.5°C) in northern BC. Projections of temperature from the RCM (section 4.2) are
large (2.0 to 3.5°C) by mid century and are consistent with the current trends.
The glaciers in BC are at risk and require monitoring and further analysis. Bridge Glacier, covers
the largest fraction of watershed area in BC and has been quantitatively modeled. Projections for
the 2050s (Figure 5.2.1) show substantial reductions of the area of the Bridge glacier by up to
20% even without further warming of the current climate.
The projected decline of glaciers in southern BC is corroborated by studies of other glaciers to the
southeast (outside of BC) in the Blackfoot-Jackson Glacier Basin in Glacier National Park,
Montana where glacier area is projected to contract to be entirely zero by 2030.

Discussion
According to the IPCC Technical Summary for the Fourth Assessment Report, global glacier loss will
continue throughout the 21st century because increased melt rates will exceed supplements from increased
snowfall3. Glaciers in BC appear to be following this trend. For example, the Place and Illecillewaet
glaciers have both retreated4,5. Projections of future glacier response to climate change in BC are limited
in number and therefore results from studies conducted in close proximity to BC will be discussed here in
addition to those from BC.
Glacial retreat in southern BC and the Rocky Mountains may be catastrophic given the projected
increases in air temperature and prevalence of precipitation falling as rain rather than snow6. For example,
the Bridge Glacier has the highest percentage of glacier cover by area out of any watershed in the
Province. The semi-distributed HBV model was coupled with a glacier response model to investigate the
sensitivity of streamflow to changes in glacier cover for the Bridge River Basin7. Marked reductions in
glacier area and summer streamflow were observed even under the assumption of a continuation of the
present climate (Figure 5.2.1). These trends were stronger for the warming scenarios downscaled from
GCM simulations (transient scenarios downscaled from CGCM3) following B1 and B2. These results
suggest that for most of BC the phase of increased streamflow that generally follows climate warming8
has passed and continued reduction in glacier area will lead to decreased streamflow9.
Located outside of BC, but within the Rocky Mountains, the Blackfoot-Jackson Glacier Basin, in
Glacier National Park, Montana, USA, was modelled by Hall and Fagre (2003)10. A simulation model was
used to investigate two scenarios i) a carbon dioxide-doubling scenario where air temperature increased
by 3.3oC and winter precipitation increased by 5% to 10% over the 1990-2100 period; and ii) a linear
temperature-extrapolation scenario where future temperatures for 1990-2100 were based on linear
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extrapolation of the global warming trend from 1850 to 1980 to portray the gradual emergence from the
Little Ice Age.
Glacial loss under the first scenario melted at a rate of 1.50 km2 per decade resulting in the glacier
area receding to zero by 2030. The increase in precipitation did not serve to offset the effects of the
increased air temperature on melt rates. In the second scenario, the melt was 0.21 km2 per decade and the
glacier area did not recede to zero until 2277. This suggests that these glaciers are not out of equilibrium
with the current climate (in contrast to Bridge Glacier). In these two studies, the sites are located at
distinctly different locations (latitude and distance from the ocean) which could be the reason for different
results. However, differences in the climate baselines and scenarios used in each study could also cause
different results.

Uncertainties and Limitations
There many weaknesses in the present glacier monitoring network which complicates the science of
projecting future glacial response. The North Coast, Northwest, Peace Basin, and Interior regions of BC
are virtually unrepresented. Also, monitoring programs do not exist in the majority of the areas where
changes to glacier cover will have major consequences, such as on important salmon spawning rivers or
in hydro-electric producing basins. As a result, not enough is known about regional mass balance trends11.
Generally, the amount of data on existing glaciers and their rate of change over the past is limited, which
prevents robust analysis of trends in glacier mass balance or clear linkages between these trends and
climate variability and climate change from being identified across the Province.
Methods for projecting future glacier mass balance are being developed within the Western Canadian
Cryospheric Network (WC2N). The Regional Atmosphere Modeling System (RAMS) mesoscale model is
being used to downscale temperature and precipitation, and Bayesian Empirical Orthogonal Function
(EOF) analysis of temperature and precipitation fields are being carried out to develop input for glacier
mass balance models. The North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) data and a linear orographic
precipitation model are also being explored as a potential avenue to downscale rain. These techniques are
in development, but will be invaluable in projecting glacier response.
Although the approach used to project future glacier response for the Bridge Glacier12 is at the
forefront of the science in this field, the downscaling methods applied in this report utilized only one
GCM model. Employing more than one model would better define the range of GCM uncertainty (section
4.1).
The results for the Blackfoot-Jackson Glacier Basin, in Glacier National Park, Montana, USA13 were
based on the estimated change in global air temperature and precipitation and were not downscaled.
Changes in air temperature over the past for Glacier National Park were demonstrated to have increased at
a rate exceeding those of the global average and of those for other alpine regions. However, this influence
was not incorporated into future temperature projections for the region. Relationships between trends in
regional and global precipitation were also not tested.

Gaps






Modelling efforts in BC are spatially limited and different regions in BC have not been
adequately represented.
Due to the presence of more than 10,000 glaciers in Western Canada, projected changes cannot
be made with fully dynamic glaciological models for all glaciers, although these models may
serve well for projecting changes at individual glaciers. Conversely, the complex topography of
Western Canada imposes challenges for modelling changes in glacier cover at a regional-scale14.
Coupling of atmospheric and glacial models is still under development in BC and no studies up to
this point have been forced with an ensemble of GCMs (section 4).
Atmospheric flow indices provide an objective measure of upper-air conditions that are readily
transferable to any location. Flow indices have been found to be strong predictors of mass
balance15. Additionally, atmospheric flow indices capture surface weather better in the mountains
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within both reanalysis and global climate model projections, as observed at the Peyto glacier in
the Canadian Rockies16. However, the link between atmospheric flow indices and glacier mass
balance values has not been applied in projections of future glacier response to date17.
Satellite or LiDAR surveys have been under utilized in glacial modelling. The use of LiDAR
surveys could compensate for the sparse glacier monitoring network.
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Figure 5.2.1 – Development of glacier area (upper panel) and decadal mean August streamflow (lower panel)
10 realizations (M1 to M10) and the median of scenarios S0 (present day), S1 (SRES B1), and S2 (SRES B2).
Source: modified from Stahl et al., in review.
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5.3. Response – Streamflow
Understanding the changes in timing and magnitude of streamflow and the probability of extreme
events is highly valuable to engineers and planners. This section provides a synthesis of the results from
studies of projected future streamflow across BC.

Results







In spite of its importance for water resources, a comprehensive study of projected BC streamflow
is not available. However, several independent studies have been made for major basins and
individual watersheds. These studies (Table 5.3.1) corroborate concerns that the influence of
future regional projections of warmer temperatures, uncertain precipitation and a reduction in
snowpack and glaciers will adversely affect both the timing and the volume of projected stream
flow1,2,3.
Projected changes promote the shift of streams from nival to hybrid and hybrid to pluvial. Pluvial
systems would have increased potential for winter floods, but dry season droughts in all regime
types become more prominent4.
A comprehensive study of the Columbia Basin provided visual examples of projected changes to
streamflow for the second half of the 21st century (Figure 5.3.1)5. Simulations for a ten year mean
of annual runoff volumes centered around 2045 range from 85% to 110% of the base case. Peak
streamflow is projected to occur earlier in the month. Subsequently, streamflow volumes for the
April-September period (dry season) are predicted to decrease to 75% to 90% of the base case6.
Such a scenario has important implications for water management. One particular hydrologic
study which focused on glacier dynamics showed that August streamflow in the Bridge River
basin is projected to decrease by -37% by the year 20507.
An understanding of future projections of streamflow is driven by global climate variability and
change, but also depends on complex local and regional conditions that modulate the process of
melting, freezing, evaporation, soil moisture and runoff. This is the domain of the macro-scale
gridded hydrological models, a valuable tool for obtaining quantitative information that will
support adaptation to climate change and a mechanism for synthesizing findings from
independent observational watershed studies.

Discussion
The results from all studies of future streamflow for BC are summarized in Table 5.3.1. Most of these
modelling studies have focused on nival systems. Other regimes, such as nival/glacial, play a key role in
agriculture, fisheries, and water supply and their responses are likely to be more complex8 and more
challenging to model. Factors which contribute to the complexity of modelling all types of runoff regimes
include the increased importance of accounting for evaporation and soil moisture (see Box 5.3.1) with
future warming, and the multiple sources of streamflow that have to be accounted for (i.e. glacier-melt
and groundwater).
Projected changes to annual and seasonal streamflow volumes and timing are similar across models
and approaches9. All models and approaches that deal with nival systems predict an earlier onset of the
spring freshet or peak flows compared to the base case. Projected changes to the magnitude of flow
include increased winter and decreased summer and fall streamflow, along with a diminished spring
freshet volume10. Warmer winter temperatures will cause more precipitation to fall as rain rather than
snow, resulting in increased winter runoff and decreased snowpack accumulation and a tendency towards
more pluvial streamflow regimes (section 4)11,12. Reductions to spring peaks will occur primarily from
reductions in snowpack and from warmer temperatures causing an earlier spring melt (section 5.1).
The changes to the flood and low-flow volume producing mechanisms are different for pluvial and
nival systems13. Pluvial watersheds are expected to have increased flood magnitude and frequency14,15.
This response is primarily driven by warmer, wetter winters (section 4.1, 4.2)16. A decrease in the number
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and magnitude of flood events is predicted for many nival watersheds, particularly those in the semi-arid
interior regions17,18. This decrease is driven by the spring melt taking place earlier. Drier summers in
combination with year-round warming are projected to increase water shortages in both pluvial and nival
rivers because of changes in rainfall timing and amounts, projected smaller snowpack and increased
evaporation19. Also an increase in the time elapsed between snowmelt and fall rain is projected, which
will extend the dry-season low-flow period. Pluvial regimes have been shown to have noticeably longer
dry seasons as a result of changes in temperature and precipitation inputs. Because of this pluvial systems
are considered sensitive to climate change20.
Soil moisture in BC
Soil moisture is an important element of the water balance, a key determinant of precipitation versus
runoff ratios and is often used to set the initial moisture conditions in models. Soil moisture plays an
important role in the exchange of moisture and energy between the atmosphere and the land surface21, but
estimates of this variable are dependent on many factors including water availability, exposure, and
meteorological variables (wind speed, humidity, cloudiness, and solar insolation). Aside from rare point
measurements, the contribution of soil moisture to the water balance cannot be estimated without a
hydrological model. There is little information or data available in BC on soil moisture, even though it is
highly important for water management.
The impacts of climate change on future soil moisture projected to the 2020s and 2040s for BC was
estimated from a recent study of the BC section of the Columbia Basin22. Soil moisture is projected to
increase during the spring season in response to earlier melting of the snowpack. However, during the
summer and fall seasons, future climate scenarios project increased temperatures, which imply increased
evaporation rates from soil in the absence of summertime precipitation. Increases in evaporation will
occur when summer days are longer, cloud cover is decreased, precipitation is low, and air temperatures
are high23. Evaporation and transpiration is dependent on the Vapour Pressure Deficit (VPD), which is
proportional to temperature and inversely proportional to humidity24. As the VPD increases so does
evaporation. However, plants could respond to increased temperature and changes to humidity by
reducing transpiration25.
The timing of the seasonal recharge of soil moisture in future decades in BC will be largely controlled
by temperature trends, assuming an adequate supply of snowpack and rain at the beginning of the year.
Recharge timing is dependent on the runoff regime of an area. Soils are generally driest in pluvial systems
before the beginning of the rainy season, which occurs in October in most locations in BC. Precipitation
and cooler temperatures that occur during the fall and winter in these systems allow water to accumulate
in the soil. For nival systems, snowmelt during the spring or early summer can replenish soil moisture.
The projections of soil moisture in the Columbia Basin show that in nival and hybrid watersheds
projected increasing temperatures will result in reduced snowpack and the earlier onset of snowmelt that
enhances soil moisture recharge in spring. However, the direction of change of soil moisture in summer
and fall is more difficult to predict because changes in solar radiation, wind speed, precipitation,
humidity, temperature, evaporation and transpiration are all contributing factors. Therefore, increased
temperatures in nival and hybrid systems can alter seasonal cycles of soil moisture depletion and
recharge, but more research is needed26.
Glaciers play a major role in determining low-flows for 48% of the monitored rivers in BC27. One
study explored future streamflow response to glacier change and projected that August streamflow in the
Bridge River Basin will decrease by 37% by 205028. Another study in the Illecillewaet watershed
projected that despite a 26% decrease in future glacial runoff (due to a 33% reduction in glacier area), the
total percentage runoff contribution would remain relatively unchanged29. During low-flow periods at the
Illecillewaet, increased contributions from groundwater would compensate for losses in flow from other
sources30. The influence of groundwater and glacier melt on low-flows requires further study31.
Projected changes for five sites in the Canadian portion of the Columbia Basin for the 2020s and
2040s were studied (Figure 5.3.1a to 5.3.1e) by the Climate Impacts Group at the University of
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Washington using the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model32. Mica is the farthest north of all the
gauges followed by Revelstoke, Duncan, Corra Linn, and Keenleyside, which is the farthest south
(Figure 5.3.1a to 5.3.1e). These watersheds are located in the northern headwater of the Columbia River,
which are projected to have slower reactions to climate change than watersheds at moderate elevations
located further south. All stations show earlier onset of the spring melt and higher peak magnitudes for
the 2020s and 2040s than for the base case.
Corra Linn (Figure 5.3.1d) has some of the largest deficits in July, August, and September even
though it is not the furthest south. Characteristics, such as vegetation and topography, increase the
response of the Corra Linn basin to changing climate compared to other watersheds. However, in this
study the influence of glacier cover on streamflow changes was not investigated even though many of the
watersheds in the Columbia Basin are known to have glaciers (section 3.2). Hence, the response of the
streamflow to changes in glaciers could be a causal factor in the different responses between watersheds
in the Columbia Basin, such as the Corra Linn.

Uncertainties and Limitations
The main impediments in streamflow projection are related to challenges with projecting future
precipitation and temperature (section 4). GCM projections play a large role in the hydrological model
outcomes33. Most studies summarized here applied GCM results from only one grid box, rather than
averaging multiple nearby grid boxes (section 4). However, this approach is limited because the
variability across GCM models is diverse and resolution is coarse (Introduction II).
Uncertainties in future precipitation amounts are greater than those for temperature estimates (section
4.1). However, changes in the form of winter precipitation are dependent on temperature estimates, which
make projected changes to the form of precipitation relatively robust. Due to the uncertain nature of
changes in precipitation amounts there is a potential for changes in precipitation to exacerbate or
ameliorate the effects of regional warming (section 4.1). For example, an increase in temperature in
combination with a decrease in winter precipitation could result in drought, but an increase in winter
precipitation might maintain current conditions34. However, the projected decline in winter snowpack and
subsequent decrease in summer streamflow is more probable because both snowpack and streamflow are
known to depend more heavily on the temperature response (section 3.1, 3.3).
Characterizing uncertainty in future projections of streamflow requires results from an ensemble of
models35. The difference between projected warming and projected precipitation signals was small
between ensembles, but large differences and high uncertainty were noted in hydrologic response.
Uncertainty for flooding events was also high; models reproduced central tendency measures well, but
were biased in their ability to produce extremes36.
Relating global climate projections to the regional scale is problematic because models that integrate
GCM results are often suited to continental scale studies. However, hydrologically robust downscaling
techniques are often limited in projecting reasonable values at regional scales and through time.
Additionally, many facets of streamflow modelling have not been fully explored or addressed using
future projections. Conceptual models represent landscape features (e.g. vegetation cover) as steady-state.
Therefore potential future climate change in combination with changing land cover and streamflow has
yet to be addressed by hydrologic modellers.
Modelling the future response of different types of streamflow regimes (section 3.3) is limited, For
example, there are only a few studies of glacier influence on future streamflow and existing research is
not transferable across watersheds37,38. Finally, the influence of climate change on climate variability has
not been investigated39 with regards to impacts on future streamflow conditions.

Gaps


Many of the findings reported are based on limited sites in BC. Outside of these areas little
research has been done.
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Work on hybrid, pluvial, and nival/glacial regimes in BC is limited in comparison to nival
regimes. Hybrid systems in the Georgia Basin, for example, are generally smaller coastal
watersheds and have been identified as some of the most sensitive to climate change40,41.
The HBV-EC model that was used to assess the Bridge River system has been applied in other
glacial regimes in BC (Canoe, Illecillewaet, and Goldstream Rivers)42. However, the model was
not run in combination with a modern up-to-date downscaling approach such as Tree-Gen, which
could provide more accurate and fine resolution results43.
Data from BC Hydro’s hydrologic modelling at 20 sites across BC is not shared widely within the
scientific community.
A regional scale comparison of several hydrological models, with various emission scenarios, has
not been conducted. A regional scale ensemble approach to hydrologic modelling would provide
a holistic estimate of the range of responses that can be expected44. Model bias (section 4) and
uncertainty estimates are available using ensemble approaches. In addition, the response of
streamflow to ENSO and PDO may be observable using this approach45,46.
Future projections of streamflow rely on hydrologic models that are suited to a given runoff
regime. A projected result of climate change is that runoff regimes may shift, as they have in the
past (section 3.3). However, the ability of the available hydrologic models to adapt to transiting
runoff regimes has not been documented.
Regional Climate Models (RCMs) (e.g. 45 km) are too coarse to accurately represent
hydrological processes. However, improper representation of important land-atmosphere
feedbacks, such as snow-albedo feedbacks, is often the result of direct input of RCM data into
offline hydrologic models47. This occurs due to a mismatch in spatial resolution and land surface
parameterizations between the RCM and offline hydrologic models48.
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Figure 5.3.1 – a) Mica, b) Revelstoke, c) Duncan, d) Corra Linn, and e) Keenleyside Variable Infiltration
Capacity (VIC) model projections for 2020s and 2040s, compared to the observed. The y-axis shows average
streamflow (m3/s) for a given month and the x-axis gives the numeric month (i.e. -2 = October, 0 = December,
8 = August). Source: Climate Impacts Group the University of Washington, USA.
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current climate there will be a
40% reduction in August
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Earlier onset of spring peak
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6. Conclusions and next steps
The results of this report document that the climate in BC is already changing, and several
hydrological resources are projected to be at risk in the future. Warming trends across BC are consistent
with global trends but larger. Precipitation trends are also generally positive, but spatially variable across
the Province. However, in the most recent periods (the last 50 years), some precipitation trends are
negative. Superimposed on these climate trends, ENSO and PDO variability produces changes of a
similar magnitude to historical trends over the past century. Hydrologic impacts of a changing climate
include significant decreases in snowpack, retreating glaciers, changes to streamflow timing and
magnitude, and earlier lake ice break-up along with shorter lake ice duration. The regional climatic and
hydrologic response to ENSO and PDO phases can be quite variable across BC.
Projected climate (2050s) for BC from an ensemble of GCMs is warmer than current conditions with
fractional increases in precipitation; the CRCM projection provides additional high-resolution regional
detail. Spring snowpack and glaciers in southern BC and the Rocky Mountains are projected to decline by
the 2050s, except those located at high elevations. Streamflow in nival or nival-glacier regimes is also
projected to decrease. Important changes in projected surface conditions will also change the soil
moisture and evaporation feedbacks to the climate system, but quantitative estimates are not available.
What should be done by responsible government and industry in the face of challenges and
uncertainty? These results have documented climate changes that are already occurring. There is no
longer a question about the existence of global climate change, and regardless of any future control of
carbon dioxide emissions, questions must now address the timing, magnitude, and unexpected
consequences of climate change. Furthermore, if adaptive actions are to be considered, what are the
consequences and the costs? In order to improve the detail and quality of climatic and hydrologic
information, so as to better support higher-order impacts and adaptation assessment of water resources
systems, the following are needed:
 a commitment to monitor the climate system in Pacific North America
 updating future scenarios with new research results as they become apparent
 analysis of extreme weather and hydrologic events
 a thorough analysis of current and projected water resources
With this in mind, each section of this report has also presented the limitations of the analysis, and
identified gaps in knowledge. The contents of this report were screened for major topics, opportunities, or
analytic tools that are needed to take the next step:
 the observational network of climate and hydrological sites
 analysis of precipitation, snowpack, and hydrographs
 satellite observational resources
 statistics of extreme weather events
 climate variability (ENSO, PDO, AO) and seasonal climate forecasting
 glacier inventory and modeling
 Regional Climate Models (RCMs)
 diagnostic hydrological models, that include parameters of soil moisture, ground cover and
evaporation and transpiration feedbacks
 empirical (statistical) downscaling
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Among these topics, several deserve special consideration:


Development of a comprehensive Diagnostic Hydrologic Model

The value of hydrologic modeling has already been demonstrated for the Columbia River
watershed using the VICi hydrologic model. This model allows a common framework to evaluate
all hydrologic components: precipitation, temperature, snowpack, glacier resources, soil
moisture, ground water, ground cover, streamflow, and evaporation and transpiration. First, the
model would be adapted to BC watersheds. Subsequently, diagnostic studies could assess the
hydrologic impact of climate variability and change, as well as the consequences of feedback
mechanisms.


Diagnostic studies of projections from a Regional Climate Model (RCM)

The diverse topography and climatology of British Columbia require an RCM at sufficient
resolution to match important watersheds with the dimensions of the hydrological model. This
work requires the substantial physical and intellectual resources of national laboratories.
Fortunately, collaboration with Ouranos, Montréal, and national laboratories at the University of
Victoria, bring access to these model results. The output from these models is of great value for
diagnostic studies of the climate and hydrological processes.


Analysis and projections of extreme weather events (Pacific storms)

In addition to changes in temperature and precipitation, global climate change has the potential to
increase the intensity of Pacific storms. Increasing sea surface temperatures of the Pacific Ocean
and changes in climate variability can also contribute to this effect. The Province lies directly in
the path of Pacific storms, and changes in intensity are an important concern for hydroclimatology and water management in the future.

i

VIC, Variable Infiltration Capacity model
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